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CONDITIONS OF SALE.

I. The highest bidder to be the buyer ; and if any dispute
arise between bidders, the lot so disputed shall be imme-

diately put up again, provided the auctioneer cannot decide

the said dispute.

II. No person to advance less than Is. ; above five pounds,
2s. 6d., and so on in proportion.

III. In the case of lots upon which there is a reserve, the auc-

tioneer shall have the right to bid on behalf of the seller.

IV. The purchasers to give in their names and places of abode,
and to pay down 5s. in the pound, if required, in part

payment of the purchase-money ;
in default of which the

lot or lots purchased to be immediately put up again and
re-sold.

V. The sale of any lot is not to be set aside on account of any
error in the enumeration of the numbers stated

,
or errors

of description.

VI. The lots to be taken away at the buyer's expense, imme-

diately after the conclusion of the sale
;
in default of which

Messrs. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE will

not hold themselves responsible if lost, stolen, damaged, or

otherwise destroyed, but they will be left at the sole risk of

the purchaser, If at the expiration of Two Days after the

conclusion of the sale, the lots are not cleared or paid for,

they will then be catalogued for immediate sale, and the

expense, the same as if re-sold, will be added to the

amount at which they were bought. Messrs. SOTHEBY,
WILKINSON & HODGE will have the option of re-

selling the lots uncleared, either by public or private sale,

without any notice being given to the defaulter.

VII. Upon failure of complying with the above conditions, the

money required and deposited in part of payment shall be

forfeited, and if any loss is sustained in the reselling of such

lots as are not cleared or paid for, all charges on such re-sale

shall be made good by the defaulters at this sale.

Gentlemen who cannot attend this sale, may have their Com-

missions faithfully executed by their humble Servants,

SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE,
13, Wellington Street, Strand, London.



PREFATORY NOTE.

THIS
Catalogue contains a description of the Second Portion of the

English Coins comprised in the remarkable Collection formed by

the late Mr. Hyman Montagu. The series extends from the reign

of iEthelraed II to that of Edward VI inclusive.

It will be within the recollection of those, who are interested in

the dispersion of this Collection, that in the first sale (British and

Anglo-Saxon Series) a portion only of the coins of iEthelraed II,

Cnut and Edward the Confessor were included on account of the

numerous examples of those reigns contained in the Collection. The

remainder is now offered for sale, and we venture to state that this

portion will be found to include as many rarities as the previous one
;

and that the division between the two sales was made as equal as

possible.

The system of cataloguing the coins has been carried out uni-

formly with that of the first sale. Each piece is as fully described

as it is possible within the limits of a sale catalogue, particular note

being made of any special feature on each coin. By this means it is

hoped to make the catalogue a faithful record of the Collection, and

serviceable in the future as well to the student as to the collector.

The pedigrees of the coins have been taken from Mr. Montagu's

notes, and these, as far as possible, have been checked
; every care has

been exercised to avoid mistakes, but in the case of so many references

it is almost impossible to keep entirely clear of small errors.

The excellence of the collection is so well maintained throughout

that no one reign can be said to be better represented than another.

Each one abounds not only in rarities but also in many unpublished

and unique specimens in silver as well as in gold ;
and throughout the

condition of the coins is quite exceptional, as will be seen from the

plates appended to the catalogue. We shall therefore confine ourselves

to drawing attention to a few pieces in gold only which are of the
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highest interest—Penny of Henry III (lot 386) ; Noble, 2nd coinage of

Edward III (lot 408) ;
Half Noble, 3rd coinage of Edward III (lot 422) ;

Noble of Henry V (lot 497) ; Angel of Kichard III (lot 636) ;
Half

George Noble of Henry VIII (lot 719) ;
Pattern Double Sovereign

of Henry VIII (lot 742) ;
Pattern Angel of Henry VIII (lot 743) ;

Double Sovereign of Edward VI (lot 804).

We need only add that the present occasion offers to collectors a

rare opportunity of adding to their treasures : such an opportunity

as will probably never occur again.

The next sale of the English portion of the Montagu Collection

will take place at this house in November next. It is proposed that

it shall include the coins from Mary to Anne.

SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE.
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4 Pennies, same type; moneyers, leofriL o.nordpi. (Norwich) ;
wlf-

stsn mo. stan. (Stamford) ;
edpine ON deodfo. (Thetford) ;

hvse

ON p^erinlpiLS. (Warwick) ;
PVLFLftR MO. PILTV. (Wilton) ;

ODE

on pinlestre. (Winchester), mostly fine 6

5 Pennies, same type; moneyers, pvlfnod on DORE. (Dorchester);

LODIPNE ON porimk (Warmington) ; LIOLNOD ON SIDESTEB. (Sid-

bury), well preserved, excessively rare mints 3

6 Pennies, same type but varied; moneyers, pvlfnod mo. H3MTV

(Southampton), var. cross before bust
;
LEVIL NO. lindol. (Lin-

coln), var. three pellets before bust, extremely fine ;
pvlfril mo.

linlo. (Lincoln), var. pellet in field on rev. ; LODiEL moo. strnfo.

(Stamford), var. annulet in field on rev.
;
spyreline mo. in dio.

(Thetford), var. three ends of tie before bust (Bud. 22, 5), Marsham

collection, all fine and scarce 5

7 Penny, (Hild. type A, var. a; Bud. 22, 8), Bust to right diademed ; rev.

small cross
; moneyer, leofstan on cent. (Canterbury), very fine ;

another {Hild. type A, var. c),
Bust to left, diademed ; rev. Four

Small crosses arranged around central one; moneyer, LODELEOF

moo. stsn. (Stamford), well preserved, both extremely rare types 2

8 Pennies, (Hild. type B. 1
;
Bud. 22, 9), Bust to right, diademed; rev.

Hand of Providence between A U)
; moneyers, leofrilmo. t/ENTPX

(Canterbury) ;
hespvlf mo. lisan. (Chichester), rare

;
psltferd

mo. Trip. (Ipswich), Brice collection
;
brvninl mo. KMTVN. (Southamp-

ton) ; ^lfrie mo. hvntttn. (Huntingdon), all very fine, a scarce type 5

9 Pennies, same type ; moneyers, ^edered mo. lydSNF. (Lydford), rare;

brttimnil mo. nordpic. (Norwich), unpublished moneyer ;
BOift mo.

stsnfo. (Stamford) ;
MSNNS mo. totkn. (Totness) ;

EJTDSIL- MO.

pinto. (Winchester), mostly very fine, a scarce type 5

10 Pennies, same type; moneyers, leofril mo. limr. (Lymne), slightly

chipped ;
sidepine on rofe. (Rochester), both fine and very rare

mints
; another (Hild. type B. 1, var. a), Bust to left, diademed ; rev.

Hand of Providence between ft. VJ. ; moneyer, leofvelm mo.

sLROB. (Shrewsbury), very fine and a very rare type 3

11 Pennies, (Hild. type b. 2
; Bud. 22, 13), Bust to right, diademed ; before,

sceptre ; rev. Hand of Providence between ft. IU. and two pellets ;

moneyers, BOift MO. L^ENTPftRE. (Canterbury) ;
osLVTEL mo. lvnd.

(London) ;
sidepine MO. rofel. (Rochester), very fine, a rare type,

first and last rare mints 3

12 Pennies, same type; moneyers, PVNsTftN mo. lis. (Chichester), rare,

pierced ;
lytelman mo. LiPEs. (Ipswich) ;

spyrtinl mo. nord.

(Norwich) ; BYRHMftER MO. pint. (Winchester), well preserved, a

rare type 4



13 Pennies, (Eild. type B. 3
;
Bud. 22, 15), Bust to right, diademed

; before,

sceptre ending in cross ; rev. Hand of Providence giving Latin

Benediction ; moneyers, lefstsn, mo. L^ent. (Canterbury) j
esd-

mvnd mo. lvndo. (London); osferd mo. hrof. (Rochester),

Shepherd collection ;
byrhsile mo. pin. (Winchester), mostly fine, a

very rare type 4

14 Pennies, (Hild. type c
;
Bud. 22, 4), Bust diademed to left; before,

sceptre ; rev. LRVX in angles of short cross voided ; moneyers,

BYRHsitE mo. bsrd. (Bardney), rare
;
^edelric mo. bjcd. (Bath) ;

LEOFslTCN MO. L^ent. (Canterbury); spetinL MO. HOLE. (Col-

chester) ;
FftZTOL DIFLIME. (Dublin) ;

LODPINE MO. DOFR. (Dover) ;

elfsts:n mo. EKXE. (Exeter), the last of coarse work, mostly fine 7

15 Pennies, same type; moneyers, obttn mo. eofr. (York) ;
leofzile mo.

Lipes. (Ipswich) ;
.elfric mo. ERANT. (Cambridge) ;

dvreetel

MO. hsm. (Southampton) ;
EODMftN MO. H7CMPI. (Harwich),

a rare mint
;
edpi mo. heor. (Hertford), var. pellets in each angle

of cross on rev., mostly fine 6

16 Pennies, same type; moneyers, leofear mo. here. (Hereford);
leopine MO. LiEPE. (Lewes) j

^elfstttn mo. LEE. (Chester) ;
ERRFIN

MO. lineo. (Lincoln) ;
EODPINE mo. lvn. (London) ;

EODA: mo.

LYDA. (Lydford) ;
.elfpine mo. m^eldv. (Maldon), rare, fine 7

17 Pennies, same type; moneyers, eadmvnd mo. nod. (Norwich);
^edelm^er MO. ON ft. (Oxford) ;

edsiee mo. rofe. (Rochester) ;

LVFft MO. sEEFT. (Shaftesbury) ;
byrhtaf mo. svd. (Sudbury) ;

^ELsTftN MO. TOTS. (Totness), rare; BVRHslEE mo. pint. (Win-

chester), fine 7

18 Pennies, same type; moneyers, hetcpvlf mo. svdee. (Southwark);
EODRIE MO. svdbyr. (Sudbury), rare; .elfrie mo. prlin. (Walling-

ford) ;
osm^er mo. p^eri. (Warwick), Poivnall collection

; bryhtrie

mo. per. (Wareham), Poivnall collection
;
PVLFEftR mo. PILT. (Wil-

ton) ;
.elfsiee MO. pinto. (Winchester) ;

and an Irish (?) imitation

of this type, legends blundered, fine 8

19 Pennies (Hild. type c var. a.) same as lot 14, but bust not diademed;

moneyers, pvflstrn mo. Dover. (Dover) ;
^elfpine mo. lvn.

(London), var. two pellets in angles of cross on rev., fine and very

rare
; another (Hild. type G var. b.) same as before but bust to left

diademed and no sceptre before it; moneyer, TOES MO. pint.

(Winchester), fine and extremely rare 3

20 Pennies (Hild. type c var. a), as in last lot; moneyer, sidpine mo.

rofel. (Rochester) ; another (Hild. type c, var. b.) as in last lot ;

moneyer, byrhtpold mo. pint. (Winchester) ;
another (Hild. type

C var. c), similar type, but with bust to right diademed ; before,

sceptre ; moneyer, ^elfsiLE mo. pint. (Winchester) well preserved,

all extremely rare 3

B 2



21 Pennies (Hild. type D ;
Bud. 22, 2 and 3), Eude bust to left, dividing le-

gend ;
rev. Long cross voided, each limb terminating in three

crescents
; moneyers, ^elfsiee mo. bsrd. (Bardney), rare ;

.<ELFRIE

MOO. BSD. (Bath); LEOFRIE MOO. E^ENT. (Canterbury); ESDNOD
moo. lise. (Chichester) ;

eodrie moo. EOL. (Colchester) ;
pvlfnod

moo. dor. (Dorchester), rare-, dvnstjcn mo. eaxe. (Exeter), all

fine 7

22 Pennies, same type; moneyers, edstsn moo. bsd. (Bath); FjEREMIN

MO. DYFL. (Dublin) ;
EOD MOO. EKXEE. (Exeter) ;

LEOFSTftN MO. EO.

(York) ;
litmsn moo. lips. (Ipswich) ;

pihtsiee mo. eles. (Glou-

cester); eodrie mo. ER2CNT. (Cambridge); edelnod mo. lie.

(Lincoln), Shepherd collection, mostly fine 7

23 Pennies, same type; moneyers, f^eremin mo. defl. (Dublin); .elfrie

mo. erant. (Cambridge) ;
levsmoo. h^estine. (Hastings); .edelpi.

moo. here. (Hereford) ;
^elfrie moo. nvnt. (Huntingdon) ;

odvlf

moo. leie. (Chester ) ; ^edelnod mo. lne. (Lincoln), mostly fine 7

24 Pennies, same type; moneyers, byrhstan mo. here. (Hereford);
^elfriE mo. HVN. (Huntingdon) ;

dvrvlf mo. liher. (Leicester),

rare
; iELFsiEE MO. LINE. (Lincoln) ;

edpine mo. lvnd. (London) ;

EOD7C MOO. lyda. (Lydford) ;
PVLFPINE MO. on. OXN. (Oxford),

mostly fine 7

25 Pennies, same type; moneyers, osevt mo. hvnt. (Huntingdon);
SPETINL MO. LVND. (London) ;

HP7CTEM7CN MO. NOR. (Norwich) ;

.elfpine MO. OXNS*. (Oxford) ;
EDsiEE MOO. ROFEE. (Rochester) ;

ERIM mo. deod. (Thetford) ;
^elfsiee moo. pint. (Winchester),

mostly fine 7

26 Pennies, same type; moneyers, ^edelpine mo. rvm. (Romney), a

rare mint
; pynsiee moo. sERO. (Shrewsbury) ;

nhtinE sitv.

(uncertain mint); eristin MOO. sttcn. (Stamford), rare moneyer;

osvlf MOO. def. (Thetford) ;
^elfstan mo. tot . (Totness) ;

byrhsiee mo. pint. (Winchester), mostly fine 7

27 Pennies, same type; moneyers, hvnepine mo. peled. (Watchet), a

rare mint
;
.<elfrie moo. pelie. (Wallingford) ;

leofril mo. pelie.

(Wallingford) ; pvlfrie moo. per. (Wareham) ;
DVRftNT MO. pihr.

Worcester); eoldvs moo. PILT. (Wilton); byrhtnod moo. pin.

(Winchester), mostly fine 7

28 Pennies, same type, but varied
; moneyers, f^enemin mo. difli.

(Dublin) var. cross before bust
;
svmerlids: mo. eofr. (York) var.

cross and pellet in angles of cross on rev.
;

elepine mo. lee.

(Chester), legend on obv. blundered
;
EODX MOO. sEEFT. (Shaftes-

bury), barbarous work; another, with same rev. type, moneyer,
pvlfsttcn mo. dof. (Dover), but obv. with blundered legend and

in centre cross, as Hild. type A, unpublished, some fine 5



29 Penny, similar type to Hild. type D, but with bust on obv. wearing

helmet, inscriptions on both sides blundered
; another, as Hild.

type D, but struck on a large square flan ; inscriptions blundered
;

and another, also struck on a square flan with same obv. type, but

rev. Small cross pattee in centre, as Hild. type A, inscriptions on

both sides blundered, these are Irish imitations of MthelraedJs coins,

all fine and exceedingly rare 3

30 Pennies (Hild. typeE; Bud. 22, 1), Bust to left in radiate helmet, rev.

Long cross voided, each limb ending in three crescents and bisect-

ing square, with three pellets at each point, moneyers, .<elfril

MOO. BSD. (Bath) ;
IRKS MO. EOFR. (York) ; LODPINE MO. LLES.

(Gloucester) ;
EDsiLE MO. KLESTIN. (Hastings) ; iEDELsTJCN MO.

HV. (Huntingdon) ; elfpil mo. ON. LVND. (London), var. cross in

field on rev., the last very fine, the others well preserved, a scarce type

and very rarely to be found in fine condition 6

31 Pennies, same type; moneyers, lepine moo. l^epe. (Lewes), unpub-
lished moneyer ; LEOFPINE MO. LEIL. (Chester) ; sVNELOD MO. LlNIr.

(Lincoln) ; lodpine mo. lvnd. (London) ; .ELFRIL MO. NOR,

(Norwich); esdperd MOO. ROF. (Eochester), well preserved, a

scarce type 6

32 Pennies, same type; moneyers, esdmvnd moo. lvn. (London);
LOLDVs MO. sereb. (Salisbury); EsLEft moo. stan. (Stamford),

chipped; noDPlNE mo. TOTA. (Totness) ;
hvnepine mo. peled.

(Watchet), a rare mint; brvnstan mo. pint. (Winchester), Mur-

chison, Lake-Price and Brice collections, the last very fine, the others well

preserved, a scarce type 6

33 Penny (Hild. type f var.), obv. +edelred re., Helmeted bust to left,

rev. + ODDENL7CR 0. LVD. (London), Long cross voided, each limb

terminating in three crescents
;
no ornaments in angles, very fine

and of the highest rarity, a variety not given by Hildebrand [PI. I] 1

*** From the Ford collection.

CNUT.

a.d. 1016-1035.

34 Pennies (Hild. type E; Bud. 23, 7), Bust to left, crowned, within

quatrefoil, rev. Long cross voided on quatrefoil; moneyers, SLFPSLD

on BSD. (Bath) ;
edpine MO. LOL. (Colchester) ;

TOLft MO. OEO.

(York) ;
^elfzil (?) mo. Lif. (Ilchester) ;

^edelbrht lip. (Ipswich) ;

LEOFPINE ON HS. (Southampton) ;
LEOFIL ON LEI. (Chester) ;

leofinl mo. linl. (Lincoln) ; osLVT MO. linlo. (Lincoln), mostly

fine 9



35 Pennies, same type; moneyers, lipine on. lel. (Chester) ;
^lfpi mo.

lehr. (Leicester) ;
svmerled mo. lin. (Lincoln), var. cross behind

bust; lodmjcn lvnde. (London), Ford collection; alpine ON

M^LD. (Maldon) ;
HSTEMSN M. NOR. (Norwich) ;

PVLPINE ON

oxsn. (Oxford) ;
^sLMAN mo. stsn. (Stamford) ;

LEOFsVN ON

pincs. (Winchester), mostly fine 9

36 Pennies, same type; moneyers, LODRIL mo. linl. (Lincoln), var. cross

on rev.; liofpine on lvnd. (London) ;
brvnstsn san. (Sandwich) ;

LODPNE MO. xTK, (Stamford) ;
PVLFsTSN sVL. (Southwark) ;

EDPINE

mo. deo. (Thetford) ;
leoflsr o. tot. (Totness) ;

pvlmer on pihr.

(Worcester); leofpine ON pinlst. (Winchester), mostly fine 9

37 Penny (Hild. type B
;
B. M. Cat. n, p. 249, type ii.),

Rude bust to left;

rev. Long cross voided, each limb ending in three crescents; moneyer,

^ELFHEH moo. sLRO. (Shrewsbury) fair condition
;

another (Hild.

type E var. a), same as lot 34, but sceptre before bust; moneyer,

LODPINE on LLEP. (Gloucester), fine ;
another (Hild. type E var. g.)

same type as last, but bust to left, diademed, no sceptre ; moneyer,

E7CPLIN mo. stan. (Stamford), fine condition; another (Hild. type E.

var.
i.) ; same type as last, but bust to left crowned, and on rev.

the quatrefoil has three pellets at each angle ; moneyer, iELFsiL

m. on svdl. (Southwark), fine, all extremely rare 4

38 Pennies (Hild. type G; Bud. 23, 19), Bust to left wearing pointed

helmet
; before, sceptre ;

rev. Short cross voided, limbs united by
two circles

; broken annulet enclosing pellet in each angle ;

moneyers, Klfpold on bad. (Bath) ;
l^eofpine on L^ENT. (Canter-

bury); pvlfpine ON LOL. (Colchester); pvlfstsn on Eftx. (Exeter);

farlr MO. eofepi. (York), var. two pellets on rev., very fine ;
lifinl

on lipeszpi. (Ipswich); bollr on llepe. (Gloucester), mostly

fine 7

39 Pennies, same type; moneyers, supine on elxles. (Exeter); letel

mo. eofrpil. (York) ; lodril on LLEP. (Gloucester) Ford collec-

tion; etzile on h^stinbtc (Hastings); Ford collection; leofpine

on leil. (Chester) ;
OSLOD on linlol. (Lincoln) ; iELFLSR ON

lvnd. (London); edlsr ON lvndene. (London), mostly fine 7

40 Pennies, same type ; moneyers, leofstj?n on lvn. (London) ; msns
O. NORDVI. (Norwich) ; pvlfpine ON OLXE. (Oxford) ; BOLLS ON
seftesb. (Shaftesbury), pierced; EKPELIN on stsnf. (Stamford);
^elflar on svbL. (Southwark) ; ^lfstan ON PINL. (Winchester),

mostly fine 7



41 Pen n ies, same type j moneyers, ,elfperd on lvnde. (London) j
msnns

on nord. (Norwich), pierced; esdpine mo. deo. (Thetford);

pineman ON deod. (Thetford) ; EODPINE ON p^eri. (Warwick);
EODEILD onn PELE. (Watchet), a rare mint, Ford collection;

Rlfpold on pihr. (Worcester) ;
iELFSiEE ON pinEes. (Winchester),

mostly fine 8

42 Pennies, (Hild. typeR; Bud. 22, 1), Bust to left, diademed
; before,

sceptre ; rev. Small cross voided, circle enclosing pellet in centre
;

moneyers, ^elfelm on briv. (Brewton), a very rare mint
;
.ELFRIE

ON EIEEST. (Chichester), a rare mint
;
BOEft ON dofeer. (Dover) ;

edpine on eexel. (Exeter) ;
E^efel on life. (Ilchester) ;

pvlnod

on elep. (Gloucester), all fine 6

43 Pennies, same type; moneyers, pvlsiee on here. (Hereford);

.elfpkrd on l^ep. (Lewes) ;
^elfnod ON. LINC. (Lincoln) ;

pvlfpine

on line. (Lincoln) ; eodere on lvnd. (London) ;
eodrie on

stjw. (Stamford); pilemkn ON pine. (Winchester), mostly fine 7

44 Pennies, same type; moneyers, EODEOD ON LVNDE. (London), a very

rare moneyer ;
leofpine on NOdp. (Norwich) ;

^EELRIE ON SEE.

(Shaftesbury) ; leofpine on six (Stamford) ;
^elfpie on deod.

(Thetford) ; ^edestsn ON pi. (Winchester), mostly fine 6

45 Penny, of Winchester (var. Bud. 22, 5), similar type to lot 42, but

head of king not diademed and before it sceptre in form of spear ;

moneyer, ljcdivler on pinee. very fine, extremely rare, an unpub-

lished variety; another of London (Hild. type K; Bud. 23, 27), Bust

to left, diademed
; rev. Cross composed of four ovals, the bases

united by two circles; moneyer, brvnmsn on lvnde. well pre-

served, extremely rare 2

*** No. 1 from the Martin, Murchison, Bergne, Young, and Brice

collections.

46 Pennies, (Hild. typei; Bud. 23, 22-23), Bust to left, diademed; in

left hand, sceptre ;
rev. Quadrilateral ornament over short cross

voided
; moneyers, leofrie on eipes. (Ipswich) Marsham collection ;

EDPftRD on l^eve. edpsr. (lewes), a rare instance of the reduplication

of the moneyer's name, Ford collection ;
DVRERIM ON LIN. (Lincoln) ;

brvnear ON LVN. (London) ; iELVERD ON LVND. (London) ; spert.

ON stsnfo. (Stamford), mostly fine, a scarce type 6

47 Pe n ny, ofLondon, unpublished, obv.'LKVT rex, Three quarter figure of king
to right, wearing helmet, holding long sword in right hand; rev. + bosi

ON lvndl, Small cross pattee in centre, very fine, unique, this coin

is of exceptionally fine work [PI. I] 1

"%* From the Brice collection.
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48 Pennies (6), (Hild. type G; Bud. 23, 19), Same type as lot 38, with

blundered legends on both sides
;
others (2), (Hild. type H ;

Bud.

22, 1), Same type as lot 42, but with bust to right ; before, sceptre ;

legends blundered, mostly fine, the last two unpublished varieties 8

HAROLD I.

A.D. 1035-1040.

49 Penny, Canterbury, (Hild. type A; Bud. 24, 1-3; B. M. Gat. II, pi. xx, 1),

obv. harold rex, Bust to left, diademed
;

rev. Alfred on een.,

Cross composed of four ovals united at their bases by two circles,

in fair condition
; another, of Chichester, same type ; moneyer,

iELFRiL ON LILES., well preserved, the second a rare mint 2

50 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 2), of Dover, reading obv. + harold r:
;

rev. +EDPINE onn dofr., very fine, a scarce mint 1

51 Penny, same type (Bud. 24, 2), of Exeter, reading obv. + -harold

relx ;
rev. edsieie on elxel., very fine, a scarce mint [PI. I] 1

*#.* From the Addington collection.

52 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 2), of Cambridge, moneyer, pvlfpine on

LRAN.; another, of Southampton, same type, moneyer, ^elfpine on

hamtv., both well preserved and rare mints 2

53 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 2), of Chichester, reading + HAROLD REX;
and rev. -hiELFHLE ON leile., very fine and scarce 1

* *
* From the Bergne (lot 251) and Brice collections.

54 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 2), of Chester, moneyer, leofpil ON

leliee.
; another, of Lincoln, same type, moneyer, lovrim ON

linlol., the first a scarce mint, tlie second a very rare moneyer, well

preserved 2

55 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 2), of Chester, moneyer, snell on

leielee., fine and scarce
; another, of Lincoln, same type, moneyer,

spertebra. ON Li., well preserved 2

56 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 2), of Lincoln, reading obv. + harold rex
;

and rev. +^elfnod on lnlolv, very fine and a scarce moneyer of this

mint [PI. I] 1

*** From the Brice collection.

57 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 1), of London, with large bust, moneyer,
EINEPOLD on lvn.

; another, of Norwich, same type, moneyer,
DEFILE on nordpil., both well preserved, the second a scarce mint and

moneyer 2

58 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 2), of London, moneyer, lodmon on

LVND., fine ; another, of Shrewsbury, same type, moneyer, PVLFRED
on slrob., well preserved, the second a rare mint 2



59 Penny, same type, (Rud. 24, 2), of London, moneyer, eodpin steper.

o. lv., very rare, with two moneyers' names, fine ; another, of Stamford,

same type, moneyer, LODRIC ON STANF., well preserved, the second a

scarce mint 2

60 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 2), of Salisbury, moneyer, pinstanie on

SERD., very fine; another, of Stamford, same type, moneyer, spert.

on sanvo., well preserved, the second a rare spelling of this mint 2

61 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 2), of Thetford, moneyer, leofpine on

deodf.
; another, of Winchester, same type, moneyer, PyDlA ON

pineest., both well preserved and scarce 2

62 Penny, Bath, (Hild. type B; Bud. 24, 4; B. M. Cat. n, pi. xx, 2), obv.

+ HJCROLD rex, Bust to left in armour
; before, shield and sceptre ;

rev. + >EEEL1VLER ON B3\, Long cross voided, limbs united at their

bases by circle, enclosing pellet ;
in each angle, lis between two

pellets, in good condition
; another, of Bristol, same type, moneyer,

jslfpard on bri., fine, both rare mints 2

63 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 4), of Canterbury, moneyer, leofstan o.

LE. ; another, of Colchester, same type, moneyer, eoril on LONE.,

both well preserved, the second a rare mint 2

64 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 4), of Colchester, moneyer, pvlfpine o.

EOL.
; another, of Dover, same type, moneyer, edpine on dofr.,

well preserved, both rare mints 2

65 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 4), of Dorchester, reading obv. + Harold

rex; and rev. +hpataman o. dor., well preserved, a very rare

mint 1

66 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 4), of Exeter, moneyer, edmer on elxe.
;

another, of York, same type, moneyer, beorn on eoe., both fine 2

67 Penny, same type (Bud. 24, 4), of Exeter, moneyer, leofpine on e.
;

another, of York, same type, moneyer, EODINE ON eorv., both well

preserved 2

68 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 4), of Ipswich, reading obv. + HAROLD
relx

;
rev. + lifinl ON LIPE., very fine, a rare mint 1

*** From the Brice collection.

69 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 4) of Gloucester, moneyer, eodrie on ele.
;

another, of Cambridge, same type, moneyer, jelypil on L-rsn.,

both fine, and scarce mints 2

70 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 4), of Cambridge, moneyer, stirlere

era.
; another, of Hastings, same type, moneyer, ^elfperd on B.M.,

both well preserved, scarce mints, especially the second one 2

71 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 4), of Southampton, moneyer, ^elfpine

ON HftMT.
; another, of London, similar type, with no pellets on

either side of one lis on rev. moneyer, brihtjvler o. lv., both fine and

rare 2
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72 Penny, same type, {Bud. 24, 4), of Hereford, reading obv. + HSROLD

reev ;
and rev. + leofenab on he., extremely fine and a rare mint

[PL I]
1

73 Penny, same type (Bud. 24, 4), of Hythe, reading obv. + harold ree. ;

and rev. + edrie ON hde., fine, extremely rare, an unpublished mint

of this reign 1

*** From the Addington collection.

74 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 4), of Chester, moneyer, EROE ON leiees. ;

another, of Lincoln, same type, moneyer, pvleeet 0. line., both

fine
2

75 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 4), of Lincoln, reading obv. + harold

rleex
;
and rev. +OSMVND o. Li., very fine 1

*** From the Shepherd collection (lot 104).

76 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 4), of Chester, moneyer, leofpie on lee. ;

another, of London, same type, moneyer, LODMAN ON LVN., both

fine
2

77 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 4), of London, moneyer, leofred o. lvn.

(retrograde) ; another, of Norwich, same type, moneyer, leopine

on nord., both fine, the second a scarce mint 2

78 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 4), of London, moneyer, liffinl on lvnd. ;

another, of Oxford, same type, moneyer, LIFINL ON OLXE., both fine,

the second a scarce mint 1

79 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 4), of Malmesbury, reading obv. +hxrold
rex 7C.

;
and rev. EODM2EN on mel., fine, and an extremely rare mint 1

80 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 4), of Shrewsbury, moneyer, pvlfrd o.

seob
; another, of Salisbury, same type, moneyer, Alfred on ser.,

well preserved, scarce mints 2

81 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 4) of Stamford, moneyer, brvpin no zts. ;

another, of Thetford, same type, moneyer, LEOFPNE ON deo., both

fine and scarce mints 2

*** No. 2 from the Sainthill and Addington collections.

82 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 4) of Thetford, reading obv. +HAROLD rel. ;

and rev. ^elfpine on doo., extremely fine, a scarce mint 1

*
#
* From the Brice collection.

83 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 4) of Warwick, moneyer, loda on purine.;

another, of Winchester, same type, moneyer, ^ELFINE ON PINE., well

preserved, the first a scarce mint 2

84 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 4) of Watchet, reading obv. +HAROLD rex
;

and rev. eodeildd on pee., fine, an extremely rare mint 1

85 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 4) of Wallingford, moneyer, pvlpiine 0.

pell, a rare mint
; another, of Winchester, same type, moneyer,

SPILEMAN ON PN., both well preserved 2
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86 Penny, Southampton, similar type to Bud. 24, 4, but varied, having on

rev. trefoils of pellets in three angles of cross and lis in fourth,

moneyer's name, leoppiine o. ham., well preserved, a very rare variety 1

*** This type is a transition one into Hild. type B, var. a
;
see next and

following coins.

87 Penny, Bath, (Hild. type b, var. a; B.M. Cat. n, pi. xx, 4), obv. +harold

eel., Bust to left, in armour
; before, shield and sceptre ;

var. three

pellets in front of helmet
;

rev. +pedel onn BSD .
, Long cross

voided, limbs united at bases by circle enclosing pellet ;
in each

angle, trefoil of three pellets, fine, a very rare mint [PI. I] 1

*
+
* From the Marsham collection (lot 200).

88 Penny, same type, (Hild. b, var. a) of Bristol, reading obv. +HAROLD

rex; rev. +pvlpiine on brie., fine, and a rare type of this scarce

mint 1

89 Penny, same type, (Hild. b, var. a) of Exeter, moneyer, ^edm^er on

EEXE., fine ; another, of York, same type, moneyer, arlill ON EOF.,

well preserved, scarce 2

90 Penny, same type, (Hild. b, var. a) of York, moneyer, ^rnerim on eo.
;

another, of Leicester, same type, moneyer, pvlstan ON leh., well

preserved, the second a rare mint 2

91 Penny, same type, (Hild. b, var. a) of Oxford, moneyer, ^elpie onn
onx. ; another, of Stamford, same type, moneyer, areil on stan.,

fine, loth rare mints 2

92 Penny, York, (Bud. 28, 1
; B. M. Cat. n, p. 306), same type as Hild. b,

var. a, but bust to right ; before, sceptre, &c.
; reading obv. +HAROLD

REE. (retrograde) ; and on rev. pvlderine on eo., fine, unique

[PL I] 1

*** From the Martin, Murchison, and Boyne collections.

93 Penny, Oxford, (Hild. type b, var. b), obv. +harold rex, Bust to left,

diademed, in ornamented robes
; rev. EOLAMAN ON OEX. Long cross

voided, limbs united at their bases by circle enclosing pellet ;
in each

angle, lis between two pellets, fine and an extremely rare variety 1

94 Penny, Lincoln, (Hild. type b, var. c; B.M. Cat. n, p. 306, type vi), same

type as the preceding lot but bust to left, in armour, and wearing

large helmet ; before, sceptre ; reading obv. +HAROLD rex
;
and rev.

+SPERTINE ON IE., very fine and of extreme rarity [PI. I] 1

95 Penny, same type, (Hild. type b, var.
c), of Colchester, with moneyer's

name, pvlpne on. eol., fine, slightly cracked, an extremely rare type and

mint i

*** From the Ford collection.

96 Penny, London, (Hild. type E; B. M. Cat. n, p. 305, type ii), "Pacx

type," obv. +harold re., Bust to left, diademed ;
rev. +VLETL ON

lvnd., Long cross voided with annulet in centre: in angles, PAEX.,

very fine and of the highest rarity 1
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HARTHACNUT.

A.D. 1040-1042.

97 Penny, London, (Hild. type A; B. M. Cat. u, p. 326, no. 12), obv.

+nardelnvt, Bustto left, diademed
;

rev. +oddenlr o. lvdenne,

Cross composed of four ovals, united at bases by two circles
; pellet

in centre, well preserved, very rare 1

98 Penny, London, same type, (Hild. type a), var. four pellets before bust
;

reading obv. nardlnvt ri.
;

rev. -t-ODDENLAR on lv., well preserved,

very rare, perhaps of Danish fabric 1

99 Penny, Dover, (Hild. type A, var. a; Bud. 24, 1; B. M. Cat. n,

pi. XXI, 1); obv. +HARDLNVT re., Bust to right, diademed; rev.

+ETTSI&E onn dofra., Cross of four ovals as in lot 97, fine, a very

rare mint 1

*
+
* From the J. Brown and Addington collections.

100 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 1), of Exeter, reading obv. +hardalnvt re.
;

and rev. h-pvlnod on exle., very fine and very rare [PI. I] 1

*** From the Dymock, Murchison, Bergne, Young, and Brice collections.

101 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 1), of Guildford, reading obv. 4-harda-

LNVT re. ;
Sbudrev. +BLSLMAN ON tiL., extremely fine and very rare 1

*** From the Brice collection.

102 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 1), of Hastings, reading obv. + HAR-

DALNVT re.
;
and rev. bridd on hjes. fine and rare 1

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 201).

103 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 1), of London, reading obv. as last; rev.

+ brvn onn lvnde., very fine and rare 1

104 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 1), of Salisbury, reading obv. +HARDA-
IfNVT re.

; and rev. + BODPINE ON sere., very fine and a very rare

mint, not in Hild. nor in the Brit. Mus. 1

*
+
* From the Martin, Murchison, and Shepherd (lot 106) collections.

105 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 1), of Steyning, reading obv. +har-
dalnvt re.

;
and rev. +FRIDI ON stenile., extremely fine and a very

rare mint [PI. I] 1

%.* Figured in Hks., no. 216.

106 Penny, Dorchester (Hild. type b.; Bud. 24, 2
;
B.M. Cat. n, pi. xxi,

2), obv. +NARDLNVT RE. Bust to left, diademed, sceptre in left

hand; rev. +I.ODPINE ON DORLE., Short cross voided, over which

quadrilateral ornament, with pellet at each angle, fine and a very

rare mint 1
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107 Penny, same type, (Rud. 24, 2), of Ilchester, reading obv. hardlnvt

re. ;
and rev. LODRiL onn lifell., fine, a very rare mint, found at

Axbridge 1

*** From the Dymock, Murchison, and Shepherd (lot 107) collections.

108 Penny, same type, (Rud. 24, 2), of Huntingdon, reading obv.

+ hardalnv. j
and rev. + pvlfpi. ON hvnta., very fine, a very rare

mint [PL I] 1

*#* From the Brice collection.

109 Penny, same type, (Bud. 24, 2), of Langport, reading obv. + HARBLNVT

re.
j
and rev. +dvin£ERD oh LSNLP., fine and very rare 1

110 Penny, same type, (Rud. 24, 2), of Lincoln, reading obv. + HARDLNVT
R.

;
and rev. +OOSMVND ON lin., fine and rare 1

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 205).

111 Pen ny, same type (Rud. 24, 2), of Leicester, reading obv. + hardlnvt j

and rev. + s^evine on leher., well preserved, a very rare mint 1

112 Penny, same type, (Rud. 24, 2), of London, reading obv. + hardlnvt

r.
;
and rev. + lodril LALIL ON lv., well preserved, very rare with

twomoneyers' names 1

113 Penny, same type, (Rud. 24, 2), of London, reading obv. NARDLNVT :;

and rev. + OVDENLARL ON LV., very fine and scarce 1

114 Penny, same type, (Rud. 24, 2), of Oxford, reading obv. + HARBLNVT
rox ; and rev. + eodpine onn olxene., fine, a rare mint 1

115 Penny, same type, (Rud. 24, 2), of Nottingham, reading obv. narLnvt ;

and rev. +BLALANAN ON SN., very fine, a very rare mint 1

*** From the Addington collection.

116 Penny, same type, (Rud. 24, 2), of Stamford, reading obv. +NARDVT
re.

;
and rev. + lodpine on stanfo., fine and rare 1

*** From the Sharp collection.

117 Penny, same type, (Rud. 24, 2), of Winchester, reading obv. +HAR-
dalnvt

;
and rev. + DRALA ON PILE., fine and rare 1

*** From the Martin and Marsham (lot 204) collections.

118 Penny, of Aylesbury, unpublished, similar type to Rud. 24, 2, but the

quadrilateral ornament on the rev. has three pellets at each angle ;

reading obv. + hrnlnvtiemti
;
rev. + leofdne on ^ell : l., the rev.

type is like the coin of Cnut, Rud. 23, 24, from which this piece is

probably copied, unpublished mint, UNIQUE, "a beautiful specimen"

[PI. Ij 1

*** From the Murchison, Bergne, Johnston, and Brice collections.
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119 Penny, London, (Hild. type b, var. a; B. M. Cat. n, p. 321, type ii,

var. a) ; obv. + nardlnvt + ,
Bust to left, diademed, no sceptre ;

rev. + ovdenlarl ON LV., Quadrilateral ornament on short cross

voided, as in lot 106, well preserved, extremely rare 1

120 Penny, London, (Hild. type d
;

B. M. Cat. n, p. 322, type iv), obv.

+ HARDALNVT RX., Bust to left; before, sceptre; all within circle

of legend; rev. + ASLAL ON lvnd., Short cross voided; in angles,

LEVI, in fair condition, pierced, of the highest rarity 1

121 Penny, London, (var. Bud. pi. D, 42), obv. + harelnv., Bust to left,

helmeted
; behind, shield

;
rev. + dorletl o. lvd., Long cross

voided, with three crescents at end of each limb, fine, extremely

rare 1

*#* Hawkins, p. 159 (3rd ed.), considers this and the following coins

" not to be English
"

: but Danish. The above type is evidently

adapted from coins of Aethelraed II (Bud. 22, 2).

122 Penny, London, (var. Bud. pi. H, 45), similar type to the last coin,

but the helmet of the king is radiate, and on the rev. there is a

pellet in each angle of the cross and also in the centre
; reading

obv. +HARDELNVT; and rev. +LEFPINE ON LVD., very fine and very

rare 1

*** From the Bergne, Johnston, and Brice collections.

123 Penny, London, (Eks. 218); obv. + hardeenvt, Bust to left, in

armour, and radiate helmet; rev. oddenlr on lvd., Long cross

voided each limb terminating in three crescents
; pellet in centre

;

over quadrilateral ornament with three pellets at each angle, very

fine and extremely rare 1

*** From the Wyllie collection.

124 Penny, London, (Bud. pi. d, 41); obv. +nardeen., Bust to left, in

armour, open right hand raised before bust
;
rev. +TOOEI ON lvdl,

Long cross voided, as on the preceding coin, but in alternate angles,

crescent, veryfine and extremely rare, thefigure in Bud. I. c. is engraved

from this coin 1

*** From the Cuff, Murchison, and Brice collections.

125 Penny, London, obv. +hardelnvt, Bust to left, in radiate helmet,

&c, as on the preceding coin
; rev. + alpine on lvd., Long cross

voided
;
three crescents at end of each limb and pellet in centre

;

cross in alternate angles, fine and very rare 1

126 Penny, London, (Bud. pi. h, 45), obv. +hardeenvt, Bust to left, in

radiate helmet as before
;

rev. 4-alfpard 0. LV., Long cross

voided, &c, as on the preceding coin
; but in alternate angles,

pellet and annulet, very fine and very rare 1
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EDWARD THE CONFESSOR.

a.d. 1042-1066.

127 Pennies, (Hild. type A; Bud. 25, 33-34), obv. Bust to left, with

radiate crown : rev. Small cross pattee in centre
; moneyers, ele-

pine ON eoferi. (York), var., annulet in field on rev.
; stireoll on

eofer. (York), var. as last and large head on obv.
; lifinlE onn

lvnde. (London) ;
edpine ON NIV. (Newport), a very rare mint

;

brvnstan on deo. (Thetford), all fine, a scarce type 5

128 Pennies, (Hild. type A, var. c; Bud. 25, 30-31), obv. Crowned bust

facing, with beard
;

rev. Small cross patt6e in centre ; moneyers,

pvlfpine on bede. (Bedford) ;
pvlpine on lolec. (Colchester) ;

mareere ON EAD. (St. Eadmunsbury), a rare mint
; ARNERIM ON

EOF. (York), var. annulet in field on rev.
; brvnine ON EIPPE. (Ips-

wich) ;
alfrie ON Eilde (Guildford), a rare mint

; pvlfpi on

ERANT. (Cambridge); DVNNINE ON hesi. (Hastings), all fine 8

129 Pennies, same type ; moneyers, oderim on. eofr. (York), var.

annulet in field on rev.
;
pilerib. on hyrtf. (Hertford), a rare

spelling of mint name ;
aeelpine on lee. (Chester) ; lefpine on

line. (Lincoln), large bust, rare; ^Eglpin. on lvnd. (London);
EORLVERD on MOI. (uncertain mint) ;

godpine on m.eldv. (Maldon),

scarce, var., pellet in field on rev. ; edpine ON nord. (Norwich),

mostly fine 8

130 Pennies, same type ; moneyers, dorr on eofr., (York), var. annulet

in field on rev.
;
vlf on lineoln (Lincoln), var. small bust in

oval ; aoldin on lvnd. (London) retrograde, var. annulet in field

on rev., rare
;
lefpine nor. no. rof. (Rochester), two moneyers'

names (?) ;
diorman on st^e. (Steyning), scarce

; spareolf on sta.

(Stamford), Sharp collection
;
eodlef on detf. (Thetford); brihtm^er

ON PA. (Wallingford), all fine, some very fine 8

131 Pennies, same type; moneyers, osparde on stan. (Stamford), Sharp
collection

;
herred on piltv. (Wilton) ; leofpold on pin. (Win-

chester) ; others, (Hild. type B
; Bud. 26, 36-38), obv. Bust to left,

diademed
; rev. Short cross, voided

; moneyers, SPOTA on bede.

(Bedford) ;
leofpine on een. (Canterbury) ; eltan on eofi.

(York), var. annulet in field on rev.
; BVNINE ON LIP. (Ipswich),

mostly fine 7

132 Pennies, same type as Hild. type B; Bud. 26, 36-38, as in last lot;

moneyers, ernpii on here. (Hereford) ; leofpi. on l,ep. (Lewes) ;

hvsear on leie. (Chester) ;
pvlsi on lvnd. (London) ; leofre

on STAN. (Stamford) ;
estmvnd 0. de. (Thetford) ; brvnpine on

pe.
(Watchet), a very rare mint, mostly fine 7
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133 Pennies, (Eild. type c; Bud. 25, 21-24), obv. Bust to left, diademed;

before, sceptre ;
rev. Quadrilateral ornament with three pellets at

each angle over short cross voided
; moneyers, ^edestan on brie,.

(Bristol), rare; liofpine on E.ENT. (Canterbury); ERNE-RIM ON

eoferp. (York) ;
/ELIPINE on eexe. (Exeter) ;

^elfpine on hvnt.

(Huntingdon) ;
dvrlrim on LINEE. (Lincoln), Brice collection

;
pvlf-

PINE ON LVD. (London) ; ^ELELPIE- ON OEXENE (Oxford), all fine 8

134 Pennies, same type; moneyers, stireol on eofofe. (York); pvlf-

PINE ON LVND. (London) ; LEOFPINE ON NORD. (Norwich) ; ^ELEL-

pne on oexe. (Oxford) ;
pvlfNjER on rvne. (Romney), a rare

mint ; liofpine on sand. (Sandwich), a very rare type of this mint,

Marsham collection; estmvnd o. deodf. (Thetford); lodril on

pineest. (Winchester), all fine 8

135 Pennies, (Hild. type d ;
Bud. var. 24, 12), obv. Bust to left, diademed

;

before, sceptre ;
rev. PAEX in angles of long cross voided, crescent

at end of each limb
; moneyers, drsiie on bfor. (Bedford) var.

pellet on rev. ;
eadpold on ex. (Exeter) ;

pvlfpi. on hvnt. (Hun-

tingdon), var. psex on rev. ; brvniine on lei. (Leicester), rare ;

pvlstan o. lv. (London), mostly fine, a scarce type 5

136 Pennies, same type; moneyers, leofpine on nori. (Norwich)

HALFD6NIS ON OX. (Oxford), unpublished moneyer, very fine

bola ON tant. (Taunton), rare; edriee on deo. (Thetford)

alpine on piher (Worcester) ;
ilvdto inr NIC. (uncertain mint),

var. three crescents at end of each limb of cross, Danish or Irish (?)

mostly fine 6

137 Penny of York, {Eild. type d, var. a
;
Bud. 24, 12), same type as lot

135, but on the rev., Short cross voided, no crescent at ends of limbs ;

moneyer, vlfletel on eofer. (York) var., annulet on rev., fine ;

Another of London, same type, but PAEX on rev. retrograde ;

moneyer, pvlflar on lvnden. (London), both very rare, the second

very fine 2

*** No. 2 from the Brice collection.

138 Pennies, (Hild. typeE; Bud. 24, 4); obv. Bust to left, diademed;

before, sceptre : rev. Short cross voided, the limbs gradually

expanding and united at bases by two circles
; moneyers, ^eieln^er

ON bad. (Bath) ; ^elfrie on bfrde. (Bedford), var., pellet on rev. ;

jEbestan on briesto. (Bristol), rare ; leofpine on lent. (Can-

terbury) ; brihtric ON EOLEE. (Colchester), var., pellet on rev. ;

LINSTAN ON dof. (Dover) ; arnlrim ON eofe. (York), var.,

annulet on rev.
; lifine on exseex. (Exeter), all fine, mostly scarce

mints 8
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139 Pennies, same type; moneyers, ernerim on eofer. (York), var.

annulet on rev.
;
EAPVLFON GLEPEEK, (Gloucester); BLAEEMAN ON

EVL. (Guildford), a very rare mint ; LEOFENOD ON HFRE. (Hereford);

EODRIE ON HVNTEN. (Huntingdon) ;
edperd ON l^epe (Lewes) ;

alesie on leil. (Chester) ;
vlf on lineolne. (Lincoln), all

fine 8

140 Pennies, same type; moneyers, stireol on eoferpi. (York), var.

annulet on rev.
; godrie on glepele. (Gloucester) ;

manna on

lineol. (Lincoln) ;
briesie on lvndene. (London) ;

brintpine on

LVND. (London) ;
brihtpi. ON MALME. (Malmesbury), rare; DVRFVRD

on nordp. (Norwich) ; brihtril ON pal. (Wallingford), all fine,

some very fine 8

141 Pennies, same type; moneyers, leofred on lvnd. (London); var.

pellet on each limb of cross on rev.; PVLFEET ON SXjEN. (Steyning),

rare
;
godpine on stanfo. (Stanford) ;

leofril on deodf. (Thet-

ford); brvnpine ON PA. (Wallingford) ;
sideman on perh. (Ware-

ham), rare
;
lifine on pinlestre. (Winchester), mostly fine 7

142 Pennies, same type; moneyers, ^ielpine on piher. (Worcester);

^eielpine ON pineest. (Winchester); others, similar type, but

only one circle in centre of cross on rev., (Bud. 24, 2) ; moneyers,

efpii. on lvnden. (London), var. pellet on each limb of cross
;

godpine pidia ON P. (Winchester), very rare, with two moneyers'

names
;

others (Hild. type F
;

var. Bud. 25, 20), obv. Bust to

right, in pointed helmet
; sceptre ending in cross in right

hand
;

rev. Short cross voided, each limb ending in three crescents
;

annulet in centre ; moneyers, deorman on loleee. (Colchester) ;

sevle ON eoferpii. (York), var. annulet on rev. ; BRVNINE

ON eipi. (Ipswich), all fine, some rare 7

143 Pennies, same type, (Hild. type F; var. End. 25, 20, as in last lot);

moneyers, bred on elesxien. (Hastings); godrie on hvnte.

(Huntingdon) ;
edpine ON LjEPE. (Lewes) ;

odbern on lineo.

(Lincoln) ;
^EELPIE ON LVNDEE. (London) ;

BRIHTPOLD ON OX.

(Oxford) ;
EODELEOF ON DEOT. (Thetford) ;

LIFINL ON PINEESTEI.

(Winchester), all fine 8

144 Penny, London (Hild. type f var. a; Bud. 25, 19), same type as

lot 142
;

but bust wearing pointed helmet to left, and sceptre

ending in three pellets ; moneyer, leofred on lvnde. (London),

well preserved, a variety of the highest rarity 1

*** From the Marsham collection.

C
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145 Pennies, (Rild. type F var. b
; Bud. 25, 18,) same type as last coin or

lot 142 ;
but bust to right, holding sceptre with lis at head ;

moneyers, brvnhese on lolel. (Colchester) ;
dvinnl on ilestie.

(Hastings) ;
Ford collection ; loldsie on lvnd. (London) j

liofpine

ON NOR. (Norwich) ;
pvlfril on st^en. (Steyning), rare

,
Brice col-

lection
;
LEFRILL ON STANF. (Stanford); ESTMVND ON DEOT.(Thetford);

brand ON paling. (Wallingford), mostly fine 8

146 Penny, Bedford, unpublished type, obv. +edperd rex o., Bust to right

in pointed helmet; before, sceptre with lis at head
;

rev. + liofbEGEN

on bede. (Bedford), Short cross voided, each limb terminating in

an incurved segment of a circle, fine, of the highest rarity 1

*#* From the Durlacher collection. This coin is of importance as it is

the connecting link between Rild. types F and G.

147 Pennies, (Hild. type G
;
Bud. 24, 9), obv. Bust to right, bearded, wear-

ing arched crown; before, sceptre ;
rev. Short cross voided, each limb

ending in an incurved segment of a circle
; moneyers, ^elfril ON

berdest. (Bardney), fine, an unpublished mint of this reign ; morlre

ON eadmvn. (St. Eadmundsbury), in fair condition ; s^epan on

nipep. (Newport), an unpublished moneyer, fine, all extremely rare 3

148 Pennies, same type; moneyers, LODPINE ON breel. (Bristol), rare ;

godpine ON LILEST. (Chichester), scarce
;
liofpine on dirbi. (Derby),

rare
;
lifinl on exeeest. (Exeter) ;

.elfril on exeleste. (Exeter),

var. annulet enclosing pellet behind bust
;
DORR ON EOFERPIL.

(York), var. annulet on rev.
;
brvnil ON LIPESI. (Ipswich), mostly

fine 7

149 Pennies, same type; moneyers, pvlfril on LILEIT. (Chichester),

scarce
;
arnlim on eofr. (York), var. annulet on rev.

;
pvlm^er on

EXELEST. (Exeter) ; s^ELOL ON LANTE. (Cambridge), scarce
;
BRIHT-

mond on LLEP. (Gloucester), broken
;
brid on h^esti. (Hastings) ;

lodril on hvnte. (Huntingdon) ;
ospold on l^epe. (Lewes), mostly

fine 8

150 Pennies, same type; moneyers, aslal on linLoln. (Lincoln);
^EiELFPARD ON LVND. (London) ;

BRIHTRED ON OXENEX. (Oxford) ;

pvlm^er ON rvmed. (Romney), rare
;
PVLftLER on slobe. (Shrews-

bury) ;
SVMERLIPE ON PIODFO. (Thetford) ;

GODRIL ON SERBVRI.

(Salisbury), rare, mostly fine 7

151 Pennies, same type; moneyers, lodril on lvnde. (London);
diorman ON st^enil. (Steyning), rare; brvnpine on stanfo.

(Stamford) ;
lodelif on piodpo. (Thetford) ;

liofstan on pihre.

(Worcester), rare
; SUPINE ON PILTI. (Wilton) ;

ANDERBODA ON PIN.

(Winchester), var. pearls on crown, mostly fine 7
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152 Pennies, (Eild. typen; Bud. 24, 13, &c.) Sovereign type, obv. King
seated on throne, sceptre in right and orb in left hand

; rev. Short

cross voided, martlet in each angle ; moneyers, manna on lnet.

(Canterbury) ;
PVLFRIL ON LILES. (Chichester) j

^ELFRIL ONN
exel. (Exeter); leofine ON glevelst. (Gloucester); brid on

h^stien. (Hastings) ;
deorman on lvnde. (London), all fine, a

scarce type 6

153 Pennies, same type ; moneyers, earnpil ON hfr, (Hereford) ;
ospold

ONN L^EPE. (Lewes) ;
SPROT ONN LEIL. (Chester) ;

PVLFRIL ON

linlo. (Lincoln) ;
direman. ON LVD. (London), var. pellet on rev.,

Neville Eolfe collection
;
LODPINE ON ROF. (Kochester), a rare mint,

all fine, a scarce type 6

154 Pennies, same type; moneyers, pvlfril ON st^en. (Steyning), rare

and very fine; follpine on svdrv. (Sudbury), fine, an unpublished

type of this excessively rare mint, Ford collection
;
brihtril on pall

(Wallingford), extra fine, Brice collection
;

s^epine on piltvne.

(Wilton), fine ;
lifinl on pincest. (Winchester), extra fine, a scarce

type 5

155 Pennies, (Hild. type I
; Bud. 25, 26), obv. Bust to right, wearing arched

crown
; before, sceptre ;

rev. Short cross voided
;

in each angle

pyramid, springing from inner circle and terminating in pellet ;

moneyers, iELFPiNE ON brv. (Bristol), a rare mint
;
^ELFPINE ON

LILEST. (Chichester), rare
;
ovdlrim on eofri. (York), var. annulet

instead of pyramid in one angle of rev.
; DVNINL ON lege. (Chester),

all fine, the last very fine, a rare type 4

156 Pennies, same type ; moneyers, vlfletel on eof. (York), var. annulet

instead of pyramid in one angle of rev.
;
leofpord on l^ep. (Lewes) ;

jELFsil ON leill. (Chester) ;
osmvnd on lvndep. (London), gilt,

all fine, a rare type 4

157 Pennies, same type; moneyers. vELFPi. oxeneforda (Oxford), unpub-
lished type of this mint, and unique in giving the name in full ;

godpine

ON st^e. (Steyning), a rare mint
;
jslfpine on pin. (Winchester),

all fine, a rare type 3

158 Penny, Southampton, (var. Hild. type i), similar type to lot 155, but in

one angle of the cross on the rev. the pyramid terminates in three pel-

lets
; moneyer, spetman ON ha. (Southampton), well preserved, a very

rare variety ; another, of Wallingford, (var. Hild. type i), unpublished,

similar type to lot 155, but the cross on the rev. has a segment of a

circle outwards at end of each limb
; moneyer, brihtm^er on pa.

(Wallingford), of the highest rarity, fine 2

C2
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159 Penny, Winchester, (Hild. type I, var. a; Bud. 25, 25), obv. ead-

pard rex, Bust facing, crowned, holding sceptre and orb; rev.

+ HEADEPVLF ON pi. (Winchester), Short cross voided; in each

angle, pyramid springing from inner circle and terminating in pellet,

very fine and exceedingly rare [PL I] 1

*** From the Martin, Murchison, Bergne, Young, and Brice collections.

160 Penny, Chester, (Hks. 223), obv. eadpard rex, Bust to right, hel-

meted
; before, sceptre ; rev. + ^elfs. on legeee. (Chester), Short

cross voided, with pyramid terminating with pellet in each

angle, same as the last coin, very fine and of the highest rarity, if

not unique 1

*
#
* This coin is identical with Hks. 223, where it is probably figured.

161 Penny, Wilton, (Hild. type L; Bud. 24, 11), obv. eadpard re., Bust

to right, crowned
; before, sceptre ; rev. + LENTPINE on pilt.,

Across field PTfx between two lines, well preserved and exceedingly

rare, being an unpublished type of this scarce mint 1

*** From the Bergne (263) and Brice collections.
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SECOND DAY'S SALE,

HAROLD II.

a.d. 1066.
LOT
162 Penny, Chelsea, (Hild. type A; Bud. 26, 3

;
Hks. 230; B. M. Cat. n,

pi. xxxr, 1), obv. + harold rex ang., Head to left, wearing arched

crown; before, sceptre; rev. ^elfnod ON LEAL (" Cealchythe
"-

Chelsea), Across field and between two lines P X X., extremely fine,

unique [PI. I] 1

*** From the Brice collection. This is the only coin known of this

mint.

163 Penny, York, same type, (Bud. 26, 3), reading, obv. +HAROL. rex
ANGO.

; rev. ovdgrim on eofr. (York), very fine 1

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 217).

164 Penny, Hastings, same type, (Bud. 26, 3), reading, obv. + harold
rex ang. ; rev. + dvnninl on B.M. (Hastings), very fine, a rare

mint 1

*** From the Shepherd collection (lot 110).

165 Penny, Hastings, same type, (Bud. 26, 3), reading, obv. + harold
rex ANglo.

;
rev. +beodred on ^st. (Hastings), very fine, rare 1

%* From the Young and Brice collections.

166 Penny, Chester, same type, (Bud. 26, 3), reading, obv. + harold rex

ang.
;

rev. +DRONT on lege. (Chester), very fine, a rare mint of this

reign, unpublished moneyer 1

%* From the Pownall collection.

167 Penny, Lincoln, same type, (Bud. 26, 3), reading, obv. + harold rex

angl.
; rev. +PVLMiER ON LINCO. (Lincoln), very fine [PI. I] 1

*#* From the Brice collection.

168 Penny, London, same type, (Bud. 26, 3), reading, obv. + harold rex

ANglo.
; rev. +edpine on lvndei. (London), very fine 1

%* From the Durrant, Bergne (lot 279), and Brice collections.

169 Penny, Shrewsbury, same type, (Bud. 26, 3), reading, obv. + harold
rex angl.

; rev. + pvlm^er ON srob. (Shrewsbury), fine, an extremely

rare mint 1
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170 Penny, Steyning, same type, (Bud. 26, 3), reading, obv. +HAROLD

rex anglo. ; rev. + dermon on st^eni. (Steyning), very fine, a very

rare mint 1

*.£* From the Ford collection.

171 Penny, Worcester, same type, (Rud. 26, 3), reading, obv. + harold

rex Ai. ;
rev. + leofril on pihre. (Worcester), fine, an extremely

rare mint 1

172 Penny, Warwick, same type, (Rud. 26, 3), reading, obv. + HAROLD

rex A.
;

rev. +patemon on pri. (Warwick), very fine, an exceedingly

rare mint 1

173 Penny, Wilton, same type, (Rud. 26, 3), reading, obv. +HAROLD rex

ang.
;

rev. +^elfpold on pilti. (Wilton), fine and scarce 1

174 Penny, Winchester, same type, (Rud. 26, 3), reading obv. +HAROLD

rex angL.
;

rev. +anderbode on pn. (Winchester), fine and

scarce 1

175 Penny, Bristol, (Hhs. 232
;
B. M. Cat. n, pi. xxxn, 5), similar type to

lot 162, but the bust is to the right with sceptre, instead of to the

left ; reading obv. +HARALD RE.
;

rev. +^ELFPinE Oh BRYL (Bristol),

legend commencing at bottom to left, fine, Hks. p. 167, describes

the Brit. Mus. specimen, which has pax on the rev. retrograde, as

UNIQUE (1)
1

*
#
* From the Devonshire, Martin, Murchison, and Boyne collections.

It probably belongs to the first coinage of Harold II, as it approaches
most in type the coins of Edward the Confessor.

176 Penny, Bristol, (Hild. type a var. a; Bud. 26, 1
; Hks. 231

;
B. M.

Cat. ii, pi. xxxi, 6), obv. +harold rex angl., Head to left, crowned ;

no sceptre ; rev. +leofpine on bri. (Bristol), Across field and

between two lines pax, fine, a very rare mint, a rare type [PL I] 1

%* From the Brice collection.

177 Penny, Cricklade, same type, (Bud. 26, 1), reading, obv. +haroldrex
angl

; rev. +leofred on lri. (Cricklade), fine, an excessively rare

mint of this reign, possibly unique 1

178 Penny, Dover, same type, (Bud. 26, 1), reading, obv. +harold rex
angl.

; rev. +pvlfpard on DO. (Dover), var. PAX on rev. retrograde,

very fine, a very rare mint 1

*** From the Addington collection.

179 Penny, Hereford, same type, (Bud. 26, 1), reading, obv. +HAROLD rex
anglo. ; rev. +ELFPI on herefordi (Hereford), very fine, an un-

published type of this rare mint 1
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ENGLISH COINS
(After the Conquest).

WILLIAM I (the Conqueror).*

a.d. 1066-1087.

The References are to Ruding, "Annals of the Coinage of Great Britain"; and to

Hawkins,
"
Silver Coins of England" 3rd edition.

180 Pen ny, Bedford, obv. + pillelmv. rex a., Bust of king to left, crowned ;

before, sceptre ;
rev + sibrand ON bedl, Cross with floriated ends,

annulet in centre
;

all within circle (Hks. 233 ; Rod. pi. I, 7), fine,

very rare, an unpublished type of this mint 1

*** From the Wakeford collection.

181 Pen ny, Bristol, same type, {Hks. 233), reading obv. + pillelmv. rex a. •

rev. +lifpine ON brilesi; another, of Canterbury, same type,

reading obv. + pillemvs rex a.
j

rev. + PVLFRED ON LATPAL, both

fine and rare 2

*** No. 1 from the Wigan collection.

182 Penny, Dover, same type, (Hks. 233), reading obv. + pillemvs

rex an.
;

rev. + manpine on dovo., extremely fine and very rare, an

unpublished type of this mint [PI. I] 1

"%* From the Brice collection.

183 Penny, Hastings, same type, (Hks. 233), reading obv. +pillemv.
rex I. ; rev. + lolspegen on mi., very fine, a rare type of this mint 1

*** From the Bieber collection (lot 2), in which catalogue it was attri-

buted to Chichester.

184 Penny, Hastings, same type, (Hks. 233), reading obv. + pillemvs rex
j

rev. +DVNNIE ON ;estl, extremely fine and rare, as the preceding 1

*** From the York Moore and Addington collections.

185 Penny, Eomney, same type, (Hks. 233), reading obv. +illemv. rex i.
;

rev. + pvlfmer on rv., fine, a rare type of this scarce mint 1

*** From the Neville Kolfe collection.

186 Penny, Wallingford, same type, (Hks. 233), reading obv. + pillemvs

rex N.
;

rev. + brand on pallin., fine ; another, of "Winchester,

same type, reading obv. + pillemvs rex a.; rev. + lvfinl ON PINLE.,

very fine, both rare 2

* For obvious reasons the classification of the coins of William I and II as pro-
posed by Hawkins has been adopted. A sale catalogue is scarcely the place to vent
new theories

; though several coins in this collection would suggest considerable modi-
fications.
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187 Penny, Hereford, similar type to Hks. 233, but without sceptre before

bust (Bud., Suppl. pi. I, 4), reading obv. + pillemvs rex i.
;

rev.

^egelril ON her., extremely fine and an excessively rare type 1

*** From the Bergne and Brice collections.

188 Penny, London, similar type to Hks. 233, but with large bust to right ;

before, sceptre (figured in Num. Chron. vol. xiv, p. 149
;
Hks. p. 170),

reading obv. +pillemv8VI; rev. +pvlfpineon lvl, extremely fine

and probably unique 1

*#* From the Cuff, Bergne, and Brice collections.

189 Penny, Cricklade, obv. + pillemv rex a., Bust of king facing, crowned

(Bonnet type); rev. +leofred on lrie., Voided cross, each limb

ending in two crescents
;
annulet in centre

; pyramid surmounted

by pellet in each angle (Hks. 234
;
Bud. pi. I, 2), in fair condition, an

excessively rare mint, of which this type is unpublished 1

190 Penny, York, same type, (Hks. 234), reading obv. + pillemv. rex i.
;

rev. + hardvl ON EOF.
; another, of Gloucester, same type, reading

obv. + pillemvs rex I.; rev. +SILAL ON glepele., both fine and

rare 2

191 Penny, London, same type, (Hks. 234), reading obv. + pillemvs REX;
rev. +edpine on lvdel, very fine and rare 1

*** From the Bergne and Brice collections.

192 Penny, Shrewsbury, same type, (Hks. 234), reading obv. + pillemvs

rex i.
; rev. +eolril on 2R0BE2BI., extremely fine, a very rare mint,

of which this is an unpublished type 1

*** From the Middleton collection.

193 Penny, Stafford, same type, (Hks. 234), reading obv. + pillemv. rex
;

rev. +godpine on 8TEFF0R., very fine, an extra rare mint [PI. I] 1

*** From the Brice collection.

194 Penny, Wallingford, same type, (Hks. 234), reading obv. + pillemvs

rex A.
;

rev. + brihtm^er on pall,
j another, of Worcester, same

type, reading obv. + pillemv. rex i.
;

rev. + garvlf on pihre., both

very fine and rare 2

195 Penny, Ipswich, similar type to Hks. 234, but the head of the king,

which is small, is within a circle
; reading obv. + PILLEMVS REX

;

rev. + ^egelbriht on GIPEL, well preserved, unique and unpublished 1

196 Penny, Stamford, obv. + pillemv. rex, Bust of king to left, crowned ;

before, sceptre ; rev. +liofpine on sta. (Hks. 235), a very fine coin,

unique of this mint, and only one other specimen of this type known,
which is in the British Museum 1

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 222). This coin is referred to in

Num. Chron., NS. vol. ix, p. 354, note 33.
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197 Penny, Exeter, obv. +pillemvs rex., Bust of king facing, crowned,

under a canopy ; rev. + ^elfpine on exei., Quadrilateral compart-

ment with floriated ends within circle
;
in centre, annulet (Hks. 236;

End. pi. I, 1), extremely fine and very rare, an unpublished type of this

mint 1

"%* From the Brice collection.

198 Penny, Exeter, same type, (Hks. 236), reading obv. as the preceding

coin
; rev. + s^epeard on exell, very fine and very rare 1

*** From the Brice collection.

199 Penny, London, same type, (Hks. 236), reading obv. +PILLEMV. RE. I.
;

rev. 4-vhtred on lvdnel, very fine and rare [PI. I] 1

200 Penny, Oxford, same type, (Hks. 236), reading obv. +pillemvs rex
;

rev. +GODPINE on oxene., very fine, a rare type of this mint 1

*
#
* From the Henderson, Durrant, Bergne, Young, and Brice collections.

201 Penny, Wallingford, same type, (Hks. 236), reading obv. +PILLEMV.

rex
; rev. + brand on pallingl, in perfect condition, very rare, an

unpublished type of this mint 1

202 Penny, Bristol, obv. +pillem. rex ang., Bust facing, crowned; on

either side, sceptre; all within circle; rev. +leofpine"on brl,
Within circle cross flory over cross bottonnee

;
in centre, circle,

(Hks. 237 : Bud. pi. I, 5), very fine and rare [PI. I] 1

%* From the Addington collection.

203 Penny, Exeter, same type, (Hks. 237), reading obv. +PILLEMVS REX

AN.; rev. +pvlfpine ON exei., very fine and rare 1

204 Penny, York, same type, (Hks. 237), reading obv. +PIELM. rex ang.
;

rev. alil ON eofrpil ; another, of Southampton, same type, read-

ing + pillem. rex AN.
;

rev. + supine on amtv., both well pre-

served, scarce 2

205 Penny, York, same type, (Hks. 237), reading obv. +pilem. re. ANGE-

lor.
; rev. + ovdgrim on EOF., fine ; another, of London, same

type, reading obv. + pilem. rex angolii
;

rev. godpine on lvndi. ;

inner circle of dots on both sides, very fine, both scarce 2

*** No. 1 from the Wakeford and no. 2 from Archdeacon Pownall's
collection.

206 Penny, Lewes, same type, (Hks. 237), reading obv. + pillem. rex
anglo.

;
rev. ospold on l^penl, very fine and a rare mint 1

\* From the Kirk collection (1884).

207 Penny, Malmesbury, same type, (Hks. 237), reading obv. + pillem.

rex angloi.
;

rev. +BRIHTPI. on malme., very fine and a very rare

type of this mint 1
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208 Penny, Thetford, same type, (Hks. 237), reading obv. +pillem. rex

ANGLO.
;

rev. + LENRIL ON deotfo., very fine ; another, of Wilton,

same type, reading obv. + pillemvs rex ai. ; rev. + leofpold

ON pit., fine, both scarce 2

*
*
* No. 1 from the Bieber and no. 2 from the Addington collection.

209 Penny, Wallingford, same type, (Hks. 237), reading obv. +pillem.

rex angl. ;
rev. +brihtm^er on pall, very fine and rare 1

*.£* From the Gibbs collection.

210 Penny, Wilton, same type, (Hks. 237), reading obv. +pillem. rex

angl.; rev. +SIEVARD ON pilt., very fine, and a rare type of this

mint 1

*** From the Addington collection.

211 Penny, Winchester, same type, (Hks. 237), reading obv. +pillem.

REX ANG.
;

rev. +speatlinl on pin., very fine and scarce 1

*** From the Shepherd collection (lot 117).

212 Penny, Hereford, obv. +pillem. rex an., Bust of king, facing,

crowned, between two sceptres as Hks. 237; rev. +^eglpine on

HERL, Within circle cross bottonnee over quadrilateral ornament with

pellet at each angle, as Hks. 238, fine, unpublished, unique 1

*** From the Howard and Brice collections. This is an interesting

coin, as it shows that types 237 and 238 of Hawkins were nearly

contemporaneous and may have been struck by the same king.

WILLIAM I op WILLIAM II.

213 Penny, Cricklade, obv. +pillem. rex anl, Bust facing, crowned;

on either side, a star
;

all within circle ; rev. + LIOFRED on LREL.,

Cross bottonnee over quadrilateral ornament with pellet at each

angle, as on the preceding coin, (Hks. 238
;
Bud. pi. I. 10), fine and

a rare type of this very scarce mint [PI. I] 1

214 Penny, Ilchester, same type, (Hks. 238), reading obv. +pillem. rex

anl
; rev. ^egelpine on gifl, very fine and a rare type of this

mint 1

*** From the Bergne and Brice collections.

215 Penny, London, same type, (Hks. 238), reading obv. +pillelm. rex

ai.
; rev. + edpa. on lvndn., very fine and scarce 1

*** From the Gibbs collection.

216 Penny, Marlborough, same type, (Hks. 238), reading obv. +pillem.

rex anl
;

rev. + lid oin m^rlebh., fine, and an exceedingly rare

type of this scarce mint 1

%* From the Warne collection.
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217 Penny, Norwich, same type, (Hks. 238), reading obv. +pillem. rex

AN.; rev. +EDPOPLD O. NODIR.; another, of Oxford, same type,

reading obv. + pillem. rex ani.
;

rev. + godpine on oxsne., both

well preserved, the second an unpublished type of the Oxford mint 2

*** No. 1 from the Bieber and no. 2 from the Wakeford collection.

218 Penny, Shaftesbury, same type, (Hks. 238), reading obv. + pillem. rex

ai.
j

rev. + alnod on saft., fine and a rare type of this mint 1

*#* From the Shepherd collection (lot 119).

219 Penny, Winchilsea, same type, (Hks. 238), reading obv. + pillem.

REX AN.
;

rev. + GOLDPINE ON PINLL., fine, and unpublished of this

mint 1

220 Penny, Lewes, obv. + pillem. rex, Bust of king to right, crowned,

holding sceptre in right hand; rev. +LEEFVILD OM LEPE., Large
cross patt6e within circle, trefoil in each angle, (Hks. 239

;
Rud.

pi. I. 6), extremely fine, of exceedingly %ne fabric, and very rare

[PL I] 1

*^* From the Shorthouse collection. On account of the great breadth
of the cross on the rev., the squareness of the letters in the legends
and the general excellence of style, Mr. Montagu considered that this

coin was probably a pattern.

221 Penny, London, same type, (Hks. 239), reading ofo;. + pillem. rex;
rev. + edpi. on lvndel, fine and rare 1

*** From the Shepherd collection (lot 114).

222 Penny, Wallingford, same type, (Hks. 239), reading obv. +pillelm.

rex
;
rev. + pideman on pal., fine, unpublished moneyer and type of this

mint 1

223 Penny, Winchester, same type, (Hks. 239), reading obv. +pillelm.

re.; rev. +^estan on pinll, very fine, a rare type 1

*** From the Bryce collection.

224 Penny, Lewes, obv. +pillelm. rex, Bust of king to right, with

sceptre, &c, (as Hks. 239); rev. +leofvild om lepe., Across field

and between two lines ptcx (see Hks. p. 170), very fine and unique

[PL I] 1

"%* From the Addington collection. The reverse of this coin is like

that of Harold II (Hks. 230). It may have been struck as an

experiment, when it was proposed to place the word pax on the

coins (see Hks. I. c.) For same moneyer (see lot 220).

225 Penny, Lincoln, obv. pillelm. rex, Bust of king to right crowned,

holding sceptre in right hand ;
rev. + liford on linlo., Within

circle large cross patted, in the angles of which are the letters

PSXS, each within a circle (Hks. 240), extremely fine and excessively

rare, being an unpublished type of this mint [PI. I] 1

%* From the Cuff, Bergne, and Brice collections.
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226 Penny, Winchester, same type, (Hks. 240), reading obv. + pillelm.

rex; rev. +SIPORD ON pinle., very fine and very rare 1

*** From the Beaworth Find
;
and the Addington collection.

227 Pennies, "Pax" Type (Hks. 241; Bud. pi. I, 4), obv. Bust facing

crowned, holding sceptre in right hand over left shoulder; rev.

Large cross pattee with pjfxs in angles, as in lot 225
; moneyers,

+ osmier ON bad. (Bath), unpublished, Brice collection
; + LOLBLAL

ON bril. (Bristol), Ford Collection; + Alfred on lntl. (Canter-

bury); + SPR^ELLINL ON Li. (Chichester); +LIFPINE ON DOFRE

(Dover) ; + semier on ^xel. (Exeter) ; + ^elfpine on hvt.

(Huntingdon), rare, all fine, some veryfine 6

228 Pennies, "Pax" type (Hks. 241); moneyers, + OS2LER on bad.

(Bath), unpublished and very rare, Brice collection; +SEPORD ON

bard. (Bardsey), extremely rare, Sharp collection; +OTER ON

DORLEST. (Dorchester), very rare
; + ^elfhen on pefns. (Pevensey),

exceedingly rare, all fine 4

*** No. 2 is usually given to Peterborough, but Bardsey seems a much
more probable attribution. It was a mint under Henry I.

229 Pennies, "Pax" type (Hks. 241); moneyers, +spein on brils.

(Bristol), Brice collection
; + godril ON cntl. LL i. e. Civitas (Can-

terbury), Ford collection
; + sepine on ^exele. (Exeter), Brice col-

lection ; + afg^et ON glepil. (Gloucester), Ford collection ; + .elpord

ON gifl. (Ilchester), unpublished; + DVNIL ON HSTANL. (Hastings),

all very fine 6

230 Pennies, "Pax" type (Hks. 241); moneyers, + lolblal on brilii.

(Bristol) ; + afg^et on glepi. (Gloucester) ; + pvlfpine on lip.

(Ipswich) ; + DVNIL ON H.ESTI. (Hastings) ; + L.ESTAN ON HRFI.

(Hereford) ; + d^edric on hrtfi. (Hertford), very rare, Ford collec-

tion, mostly very fine 6

231 Pennies, "Pax" type (Hks. 241); moneyers, +edred on hide.

(Hythe), Ford collection
; + VLF ON linlolie (Lincoln) ; + edpi on

lvndnei. (London), Ford collection
; + .elfpine on isle. (Maldon),

rare; + godpine o.nordp. (Norwich), Ford collection; +SPETMAN
ON oxne. (Oxford), mostly very fine 6

232 Pennies, "Pax" type (Hks. 241); moneyers, + edril on lvnd.

(London), Ford collection
; + pvlm^er on rvm. (Romney), rare, Ford

collection
; + ^lfen ON SANDP. (Sandwich) ; + ^ELNOD ON SL^EFT.

(Shaftesbury), rare
; + godpine on s^eri. (Salisbury), Foi'd collec-

tion; + pvlfpord on sta. (Stamford), rare, all very fine 6

233 Pennies, "Pax" type (Hks. 241); moneyers, + godpine on SiER.

(Salisbury), Brice collection
; + dvrbrn on stni. (Steyning) rare

;

+ LIFPORD ON SVDI. (Southwark) ; + ^ELFPINE OM DTF. (Thetford),

Bergne and Brice collections; +^eglpine on PALI. (Wallingford),

mostly very fine 5
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234 Pennies, "Pax" type (Hks. 241); moneyers, +osbern on SERB.

(Salisbury), Ford collection; + sidelol on peri. (Wareham) ;

+ DREIL ON PERIL. (Warwick) ; + BALDRIE ON PIHR. (Worcester) j

+ sepine ON piltv. (Wilton) j
and another with blundered legends,

Brice collection, all very fine 6

235 Pennies, "Pax" type (Hks. 241); moneyers, + ,elfg,erd on pih.

(Worcester); + ^estan ON PINLE. (Wincester), Brice Collection;

+ vrdbrn on efrp. (York), all fine ;
others (2) as Hks. 242, same

type with annulet on right shoulder
; moneyers, + brvman on

lie. (Chichester), Marsham Collection ;
and + godrie ON lehre.

(Leicester), both somewhat rubbed but excessively rare, especially the

second piece which is unpublished 5

236 Pennies, "Pax" type (var. Hks. 241, 242), with no ornament on

shoulder
; moneyers, + brihtpold on etli. (Canterbury) ; + se-

pine on piltv. (Wilton) ; + sefmroi on piti. (Wilton), all from
the Marsham Collection

;
another with annulet on left shoulder and

three pellets on right ; moneyer, seivler ON jexel. (Exeter), unpub-

lished; another as Hks. 241, but no inner circle around bust;

moneyer, brihtpine on lvn. (London), unpublished, Marsham Col-

lection, all fine and very rare 5

237 Penny, Bardsey, obv. +pillelm. rex l, Bust of king, facing, crowned,

right hand holding sword
;

rev. + sepord on bardi., Large cross

pattee over quadrilateral ornament with trefoil at each angle ;
all

within circle (Hks. 243
;
Bud. pi. I. 13), fine, an excessively rare type

of this scarce mint (see note to lot 228) 1

*** From the Sharp collection.

238 Penny, Ilchester, same type (Hks. 243), reading obv. +PILLELM. rex
;

rev. +PIEHXSEION gifli., very fine and rare 1

%* From the Shepherd collection (lot 116).

239 Penny, Southwark, same type (Hks. 243), reading obv. +pillelmrex
;

rev. + lifpine on svde., very fine and very rare, an unpublished type of
this mint \

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 231).

240 Penny, Winchester, same type (Hks. 243), reading obv. + pillelm. rex ;

rev. +LEOFPOLD on pine., extremely fine and rare 1

*** From the Brice collection.

241 Penny, Winchester, same type (Hks. 243), reading obv. + pillelm.

rex I. ; rev. ,estan on pine., very fine and rare 1

!* From the Marsham collection (lot 232).
*
*
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WILLIAM II (Rufus).

a.d. 1087-1100.

242 Penny, Bristol, obv. +pillelm. rex, Bust of king to right, crowned,

sword in right hand ;
rev. + brihtpord on bril., Large cross patt6e

over cross flory, annulet in centre; all within circle (Hks. 244
; Bud.

Suppl. pi. I, 2) fine and rare 1

243 Penny, Dover, same type (Hks. 244), reading obv. same as last; rev.

+ lifpine on dofrl, well preserved but pierced, an unpublished type

of this mint 1

244 Penny, London, same type (Hks. 244), reading obv. +pillelm. rex
;

rev. + ^elfr<ed ON lvnd., fine and rare 1

*** From theBrice collection.

245 Penny, Steyning, same type (Hks. 244), reading obv. + pillelm. rex i.
;

rev. + brvnstan on stn., fine and very rare, an unpublished type of

this mint 1

246 Penny, Tamworth, same type (Hks. 244), reading obv. + pillelm. rex ;

rev. +brvnil ON tampr., very fine and a rare mint [PI. II] 1

247 Penny, Leicester, obv. + pillelm rex l, Bust of king to right, crowned,

sword in right hand ;
rev. + lifpin. on leste., Quatrefoil enclosing

large cross patt£e, with pellet in each angle ;
all within circle

(Hks. 245), extremely fine and of the highest rarity 1

*** From the Shorthouse collection. The great rarity of this type is

shown by the fact, that no specimen occurred in the Murchison,

Bergne, Shepherd, or Brice collections, and only an illegible one in

Marsham collection.

248 Penny, Lewes, obv. + pillelm. rex l, Bust of king to right, crowned

and holding short sword, (var. Hks. 245) ;
rev. + leefvild om lepe.,

Large cross pattee within circle, trefoil in each angle as Hks. 239,

extremely fine, of very fine fabric, uupublished and unique [PL II] 1

*** From Miss Williams' collection (Sotheby 1889). This coin is of the

same mint, and by the same moneyer as no. 220 and is also of the

same fine fabric. It may therefore have been a pattern. It is of con-

siderable importance as it connects the types nos. 239 and 245 of

Hawkins, which may therefore have been contemporaneous.

249 Penny, Lincoln, obv. + pillelm. rex l, Bustof king to right, crownedand

holding sword &sHks. 245; rev. +liford on linlo., Within circle

large cross patt6e, in the angles of which are the letters ptcxs, each

within a circle, as Hks. 240, extremely fine, unpublished and probably

UNIQUE [PI. II] 1

*** From the Murchison, Bergne, and Brice collections. This coin is of

the same mint and by the same moneyer as lot 225. Like the preceding

piece it is also of importance, as it forms a connecting link between

types nos. 245 and 240 of Hawkins.
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250 Penny, Bedford, obv. +pillelm. rex, Bust of king, facing, crowned,

right hand holding sword
;

rev. + SIGOD ON bedfrl, Quatrefoil with

pellet at each angle, enclosing large cross pattee with circle in

centre; all within circle (Hks. 246), very fine and rare 1

251 Penny, Chester, same type (Hks. 246), reading obv. same as last; rev.

+ LIFIL ON leieles., very fine and rare 1

%* From Archdeacon Pownall's collection.

252 Penny, Rochester, same type (Hks. 246), reading obv. + pillelm.

rex I.
;

rev. + gvdrvm on rofl, well preserved and very rare, as

Mr. Montagu notes that this is the only known specimen of this type of

the Rochester mint 1

*** From the Wakeford collection.

253 Penny, Steyning, same type (Hks. 246), reading obv. +PILLELM. REX;
rev. +DVRBRN ON STEN., very fine and very rare, being an unpublished

type of this mint [PI. II] 1

254 Penny, Taunton, same type (Hks. 246), reading obv. +PILLELM re.;

rev. + ^elfpine on tan., fine and an exceedingly rare mint, of which

this is an unpublished type 1

*** From the Wakeford collection.

255 Penny, Warwick, same type (Hks. 246), but no annulet in centre of

cross on rev.
; reading obv. + pillelm. rex

;
rev. + DIDR^ED ON

PRIP., very fine and rare 1

*** From Archdeacon Pownall's collection.

256 Penny, Winchester, same type (Hks. 246), reading obv. + PILLELM.

rex
;

rev. eolbern on pinl., very fine and rare 1

*** From the Brice collection.

257 Penny, London, obv. + pillelm. rl, Bust of king facing, crowned,

sword in right hand
;

rev. didril on lvni., Large cross pattee over

cross flory, all within circle, (Hks. 247
;
Bud. pi. I, 3), fine and a very

rare type 1

258 Penny, Norwich, same type (Hks. 247), reading obv. + pillelm. re.
;

rev. +hopeord on NOR,v.,fine and extremely rare, being an unpub-

lished type of this mint 1

259 Penny, Guildford, obv. +pillelmi. rl, Bust of king facing, crowned,

sceptre in right hand
;
on right of head star

;
rev. + ^elfril ON

gde., Cross flory over quadrilateral ornament with pellet at each

angle ;
all within circle, (Hks. 248

;
Bud. pi. I, 11), fine and a very

rare and unpublished type of this very scarce mint 1

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 242), where it was attributed to

Norwich.

260 Penny, Hereford, same type (Hks. 248), reading obv. + pillelm. re. .

rev. +ordpi on hirfrd., fine and very rare, being an unpublished

type of this mint 1

%* From the Cuff, Bergne, and Brice collections.
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261 Penny, Ipswich, same type (Hks. 248), reading obv. same as last; rev.

+ ielfril ON gipi., very fine and rare [PL II] 1

*
#
* From the Brice collection.

262 Penny, London, same type (Hks. 248), reading obv. +pillelm. ki.
;

rev. + Adlbold on lvnd., fine and rare 1

263 Penny, Sudbury, same type (Hks. 248), reading obv. +pillelm. re.
;

rev. +hadbrand ON svb., fine and extremely rare, being an unpub-

lished type of this rare mint 1

*** From the Shepherd collection (lot 118).

264 Penny, "Winchester, obv. + pillem. rex, Bust of king facing, crowned
;

rev. + tODARD pinee., Cross pattee voided over cross ringed, i.e.,

with annulet at each end, annulet in centre
;

all within circle,

(Hks. 249 ;
Bud. pi. I, 8), very fine and an extremely rare and unpub-

lished type of this mint 1

*^* From the Brice collection. This moneyer did not put the usual

on after his name (see also lot 270).

265 Penny, Canterbury, obv. +pillelm. rex, Bust of king facing,

crowned, star on each side of head
;

rev. + simier on LNTLI.,

Cross pattee voided over cross ringed, as on the preceding coin,

(Hks. 250 ;
Bud. pi. I, 9), very fine and rare 1

*
#
* From the Durrant, Dymock, Bergne, and Brice collections.

266 Penny, Guildford, same type (Hks. 250), reading obv. +pillelm. re.;

rev. +ERIL ON glde., well preserved and of the highest rarity, pro-

bably a unique coin of this mint, unpublished 1

*** From the Eansom collection.

267 Penny, Lincoln, same type (Hks. 250), reading obv. +pillelm. re.;

rev. pvlfpord on lin., extremely fine and rare [PL II] 1

*
#
* From the Brice collection.

268 Penny, London, same type (Hks. 250), reading obv. +pillelm. reix;

rev. +pvlford on in., very fine and rare, and slightly differing in

type of rev., the ends of the cross ringed are not circular but in form of

crooks 1

269 Penny, Malmesbury, same type (Hks. 250), reading obv. +pillelm.

rex
;

rev. + sepord on malme., extremely fine and an unpublished

type of this mint 1

*
#
* From the Marsham collection (lot 243).

270 Penny, Winchester, same type (Hks. 250), reading obv. +PILLELM.

rex
;

rev. +GODARD pinre., extra fine, and very rare, being an unpub-

lished type of this mint (see note to lot 264). 1

*
#
* From the Brice collection.
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HENRY I.

a.d. 1100-1135.

271 Penny, Canterbury, obv. + hnrllx nl, Bust of king facing, crowned
;

on either side, annulet; rev. + EDPINL on latn., Within circle cross

flory ;
in each angle, pyramid inwards, terminating in three pellets

(HJcs., 251
;
Bud. pi. I, 15), very fine and very rare [PI. II] 1

%* From the Whitbourn and Marsham (lot 245) collections.

272 Penny, Chester, same type (Hks. 251), reading obv. +HNRI. rex n.
;

rev. + pinnr^ed on lei., very fine and very rare 1

"%* From the Wigan and Brice collections.

273 Penny, Rochester, same type {Hks. 251), reading obv. +HNRI. REX;
rev. -h^elstan on rof., very fine and very rare 1

*** From the Addington collection.

274 Penny, Wallingford, same type (Hks. 251), reading obv. +HNRI. ex

NL.
; rev. 4-brihtil ON PLIGL., very fine and of great rarity, being an

unpublished type of this mint 1

275 Penny, Southampton, obv. +hENRi. REX, Bust of king facing,

crowned
;
no inner circle

;
rev.

[ + ]
DORT ON hANTV., Ornament of

four curved and four ringed angular sides, enclosing annulet

(Hks. 252
;
Bud. Suppl. pi. I, 9), fine and one of the rarest types of this

reign, and also unpublished of this mint 1

276 Penny, Canterbury, obv. +hENRi. rex e., Bust facing, crowned; rev.

+ PVLSI. ON LNTLEI., p A + across field and between two lines
;

above and below, two annulets, all within circle (Hks. 253
; Bud.

Suppl. pi. i, 7), fine and extra rare, being an unpublished moneyer, and

also an unpublished type of this mint 1

277 Penny, Ipswich, same type (Hks. 253), reading obv. + hENRi. re.
;

rev.

+ lvfpine ON gip., very fine and extra rare, an unpublished type of

this mint 1

*** From the Shepherd collection. Found in Somersetshire.

278 Penny, Steyning, same type (Hks. 253), reading obv. +HRNRI. REX;
rev. + godril ON stein., holed, in good state, and very rare, an unpub-
lished type of this mint 1

"%* From the Marsham collection (lot 253).

279 Penny, Chichester, obv. + 1ienrilvs rex a., Bust of king facing,

crowned, within circle; rev. + brand o. lilestr., Cross flory

within circle, annulet in centre (Hks. type 4
;
Bud. Suppl. pi. i, 6),

fine and unique of this type and mint 1

*** From the Nottingham Find
;
and the Toplis collection.

P
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280 Penny, Southwark, same type (Eks. type 4 ; Bud. Suppl pi t, 6), but

with small full-faced bust
; reading obv. + IienriEVS rex an.

;
rev.

+ lepine ON svtp., in good state and extremely rare, an unpublished

type of this mint 1

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 259).

281 Penny, Hastings, similar type, but varied in having a pellet in each

angle of the cross on the rev. (Bud. Suppl pi n, 6, engraved from this

coin), reading obv. + hENRiEVS rex
;

rev. + bonifaee on hAS.,

fine and excessively rare 1

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 258).

282 Penny, Exeter, obv. +henri. rex., Bust to left, crowned; before,

sceptre ;
rev. + [pv]lfpine on iex., Within circle, cross flory

pierced in the centre (HJcs. 254
;
Bud. Suppl. pi II, 3), fine and very

rare, an unpublished type of this mint 1

283 Penny, Lincoln, same type (Hks. 254), reading obv. +henri. ri. ;

rev. + GODRIE on line. ?., very fine and very rare 1

*** From the Brice collection.

284 Penny, Gloucester, obv. + henrievs, Large three-quarter bust to left,

crowned and holding sceptre ;
rev. + tIivrs. on glopel., Tressure

of four sides, flory at angles, upon a cross flory with pellet in each

angle (HJcs. 255 ; Bud. pi. II, 6), very fine and rare 1

285 Penny, London, same type (HJcs. 255), but with smaller bust than

usual
; reading obv. + Iienrilvs ; rev. + sm^epin. on lvnde., very

fine and rare 1

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 250).

286 Penny, Oxford, same type (HJcs. 255), reading obv. same as last; rev.

+ rapvlf ON oxenn., fine and a rare mint 1

287 Penny, Winchester, obv. +1ienri. rex., Bust to left, crowned ; before,

sceptre; rev. +RIMVNT ON pin., Cross potent with annulet in each

angle, and within the usual circle (HJcs. 256; Bud. pi i, 14), fine

but cracked, an extremely rare type, unpublished of tJiis mint 1

*.£* From the Cuff, Murchison, and Brice collections.

288 Penny, as HJcs. 257, with obv. Full-faced bust with canopy-shaped

crown and with sceptre ; and rev. Quatrefoil enclosing five annulets ;

mint illegible, extremely rare 1

* From the Marsham collection (lot 246).
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289 Penny, London, obv. [ + h'E]NR. ..., Bust to left, crowned, with sceptre ;

before which, two floral ornaments ;
rev. + [p]vlepine [on]

—
lvndene in two concentric circles ;

small cross in centre (var.

Hks. 258; Bud. Suppl. II, pi. I, 3), somewhat rubbed, but with a fine

portrait, and of the highest rarity 1

*** From the Cuff, Wigan, Marsham, and Eostron collections. Hawkins

p. 174, states that only four specimens of this type are known, viz.

this one and three in the British Museum
;
but Mr. Montagu pos-

sessed a fifth (see next lot).

290 Penny, Southwark, same type as last (Hks. 258), but with an orna-

ment on the obv. before the king's face ;
and reading obv. hEN . . . ;

rev. +slfgar — on svtdvr., of the highest rarity and the best pre-

served of the very few known specimens 1

*** From the Cuff, Wigan, Neck, and Webb (lot 32) collections.

291 Penny, Chichester, obv. Iienrievs, Bust of king to right in helmet

and armour; in front, sceptre; rev. + willem. on CRST., Cross

flory over tressure of four sides with lis at each angle ; pellet also in

each angle of cross (Num. Chron., vol. iv, p. 146), fine and unique 1

*** From the Dymock, Murchison, Whitbourn, Neck, and Webb (lot

27) collections. See also lot 360 for coin of William, son of Stephen,
with same moneyer's and mint names.

292 Penny, Carlisle, obv. +1ienrilvs re., Bust of king, facing, crowned,

sceptre in right hand; on right, star; rev. +DVRANT ON LARLL,
Within circle quatrefoil, enclosing cross

;
lis in each angle of

quatrefoil (Hks. 262; llud. Suppl. pi. n, 6), very fine and a unique

type of this rare mint (see Hks. p. 177) 1

*** From the Cuff, Murchison,
" A Lady in the North," and Brice

collections.

293 Penny, Southwark, same type (Hks. 262), reading obv. +h.ENRir,vs R. ;

rev. +alga[r on] svdper., fine and very rare 1

294 Penny, Lincoln, obv. hENRit. REX, Bust of King, facing, wearing

pointed crown
; sceptre in right hand ;

star and ornament on right ;

rev. ... El. ON. line., Quatrefoil with ornament in each angle,

enclosing cross (Hks. 263
;
Bud. Suppl. pi. I, 10), cracked, but one of

the rarest types of this reign 1

%.* From the Marsham collection (lot 253).

295 Penny, London, same type (Hks. 263), reading obv. +1ienri. re.;

rev. +pvlfpine on lvnd., fine for this extremely rare type 1

* From the Bergne and Rostron (lot 34) collections.

296 Penny, Lincoln, obv. + hen. . .
., Small bust in profile to left, crowned ;

before, rose; rev. +GODRIL ON NILOL., Large cross pattee, with

annulet in each angle (Hks. 264), a fine portrait and an extremely ran

type 1

*** From the Bergne and Rostron (lot 35) collections.

d 2
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297 Penny, Bristol, obv. + b.ENRir,vs R., Bust of king in profile to left

crowned
; before, sceptre ;

rev. + edr[il]vs on bristo., Tres-

sure of four sides, flory at angles, and enclosing star
;
ornament

of three annulets opposite each side (Hks. 265
;
Bud. pi. n, 5), fine

and very rare, being an unpublished type of this mint 1

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 250).

298 Penny, St. Edmundsbury, same type (Hks. 265), reading obv. same as

last
;
rev. + godril on s. edm., very fine, an excellent portrait and a rare

mint of which this is an unpublished type [PI. II] 1

*** From the Tyssen, Durrant, and Shepherd (lot 122) collections.

299 Penny, London, same type (Hks. 265); but with smaller head and

larger bust than usual and the armour much decorated
; reading obv.

+ h.ENRiLVS R.
;

rev. +RABVLF ON lvnde., extremely fine, with excel-

lent portrait and rare 1

*** From the Cuff, Dymock, Murchison,
" a Lady in the North," and

Brice collections.

300 Penny, Wallingford, same type (Hks. 265), but with a somewhat

larger bust than the preceding, and the armour not so much de-

corated
; reading obv. + Iienrilvs R.

;
rev. + osvlf on pe[li]gl.,

extremely fine, probably the finest portrait on any known coin of this

reign, rare [PL II] 1

*** From the Brice collection.

301 Penny, London, obv. +hENRl. rex, Half-length figure of king, three-

quarters to right, sceptre in right hand
;
before face, three stars ;

rev. +sigarvs on lvnd., Within double circle, cross potent on

cross flory, star in each angle (Hks. 266
;

Bud. pi. II, 7), fine and

extremely rare 1

302 Penny, Winchester, same type (Hks. 266), but with lozenge (?)ineach

angle of crosses on rev.
; reading obv. + hENRiL. REX ; rev. + GOT-

pine on pinle., slightly cracked, in good state, and an extremely rare

type, especially of this mint 1

*** From the Warne collection.

303 Penny, Wareham, obv. -fhENRlE. rex, Bust of king, facing, crowned,

holding sceptre ;
star on right ;

rev. + sperravot on par., Cross

potent on cross flory, &c, as on lot 301 ;
star in each angle (as Hks.

266-267), very fine, and probably a unique combination of these types 1

*** From the Cuff, Murchison, Bergne, and Brice collections. This coin

was described by Hawkins, when in the Cuff collection (seep. 176).

304 Penny, Wilton, obv. + Iienril. rex, Bust of king, facing, crowned,

with sceptre and star, very similar to the preceding coin
;

rev.

+ brvnig ON piltv., Long cross voided with open trefoil in each angle

springing from the outer circle (Hks. 267 ;
Bud. Suppl. n, pi. I, 6),

very fine, an extremely rare type, and not published of this mint 1

*** From the Brice collection.
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THIRD DAY'S SALE.

STEPHEN.

a.d. 1135-1154.

LOT
305 Penny, Castle Rising, obv. stiefne. r . ., Bust to left, in profile,

crowned, holding sceptre ;
rev. + rodbret on ris., Large cross

flory within circle
;

in each angle, trefoil of annulets springing

from circle (see Hks. type 18), fine, extremely rare mint and type 1

**
#
* From the Holmes collection. This type is a combination of Bud.

Suppl. ii, pi. i, 8, obv. and Hks. 265 (Henry I), rev. It probably

belongs to the first issue of Stephen's coinage. For an account of

the Castle Rising Mint by Mr. Montagu, see Num. Chron. Ser. ill.

vol. ix, p. 335.

306 Penny, London, same type as the preceding coin, but with smaller bust

and moneyer's name, + h ON lvnd., somewhat defaced ;
obv.

legend not legible, very rare 1

307 Penny, Huntingdon, obv. +stiefn. re., Bust three quarters to left,

crowned, sceptre in right hand
;

rev. + godpine on hvn., Short

cross voided within quatrefoil, lis at each angle (Hks. 268
;
Bud.

pi. I, 16), fine and rare, unpublished mint 1

* From the Bergne (lot 330) and Brice collections.

308 Penny, Norwich, same type (Hks. 268), reading obv. +STIEFN R. ;
rev.

+ pillem on nor.
, fine and rare 1

*** From the Trattle, Durrant, and Marsham (lot 260) collections.

309 Penny, Castle Rising, same type (Hks. 268), reading obv. + stiefne;
rev. + hvN ON risinge, fine, slightly chipped at edge, extremely rare

mint 1

%.* From the Tyssen, Miles, Brunell, and Tillett collections. This coin

is figured in Num. Chron. Ser. in, vol. ix, p. 335.

310 Penny, London, obv. + stiefne. r., Bust three quarters to left,

crowned and holding sceptre; rev. +tierrrid on lvn., Within

circle cross voided, pierced mullet in each angle (Hks. 269
;
Bud.

pi. i, 18), fine ahd rare [PL II] 1

%* From the Linton Find, and the Wakeford collection.
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311 Penny, Pevensey, same type (Hks. 269 and Num. Chron., Ser. in,

vol. in, pi. VII, 8), reading obv. +S . . . , NE. ;
rev. [ + ALPiJne on

peven., fine, a mint of the highest rarity 1

*** From the Linton Find, and the Wakeford collection.

312 Penny, Gloucester, obv. [ + ]
stifne rex, Bust of king in profile to

right, crowned; in right hand, sceptre; rev. +PIBERT . . gope.,

Cross moline pierced at each end, and with lis internally at each

termination (Hks. 270; End. pi. I, 17; Num. Chron. Ser. ill, vol. Ill,

p. 115), fine, and probably unique with this form of mint name 1

313 Penny, London, same type (Hks. 270), reading obv. +STIEFNE; rev.

+ rodbert on lvn., very fine and rare [PI. II] 1

*** From the Edmonds, Martin, Bergne (lot 332) and Brice collections.

314 Penny, Norwich, same type (Hks. 270), reading obv. + stifne rex;
rev. + oterlIie on norpl, fine and scarce 1

*#* From the Young and Brice collections.

315 Penny, Nottingham, same type (Hks. 270), but with large bust and

letters in legends; reading obv. + stifne r.
;

rev. +SPEIN ON

SNOT., very fine and rare 1

%* From the Nottingham Find, and the Toplis collection.

316 Penny, Stafford, same type (Hks. 270), reading obv. + stifne. rex
;

rev. + godril on stafo., very fine, a rare mint 1

*** From the Shepherd collection (lot 123).

317 Penny, Stamford, same type (Hks. 270), reading obv. +stiefner. ;

rev. +lefsi. on stan., fine, a scarce mint, counterstruck across the face

with a cross 1

*** From the Addington collection, and believed to be the Whitbourn
coin.

318 Penny, Watchet, same type (Hks. 270), reading obv. + step1ianvs

rex
;

rev. + fo . . . . ON walet., in fair preservation, a rare obv.

legend, and an unpublished mint 1

*** From the Nottingham Find, and the Toplis collection.

319 Penny, Canterbury, as Hks. 269, reading obv. +stiefne; rev. +ROD-
bert ON LAN.

; another, of Hereford, as Hks. 270, reading obv.

stiefne re; rev. + . . trie, on Iierefo., both fine, the last a scarce

mint 2

\* Both from the Linton Find, and the Wakeford collection.

320 Penny, London, as Hks. 269, reading obv. stiefne.
;

rev. +terrid on

LVN.; another, of Oxford, as Hks. 270, reading obv. +STIEFN. ;

rev. + spetin[l] on ox., both fine, the last a rare mint 2

*** No. 1 from the Bergne (lot 331) and Bricef collections
; and No. 2

from the Nottingham Find, and the Toplis collection.
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321 Penny, Sandwich, as Hks. 269; moneyer, + pvlfril on SAN.
;

others, as Hks. 270, of Ipswich, moneyer, + osb[ern o]n gipes
;
and

of Chester, on ees, well preserved, the last fine, all rare

mints 3

"%* No. 1 from the Linton Find, and the Wakeford collection ; and

No. 2 from the White collection.

322 Penny, Cambridge, as Hks. 269; moneyer, + pv[lfri]l on gran.;

others, as Hks. 270, of Colchester, . . . . N . COLE ;
and of Here-

ford, moneyer, . . . iber .... hERE., in good state, all rare mints 3

*** Nos. 1 and 2 from the Linton Find, and the Wakeford collection
;

and No. 3 from the Marsham collection.

323 Penny, Norwich, as Hks. 269
; moneyer [ + w]altier on non.

;
others

as Hks. 270, of Norwich, moneyer, sist . . . . N NOR.
;
and of Sand-

wich, moneyer, +RILARD on SAN., in good state, the last a rare mint 3

*** All from the Linton Find, and the Wakeford collection.

324 Penny, Castle Eising (?) as Hks. 269; moneyer, +rapvlf on rie. ;

others as Hks. 270, of Shrewsbury, moneyer, +RO[dber]t ON

SROB
;
and of Stamford, moneyer, . . PARD ON ST., the last two

well preserved and rare mints 3

*** Nos. 1 and 2 from the Linton find, and the Wakeford collection
;

and no. 3 from the Nottingham find, and the Toplis collection.

325 Halfpennies, as Hks. 269, of Exeter, . . . er on ea, unpublished ; of

Ipswich, + ger gip
;
of Hastings (?) ON . . AES

;
and of York,

.... er. ON EO.
;
others as Hks. 270, of Exeter, . . . D ON EA . . .

;

and of Hereford, + edr eref., mostly in good state 6

*#* Nos. 1-5 from the Linton find, and the Wakeford collection.

326 Halfpennies, as Hks. 269, of Norwich, .... on non.
;

of Pevensey,

... ON peven., very rare; of Sandwich, . . . . L ON SAN.
;

and

moneyer's name +hAMVND; others as Hks. 270, of Leicester,

. . . . N. leree.; and of London, +GO . . . . lvn., mostly fine 6

*** Nos. 1-4 from the Linton find, and the Wakeford collection.

327 Halfpennies, as Hks. 269, of Norwich (?) +ra ... rie; of Thetford,

+ BAL . . . tef.
;
and of Stamford, .... stanfo

;
others as Hks.

270, of Nottingham, .... snotig.
;
and Winchester (?), +GODPIN

N
;
and a Farthing, as Hks. 269, of Norwich (?) ... .N NO.

mostly fine 6

*** Nos. 1, 2, 5, 6, from the Linton find, and the Wakeford collection.

328 Penny, Nottingham (I), type similar to Hks. 270, with large profile

bust to right, the head and neck within a circle
; large lettering

after the style of the coins of Eustace
; reading obv. + stiepner ;

rev. sbgnotoahxi
; m. m. on rev. cross pommee, a very fine and

highly interesting coin 1

*** From the Brice collection.
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329 Penny, Hereford, type similar to Hks. 270, with rude bust holding

sceptre, five pellets under chin
; reading obv. . . . T . F NX. ;

rev.

. . . ee on hER., almost identical with Num. Chron. vol. xni, pi. xiii, 11,

very fine and very rare 1

*+* From the Marsham collection, and probably the Dartford find.

This and the following coins to lot 338 are more or less degraded types
of Hks 270. They are considered to have been struck during the civil

wars of the reign of Stephen. Some (see lots 333-336) have the

head of the king defaced with a cross (see Num. Chron. vol. XII, p.

138, vol. xiii. p. 181
; Ser. in, vol. I, pi. in, &c.)

330 Penny, Nottingham, similar to Hks. 270, with small profile bust, of

peculiar work, within a circle
; reading obv. + stie. . . E REX; rev.

+ TOVI .... SNHO., a fine portrait and very rare 1

*+* From the Marsham collection (lot 263).

331 Penny, similar to Hks. 270, with bust with large head; on right of

sceptre, cross
; legend on obv. + sti . . E. REX s ;

and on rev.

rr . . . . (retrograde) ; another, similar type, with large globe at

each end of two limbs of cross on rev., and reading +s . . . FaA,

an unpublished variety, both fine for these pieces and very rare 2

* *
* No. 2 from the Nottingham Find, and the Toplis collection.

332 Penny, London (?), similar to Hks. 270, but the legend on the obv.

runs all round the bust
; reading obv. + stfnl rex ANLLO. (?) ; rev.

.... N. o. lv., an unpublished variety, in good state 1

%* From the Nottingham Find, and the Toplis collection.

333 Penny, Norwich, as Hks. 270, but with a large broad cross in relief

across the bust of the king, and incuse on the reverse ; reading obv.

+ stiefne
; rev. + waltier on no. (see Num. Chron. Ser. in, vol. I,

pi. ill. 3), a very fine specimen, and of great rarity 1

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 261).

334 Penny, Nottingham, as Hks. 270, but with a small cross in relief on

back of king's head ; reading obv. + stiefne re.
;

rev. + spein ON

snot, (see Num. Chron. Ser. in, vol. I, pi. in, 5) a very fine example of

the defaced coinage of this reign, very rare 1

*
#
* From the Nottingham Find, and the Toplis collection.

*

335 Penny, Stamford
(?), as Hks. 270, but with a small cross in relief on

back of king's head and the staff of the sceptre is decorated with

8 shaped ornament reading obv. + stiefne ;
rev. H . . . E . . . SANK

(figured in Num. Chron. Ser. m, vol. I, pi. in, 6), probably a unique

variety of this type 1

*** From the Nottingham Find, and the Toplis collection.
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336 Penny, Thetford (?), similar to Hks. 270, but the cross moline on the

rev. has broad limbs
;
and the obverse is defaced with a small cross,

incuse; reading obv. +STIEFNE R.
;

rev. +BALDEWI ON T., fine and

extremely rare, only two other specimens known, an unpublished variety 1

%.* From the Nottingham Find, and the Toplis collection.

337 Penny, Durham, similar to Hks. 270, but before sceptre on obv. is a

star and the lis in the angles of the cross moline on the rev. ter-

minate in a circle
; reading obv. + stipene re.

;
rev. + fob[vnd o]n

dvni.c. (see Num. Chron. Ser. in, vol. I, pi. in, 8), fine and a very rare

type, also a very rare mint 1

* From the Nottingham Find, and the Toplis collection.

338 Penny, Durham, same type as the preceding, and same moneyer ;
rev.

legend + fobvnd on d . . . e., fine and very rare 1

*
#
* From the Nottingham Find, and the Toplis collection. This coin,

with the preceding one, completes the legends.

339 Penny, Nottingham, obv. -hstephanvs rex, Bust to right in profile;

before, sceptre ;
all within circle and surrounded by legend ; rev.

+ RAINALD ON SNO., Cross flory over cross voided, the ends of

which touch the circle, fine but cracked, an unpublished type of great

rarity 1

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 266).

340 Penny, Uncertain mint, obv. Large bust of king in profile to right,

crowned, sceptre in right hand
;
ex only of legend legible ;

rev.

SIM e., Long cross flory with spiral limbs dividing legend,

on a tressure with lis at angles ;
in centre of cross, another cross

saltire (cf. Hks. type 6
;
Num. Chron. Ser. in, vol. I, pi. in, 10), very

fine where the type is seen, portrait also fine, unique 1

*** From the Nottingham Find, and the Toplis collection. In style and
work this coin resembles those of Stephen and Matilda.

341 Penny, London
(?),

similar to the preceding, but the obv. legend, of

which only the last two letters NC (=ang) are visible, commences

before the bust
;

and the limbs of the cross on the rev. are not

spiral ;
rev. legend isander . .

., (figured in Num. Chron. Ser. in,

vol. I, pi. Ill, 10) rubbed, a very rare type 1

*** From the Nottingham Find, and the Toplis collection.

342 Penny, Flag type, obv. +stiefne r., Bust of king to right, crowned,

holding flag, on right of which is a star
;

rev. + ptiesinv.
(divided by ornaments), Cross moline with annulet at end of each

limb and terminations united by lis inwards (Hks. 271 ;
Bud. Suppl.

pi. n, 4), very fine and extremely rare [PI. II] 1

%* From the Martin, Murchison,
" a Lady in the North," and Brice

collections.
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343 Penny, Flag type, same type as the preceding, but legends, obv.

+ stiefie
;

rev. +w . . . a w a s b, divided by ornaments, fine and

extremely rare 1

344 Penny, Flag type, same type as lot 342, but legends, obv. +STIEFNER. j

rev. +DNWHiaEV., divided by ornaments, well preserved, extremely

rare 1

*** From the Wakeford collection.

345 Pen ny, London (?),
obv. + stephanvs REX,Bearded bustof king to right,

crowned
; before, sceptre ;

rev vs + ON L
,
Cross with

pellet at each end, and in each angle lis springing from outer circle

(Hks. 630), fine for this coin and exceedingly rare 1

%* From the Marsham collection (lot 264).

346 Penny, Lincoln, same type as last, reading obv. . . . hKNVS re.
;

rev. . . .

vs + on in., fine and exceedingly rare 1

%* From the Marsham collection (lot 265), Found at Gravesend in

1817.

347 Penny, Martlet type, Derby, obv. + st6Ph:s:nvs Rex, Eude head of

king to right in profile ; before, sceptre ;
all within circle

;
rev.

+ WHICH6LINVS derbi, Long cross voided, martlet in each angle

(Hks. 277
;
Bud. Suppl. n, pi. II, 15), very -fine and extremely rare

[PL II] 1

%* From the Whitbourn, Lake Price, and Brice collections.

348 Penny, Mace type, London, obv. +stiefn., Bust to right, crowned
;

before, mace; rev. +OSVLF on lvnde., Cross with ring at end of

each limb, within tressure with lis at angles, wt. 20 grs. (Hks. 272),

very fine 1

*** Two coins of the same types as this and the next one were in the

Marsham collection. They were at first withdrawn as not being

genuine, but subsequently were put up and sold for £7 7s. and £6
respectively. Mr. Montagu had another specimen of the above

type, which he disposed of at his sale of Duplicates in 1888, but which
he described as being

"
open to doubt

"
as to its genuineness.

349 Penny, obv. +stien. (and ornaments), Bust to right, crowned, holding

sceptre ; rev. + G a a d (divided by various ornaments), Cross pattee
over cross fiory (Hks. 278; Bud. pi. I, 19), very fine, see note to

the preceding lot 1

350 Penny, Lincoln, obv. +stiefne re. Bust of king facing, crowned;
rev.

[ + g]odril on line,., Tressure of four sides fleured
;
in centre,

star
;
annulet opposite each side (Bud. Suppl. n, pi. n, 16, engraved

from this coin ; Hks. type 19), fine and extremely rare 1

*** From the Woolston, Wigan, Neck, and Webb (lot 40) collections.
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351 Halfpenny (Fragment of Penny), obv re (?) Bust of king to right,

holding sceptre with ornamented shaft
;

rev RT ON . . . Cross

with floreated ends on cross flory, very fine 1

*** From the Brice collection. This piece is of remarkably fine work,
and in character resembles the coins Stephen and Matilda. The
mint name is unfortunately too much defaced for identification.

STEPHEN AND MATILDA.

352 Penny, obv. + ste -ill, Full-length figures of Stephen and Matilda

standing facing each other
\ grasping between them a long spiral

sceptre terminating in a lis
;

rev. Within a circle a cross flory with

spiral limbs on a cross annuletty ;
the space for the legend is occu-

pied by ornaments (Hks. 281
;

Bud. pi. n, 3), extremely fine and

extremely rare ; this specimen is considered to be the finest in existence

[PL II] 1

*
#
* From the Cuff, Brice, Murchison, "A Lady in the North," and

Brice collections.

353 Penny, similar type to the preceding coin
;
on the obv. the legend reads

+ stie ener and the sceptre, the upper part only spiral, cuts the

circle which entirely encloses the two figures ;
and on the rev. the

points of the lis at ends of cross are ringed and the ornaments in

the outer circle are varied, very fine and extremely rare 1

"%* From the Granger, Tutet, Tyssen, Durrant, Bergne, and Addington
collections. This piece closely resembles the figure in Hks. 281.

MATILDA.

354 Penny, Oxford, obv. ...tildi. imp., Crowned bust to right; before,

sceptre ;
rev. + sve[tin] on ox., Cross with annulet at end of each

limb within tressure fieured inwards at angles, (figured in Num.
Chron. Ser. in, vol. I, pi. in, 11

;
see also Hks. p. 186), fine and of

the highest rarity 1

* *
* From the Nottingham Find, and the Toplis collection.

HENRY, BISHOP OF WINCHESTER.

355 Penny, obv. + oheuRicv8 epc, Bust to right, crowned; before it,

crozier, on right of which is a star; rev. 6Te(PhAnV8 Re(X, Within

circle cross raguly on cross flory (Hks. 279 ; Bud. pi. I, 21), very fine

and of the highest rarity ; Hawkins, p. 181, states that the specimen in the

British Museum, which is broken, is
"
unique

"
1

*** From the Shepherd collection (lot 125).
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ROBERT, EARL OF GLOUCESTER.

356 Pen ny, obv. + RODBeRT as. esT. d., Figure on horseback to right, holding
sword and wearing conical helmet

;
rev. In centre within circle cross

pattee over cross flory ;
various ornaments with the letter D in place

of legend (Hks. 280
; Rud. pi. I, 20), fine and an extremely rare coin

[PL II] 1

*** From the Marsham (lot 273) collection.

357 Penny, same type as the preceding but the legend on the obv. reads

rodbcrt as. n . .
.,
and the ornaments in the outer circle on the rev.

are varied, a fragment, but the types of the horseman and the crosses on

the rev. are nearly perfect, extremely fine and of better work than the

preceding piece, extremely rare 1

*** From the Wigan and Marsham (lot 273) collections.

EUSTACE, Son of Stephen.

358 Penny, obv. • evstklivs + ., Three-quarter length figure in armour to

right, wearing conical helmet and holding sword
; behind, star

;

rev. +EBORSCI ED0T8., Cross raguly within quatrefoil, with pellet

at each angle and annulet at each spandril ;
all within engrailed

circle (var. Hks. 631
; Rud. pi. II, 1), extremely fine and of the first

rarity [PL II] 1

*** From the Wigan and Brice collections.

359 Penny, obv. + eiSTAohivs
:,

Lion passant to right; beneath, two

shackle bolts with bar between
;
two annulets above and two crosses

in front ; rev. In centre within circle cross flory with lis terminating
in ring in each angle and springing from circle

;
annulets in field

;

various ornaments in place of legend (Hks. 282 ; Rud. pi. II, 2),

extremely fine and extremely rare [PL II] 1

*** From the Dimsdale, Durrant, Bergne, and Brice collections. Mr.
L. A. Lawrence (Num. Chron. 1890, p. 42) attributes this coin to

Eustace Fitz-John, cousin of Stephen.

WILLIAM, Son of Stephen.

360 Penny, Chichester, obv. + &villem dvo, Bust facing, crowned,
between two stars; rev. +WLLEM ON CRST., Cross bottonnee over

tressure of four sides with pellet at each angle ; pellet also in each

angle of cross, (Rud. Suppl. n, pi. n, 1), very fine and extremely rare

and probably unique 1

*.„.* From the Jones, Long, Wigan, and Brice collections (see Hks.

p. 184). This moneyer also struck coins for Henry I (see lot 291),
at the same mint.
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ROGER, EARL OF WARWICK.

361 Penny, Bristol, obv. + perer . . Bust to right crowned, holding sceptre ;

rev. +TVRE .... brl, Cross with annulet at end of each limb

within a tressure, fleured inwards at angles (see Num. Chron.

Ser. in, vol. in, pi. vn, 3) fine for this coin and extremely rare. Turcil

also coined for Matilda at Bristol (see Hks. p. 186) 1

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 274).

362 Penny, Canterbury, same type as the preceding; reading obv.... ~erib.IL ;

rev. + pillelm on lanp. (figured in Num. Chron. Ser. in, vol. in, pi. vn,

3
;

see also Hks. p. 187), in good state and extremely rare 1

%* From the Linton Find, and the Kennard collection.

363 Penny, London, same tj^pcas lot 361, reading obv. + perer. . .; rev.

+ god[rilvs] on lv. (Hks. 632 ;
and Num. Chron. Ser. in, vol. in,

pi. vn, 2), an excellent portrait and fine for this coin, extremely rare 1

BARONIAL (?).

364 Penny, obv. ioh L : Bust to right crowned
; before, sceptre ;

rev.

tvril : ON. Cross moline with lis inside each angle and pellet out-

side
;
small cross saltire in centre (cf. Hks. 270), very rare 1

*** From the Wakeford and Brice collections.

RANDOLPH, EARL OF CHESTER(P).

365 Penny, obv. (legend blundered), Bust to right, crowned ; before, sceptre ;

rev. (legend blundered), Cross moline with lis inwards at each angle

(type of Hks. 270), fine and extremely rare 1

*** Lindsay, Med. Coins, pi. n, 43, figures this or a similar coin, and

considering it to be a baronial piece temp. Stephen, attributed it to

Eandolph de Mescham, created Earl of Chester A.D. 1120. This
coin is from the Brice collection.

HENRY II.

a.d. 1154-1189.

366 Penny, 1st issue, (Bud.pl. n, 4; Hks. 285), Canterbury, obv. +hENRi.

rex ANGL., Bust facing with sceptre ;
rev. goldhavol ON LAN.,

Large cross patt^e with smaller one in each angle, counter-struck on

obv. with incuse cross, Marsham collection; others same type;

moneyers, iordan on everwi (York) ;
rogier on exe. . (Exeter),

Wakefield collection ; RO[dberd] ON GIP. (Ipswich), fine portrait, large

bust, Wakeford collection; on gloe. (Gloucester), mostly fine 5
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367 Pennies, same type {Hks. 285) j moneyers, rilard on lant. (Canter-

bury), incuse cross on obv., Marsham collection, extra fine ;
nilol on

gipew. (Ipswich) ;
svein ON LINL. (Lincoln), Marsham collection ;

LIN. (Lincoln) large bust within circle, Marsham collection;

hvNFREi ON lvn. (London), fine 5

368 Pennies, same type (Hks. 285); moneyers, willem. on lardv.

(Carlisle), Lady Hood's collection, fine ;
willem. on nivea. (New-

castle), Young and Brice collections, very fine and both very rare mints 2

369 Penny, London, same type (Hks. 285), large bust, overstruck with

incuse cross
; reading obv. + hENRl. R.K.; rev. + edcovnd on LVN., extra

fine and in this state very rare [PL II] 1

*** From the Brice collection.

370 Pennies, same type (Hks. 285) ; moneyers, wllacd on ne. (Newark),

Wakeford collection-, .... ON N. . . (Norwich 1), fine and peculiar bust;

+ .... salopes (Salisbury) ;
RAVL. ON s. EDMV. (St. Edmundsbury);

tvrstain on tl. (Thetford), well preserved 5

371 Pennies, same type (Hks. 285) ; moneyers, hENRl. on s. edm. (St.

Edmundsbury) ;
willem. on. tef. (Thetford) ;

waltier on wain.

(Wainfleet), a very rare mint, Walpole White collection ; fwll[he]
on vali. (Wallingford) ;

lantier on piltv. (Wilton), well

preserved 5

372 Pennies, 2nd issue, (Hks. class A., type as 636), with large bust on obv.

and short double cross with small cross bottonne in each angle on

rev.; moneyers, alain on ctARD (Carlisle); RiaARD ON Exea. (Exeter);

qdmvnd ON Niao. (Lincoln) ; fil. AiMefR ON LVND. (London) rare

moneyer;DAYi. ON LVND. (London); ie(FRe(i.ON LVND. (London); RAVL

ON NORhT. (Northampton) ; ASKQTIL ON OXEN. (Oxford) ;
hALLI ON

RVLA., retrograde, (Rhuddlan) ; GODWINS ON wiri. (Worcester), all

very fine 10

*** The classification of Hks. 2 ed. p. 190, has been followed as closely
as possible for the coins of Henry II and John of this type.

373 Pennies, same type (Hks. 636) ; moneyers, ALQIN ON CAR. (Carlisle) ;

LaFWiNe ON Nia. (Lincoln) ; AIMQR ON LVND. (London); RANDVL ON

LVND. (London); FILIP ON NORhr. (Northampton); RiaARD ON OXQN.

(Oxford) ; hALLI. on rvla. (Rhuddlan) ; OSBe(R ON wltv. (Wilton) ;

adam on wino. (Winchester) ; Godwins on wir. (Worcester), all

very fine 10

374 Pennies, same type (Hks. 636); moneyers, alain on oard. (Carlisle);

wille. D. F. ON Niao. (Lincoln) ;
RAVL ON lvnd. (London) ; PiQRets

OM LVND. (London); RedNALD ON NOR. (Norwich) ;
SIMOND ON RVLA.

(Rhuddlan) ; GoctQLM ON WIN. (Winchester) ;
OSLAa ON WlRiaE.

(Worcester); hve; on QVeRW. (York), all very fine 9
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375 Pennies, same type (Hks. 636); moneyers, PietRets M. on lvn. (London);

t[oma]s on rvla. (Rhuddlan) ; rodbqrt on wilt. (Wilton) ;

rodbet on winl. (Winchester) ; osbqr on wirio. (Worcester) ;

TVRKIL ON QVe(R. (York) ; e(VG(RARD ON e(l. (York) ; WiLLetLM on

0V0R. (York) ;
and another of Norwich, iohAN ON norw., with large

head and thick beard, mostly fine 9

376 Pennies, same type (Hks. class B., type as 637) of smaller size, and with

smaller head
; moneyers, robqrd on oat. (Canterbury) ; robqrd

ON aAN. (Canterbury) ; heNRi. ON LVNDet. (London) ; heNRia ON

lvnd. (London) ;
ricard on lvn. mon. (London) ; waltqr on nor.

(Norwich) ;
randvl on n. (Northampton) ; rodbqrt on wil.

(Wilton), all very fine and scarce 8

JOHN.

A.D. 1199-1216.

377 Pennies, type as Henry II, 2nd issue, (see lot 372), but of smaller

module, and neat workmanship (cf. End. pi. II, 13) ; moneyers,
hve( ON ctANTQ. (Canterbury) ; iohAN. B. ON aANT. (Canterbury) ;

tomas on aAR. (Carlisle), rare ; alisan. DRet on ai. (Chichester) :

goldwingi ON a. (Chichester) ; Pie(Re(S om DVRet. (Durham) ; GiLet-

bqrd on aa. (Exeter) ;
iohAN on GiPet. (Ipswich) ;

iohAN. on LaN.

(Lynn), rare ; hva ON NiaoLet. (Lincoln) ; BetNetiT on lvnd.

(London) ;
all very fine 1 1

378 Pen n ies, same type (cf. Bud. pi. n, 1 3) ; moneyers, hvet ON oanto. (Can-

terbury); iohAN. m. on oa. (Canterbury); goldwiN€( on a.

(Chichester) ; piqrqs on dvr. (Durham) ; iohAN on aaae.

(Exeter); NiaoLet on lqn. (Lynn), rare; WALTER ON LVN.

(London) ; iLGe(R ON LVNDef. (London) ;
ADAM ON NORh. (North-

ampton) ; GiFRai. on norv. (Norwich) ; AiLWiNet on oa. (Oxford),
all veryfine \\

379 Pennies, same type (cf. Rud.pl. n, 13); moneyers, ROBaRD on oa.

(Canterbury) ; ROGetR ON oantq. (Canterbury) ;
ravf on aiaa. (Chi-

chester) ; ILGQR ON LVNDet. (London) ; rqnqr ON LVND. (London) ;

ROBetRD. T. ON NOR. (Northampton) ; GlFRed ON NORY. (Norwich) ;

he;NRi. ON oasa. (Oxford) ; ALiSANDRet ON R. (Rochester) ; folks
on s. AD. (St. Edmundsbury) ;

ravf on santad. (St. Edmundsbury),
mostly very fine \ \
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380 Pennies, same type (cf. Rud.pl. n, 13) ; moneyers, hgNRi. ON. aAN.

(Canterbury) ;
simon ON oant. (Canterbury) ;

willelm. on diet.

(Chichester) ; piqrqs on aiae(. (Chichester) ;
LLGetR ON LVND0.

(London) ;
ravf on lvnde. (London) ; rioard B. ON lv. (London) ;

WiLLetLM T. on L. (London) ;
rodbqrd on NORh. (Northampton) ;

rqnavd ON NO. (Norwich) ;
hvNFRed ON RO. (Rochester) j ANDRetv,

ON win. (Winchester), mostly very fine 12

381 Pennies, same type (cf. Bud.pl. il 13) ; moneyers, WiLLetLM. b. on.

lvn. (London) ;
WiLLetLM. l. on lv. and l. (London) ; WiLLetLM.

t. on lvn. (London) ; MiLets ON OOSe(. (Oxford) ; hVNFetRetl ON R.

(Rochester) ;
ravf on sant. kd. (St. Edmunsbury) ;

adam on

win. (Winchester) iohAN on wino. (Winchester) j
davi on etvetR.

York) ;
NiaoLet on etvet. (York), all fine 11

382 Pennies, same type, but with m.m. cross bottonnee on rev. (Hks. 640);

moneyers, goldwing; on a. (Canterbury) ; etRNAVD ON a. (Canter-

bury) ;
iohAN ON c-AN. (Canterbury) ;

simvn on oan. (Canterbury) ;

FVLKet ON LVND. (London) ; hetNRi. ON LVND. (London) ; WiLLetLM

ON LV. (London) ;
alain ON Niao. (Lincoln) ;

iohAN. ON norw.

(Norwich) j
simon on rvla. (Rhuddlan), rare ; iohAN ON etAMN.

(St. Edmundsbury) ;
NiaoLet ON etvetR. (York), all fine and scarce 12

383 Pennies, same type (Hks. 640) ; moneyers, goldwinq on aA. (Canter-

bury) ;
iohAN ON aAN. (Canterbury) ;

fvlke on LVNDet. (London) j

hetNRi ON lvnd. (London) ; hetNRiK ON LVN. (London) ; rioard

on lvn. (London} ; willqlm on lvn. (London), 2 varieties ; rioard

on Niao. (Lincoln) j hetNRi on WNaet. (Winchester) ;
davi on

etvetRW. (York), mostly fine and scarce 1 1

384 Halfpenny, London, obv. iohANNets, Diademed head to right within

circle
;

rev. RAVLet LVNDet (London), Cross pattee within circle, from

which spring four lis, lot. 8 grs. (Lindsay, Remarkable Coins, pi. 3, 10),

extremely rare and in good condition, but slightly cracked 1

\* From the Marsham collection (lot 276*). Six coins of this type

were found in Ireland about 50 years ago.

385 Halfpenny, Winchester
(?),

same type as last, but moneyer axis Da

.... LNet., extremely rare and in good condition 1

*** From the Addington collection, and apparently identical with

Sainthill, Oil. Pod. I, p. 215, no. 13.
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HENRY III.

a.d. 1216-1272.

Gold.

386 PENNY, London, obv. hsNRia' Re(X : m', King, holding sceptre and

orb, seated facing on throne ; rev. willqm : on LvnDQN v, Double

cross, each limb bottonnee, extending nearly to the edge of the coin
;

in each angle an expanded rose surrounded by three pellets, wt.

451 grs. (Kenyon, frontispiece ;
Rud. Suppl. pi. VI, 18), very fine and of

the highest rarity [PI. II] 1

*£* This beautiful and excessively rare gem, according to Bergne's

memoranda, was bought privately by Mr. Martin from Mr. Trattle.

It was sold at Martin's sale (lot 74) to Capt. Murchison for £130
;

and at his sale to the Rev. E. J. Shepherd (lot 47) for £140. At
the Shepherd sale (lot 126) it was purchased by Mr. Montagu for

£205. Only three other specimens are known : two are in the

British Museum and a third, from the Cuff and Wigan collections,

is in the cabinet of Sir John Evans.

Silver.

387 Pennies, 1st issue, Canterbury, obv. hetrmiavs rqx, Bust facing, hand

holding sceptre ;
rev. + ioan ON cCftNTQR, Short double cross with

small cross bottonnee in each angle (Rud.pl. n, 15; Hks. 641); others,

same type; money ers, rogqr. of. r. on a. (Canterbury); sSLqmvn
on a. (Canterbury), rare moneyer ; STCMVetL on aSN. (Canterbury) ;

simvn ON aftNT. (Canterbury) ;
R3VLF ON LVND. (London) ;

RIOKRD ON lvnd. (London); NORMAN on SftN. (St. Edmunds-

bury) ;
and another, with rev. legend LONDe(. aiviT., rare, all fine 9

388 Pennies, 2nd issue, Hks. Class I, similar to last lot, but obv. legend

hemRiavs Retx in, and on rev. Long double cross with three pellets

in each angle (Rud.pl. n, 18; Hks. 287) ; moneyers, ion ON aTCNTOR.

(Canterbury) ; NiaOLet ON CTNT. (Canterbury) ; WiLLetl. ON aftNT. ;

hetNRi on lvnd, LVNDe(. and lvndan (London), 3 varieties; NiaoLQ on

LVND.
; RiaSRD ON lvnd.

; STetPhftNQ ON s' €(. (St. Edmundsbury) ;

ion on s' etDMVND. (St. Edmundsbury) ; wrimvntg( o. ARia (blun-

dered), all fine 11

389 Pennies, 2nd issue, Hks. Class n, similar type to last, but no hand and

sceptre on obv. (Rud. pi. II, 16); moneyers, wsltqr on brvs.

(Bristol) ; NiaOLet on aftNT. (Canterbury) ; wtcltqr on eaatf.

(Exeter), rare ; LvaKS ON glov. (Gloucester) ; RiaRRD ON he(Ra.

(Hereford), scarce
; STQPHa. ON ivql. (Ilchester), rare

; willqm
ON LlNa. (Lincoln) ; NOchedRl ON LV. (London) ; WALTQR ON

NQWeta. (Newcastle) ; LVaSS ON NORh. (Northampton) ; RiaTCRD on

srob. (Shrewsbury), scarce
; hvce( ON wiNahe. (Winchester), all

fine 12

E
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390 Pennies, 2nd issue, Hks. Class in, similar type to last lot, no hand and

sceptre, obv. legend ending Te(Rai, and long double cross on rev. ;

moneyers, NiaOLet ON aSNT. (Canterbury) ; gilbqrt on cCSN. ;

PhiLip on etctaet. (Exeter), rare; RiaftRD on glov. (Gloucester),

rare
; NiaOLet on lvnd. (London) ;

PhiLip on NORh. (Northamp-

ton) ;
willqm. on norwi. (Norwich) ; hvcet ON wiNctHet. (Win-

chester), mostly fine
8

391 Penny, short cross type ; moneyer, IOKN ahia ON aA. (Canterbury);

another, long cross type, but king wearing open crown, hetNRlc-VS.

Rex. in. (Hks. 288) j moneyer, phetLiP on lvnd., extremely rare
;

another, similar, with usual crown, no sceptre on obv. and reading

obv. hetNRictvs Retx ;
rev. TetRai ANGLia ; others, same type, reading

henRiavs Rax ang. m. m. star and crescent on obv., and nic-olq ON

lvnd. and Lie( TetRai aan. on rev., all very rare varieties, mostly

fine 5

392 Penny, short cross type; moneyer, willqm ta. ON. aA. (Canterbury);

another, long cross type, king wearing open crown (Hks. 288),

PhetLiP ON lvnd.
; others, of the Retx ANG. type (see last lot) :

with rev. legends NiaOLet ONa lvnd. and Lia TaRai lon., all

very rare varieties and fine
4

fr

*
Henry III in his 14th year granted to William, his tailor, the

custody of the mint in the city of Canterbury.
—Patent Bolls.

*
*

EDWARD I.

A.D. 1272-1307.

393 Pennies, usual type, with crowned bust on obv. and long cross

pattee with pellets in angles on rev. and reading aDWR. &c.

(Hwks. 293), of Berwick, villa berrewio and bereviot (2 varieties
;

one with peculiar crown) ;
of Durham, civitas dvreme (2 varieties

;

one with m.m. cross moline on both sides, the other with cross

moline in one angle of cross on rev.) ;
of London, with rosette on

king's bust (Hks. 292) ;
of York, with quatrefoil in centre of cross

on rev.
;
and another of London of the Irish type, king's bust

within triangle (Hks. 292), all fine and rare varieties and types 7

394 Pennies, similar type, (Hks. type I.), of Bristol, villk bristoliq ;

Canterbury ; Durham, civiTftS dvreme
; Lincoln, London and

York, with plain cross on rev.
; others, as Hks. type 2, with smaller

lettering, of London and Newcastle, VILL. NOViaftSTRi, all extremely

fine and from the Brice collection, such a series for condition is rarely to

be met with 8
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395 Pennies, similar type, (Hks. type 1) of Bristol, viluk bristolliq ;

Chester, civrras ae(STRie(. rare, Brice collection; Durham, civrocs

dvreme, no drapery on bust ; London, (3 varieties
; one with Irish

obv., Hks. 292) j Newcastle, vills NOViaftSTRi ; and robqrt

Bay ha:De(Le(i€( ; Halfpenny of London, reading caviras London ;

and Farthing, of London, Bust within circle, &c, qdwsrdvs rqx
and oivitas London, all fine, some rare 10

396 Pennies, similar type, (Hks. type 2), with smaller letters in legends, of

Bristol
; Chester, aiVlTAS aetSTRia ; Durham, with broad cross on rev.

and aivrras DVRQMef ; Kingston, vil. KYNGetSTON, very rare
;

and London
; others, (Hks. type 3), with star on king's breast

;
of

Chester, civitas ae(STRie(, rare; Durham, aiviras DVRetMe;, m.m.

cross moline, unpublished ;
London

;
Newcastle ; and St. Edmunds-

bury j Halfpennies (2) of London, one with star after sng. and

before London
;
the other reading Retx jcngli.; and Farthings (2)

of London, one with bust not within circle, a. R. SNGLiet, all

fine 14

397 Pennies, similar, as Hks. type 3, with star on king's breast, of Bristol;

Canterbury (2 varieties) ; Exeter, cdVlTKS qxoniq ; Kingston, vill.

kyngqston; and London; Halfpenny of London, with three

pellets on breast, rare; and Farthings (2) of London, one with

bust not within circle, and reading e(. R. xnGL. D.H., very rare, all

extremelyfine, and from the Brice collection 9

398 H alfpen ny, Berwick, with draped bust, etDWSRDVS Retx an. on obv. and

with a bear's head in two angles of cross on rev. and reading villa

bqrvioi (Bud. Suppl. 2, pi. I, 21) ; another of Newcastle, with one

pellet only in each angle of cross on rev. and reading NOVlcCSSTRlet,

both well preserved and of the highest rarity 2

*#* Both from the Wakeford collection.

399 Halfpenny, Bristol, with bust draped, vills bristolis ; Farthing
of Bristol, no circle around bust, reading e(. R. ANGLiet - villtc

BRiSTOLiet, Brice collection; another of London, reading londo-

NlENSis, Wakeford collection ;
and another of York, reading

qdwxrdvs Retx - aiviTftS efBORKcfl, Webb collection (see Num. Chron.

1882,^. 120, where it is figured), fine and all very rare, especially the

York farthing, which is excessively rare 4

400 Halfpenny, Bristol, as in preceding lot; others of Lincoln, aiviTSS

LiNaoL. ;
and York, oivitas etBORKca; and Farthings (2) of

London, reading ctivirxs LONDON and londoniqnsis., all very rare

and mostly fine 5

E 2
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Patterns.

401 Groat, London, obv. + qdw:s:rdvs : di : gre : Retx : ftncL'., The king's

bust, full face, crowned, within a quatrefoil ; a pierced rose on

either side and on king's breast
; pierced trefoil in outer angles of

quatrefoil ;
rev. dns. hiBNet dvx. tcqvt. and LOnDonDC arvi. in two

concentric circles and divided by large cross fiory, wt. 82| grs.

(Bud. pi. II, 23
j
Hks. 290), fine and very rare [PL II] 1

402 Groat, London, very similar to the preceding but the bust is varied

and the ornaments on either side of it are mullets pierced, wt. 84 grs.,

fine and very rare 1

*
#
* From the Brice collection.

403 Groat, London, similar to lot 401
;
but on the breast of the king are

three pellets ;
the pierced trefoils in the angles of the quatrefoil are

larger and the rev. legend reads riBnia for hiBne(, wt. 81£ grs.,

fine and very rare 1

EDWARD II.

A.D. 1307-1327.

404 Pennies, usual type, Head facing, crowned; rev. Long cross patted,

and reading QDW7CR. &c. (Hks. 295), of Berwick, vills berewici,

pellet on king's breast
; Canterbury ; Durham, civitas DVRQMe(

and m. m. cross moline on both sides
;
another of same mint with

one limb of cross in form of crozier to left, civitas DVNe(LM. ;
of

London
;
and St. Edmundsbury, vill. sai. qdmvndl, all very fine

and from the Brice collection, some very rare varieties 6

405 Pennies, same type, of Berwick, as in the preceding lot
; Canterbury ;

Durham, m. m. cross moline on obv., civitss dvrqmq. ;
another of

same mint with m. m. lion rampant (Bp. Beaumont) and two lis after

hYB., crvrrss, DVNe(LM., very rare
;

of London and St. Edmunds-

bury, all fine and rare 6

406 Pennies, same type, of Berwick
; Canterbury ;

Durham (2) with m. m.

cross, aiviTAS DVRQMiet. ; London, 5 varieties, one with English n's

on both sides (Edward III ?) ; and St. Edmundsbury, fine, some very

fine 10

407 Penny, Durham, reading civittcs DUNetLM., two limbs of cross on rev. in

form of crozier to left, Wakeford collection ;
another of York with

quatrefoil in centre of cross on rev. and three dots among pellets in one

quarter; Halfpenny of Berwick, reading qdwjc. r. snGL. dns. hB.

and villr berewici.
; and Farthing of same mint, reading as the

Halfpenny, all exceedingly rare coins 4
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EDWARD III.

A.D. 1327-1377.

Gold.

408 Noble, 2nd coinage, 1344, obv. aDWTCR. d. grk. Rax. EnGL. z. FRRna.

Dns. hYB., King in ship, holding sword and shield ; two ropes for

prow and three for stern
;

rev. + lha. TRTCnsians. pqr. maDivco.

illorvcd. ibat. (omitting SVTetoo), Large floriated cross within

double tressure of arches ;
in each angle of cross lion and crown

and in centre the letter L (for London), wt. 136 grs. (Ken. pi. I, 4
;

Bud. pi. II, 1) extremely fine and exceedingly rare, only one other speci-

men known, which is in the British Museum 1

409 Noble, 3rd coinage, 20th year, 1346, same type and legends as the

preceding but with large (J in centre of cross on the rev., wt. 127 grs.

(Bud. pi. II, 3), very fine and very rare [PI. II, no. 408] 1

*
#
* From the Bergne (lot 372) and Brice collections.

410 Noble, 4th coinage, before the Treaty of Bretigny, 1351-1360,

similar type to lot 408, with French title only, Rax kngl z FRTCNa.

D. hYB, three ropes from each end of ship ;
rev. reading + ihasv.

rvtqcd. TRSNaietNS pqr cdqdiv. illorv. ibst., open a in centre of

cross, lis over head of lion in second quarter and Eoman n's in

legends, wt. 118 grs., extremely fine, of minute work, and very rare with

this reading, ihesv, this coin belongs to the 1st issue of the 4th coinage 1

%* From the Marsham collection (lot 287).

411 Noble, 4th coinage, 1351 to 1360, same type as the last coin, but obv.

legend ending FRRNa. D. hiB
;
and rev. reading lha. TCVTaco. TRftN-

aietNS. P. cdqdivcd, &c. ; closed a in centre of cross, lis over lion's

head in second quarter and Roman n's (but without cross-bar) in

legends, wt. 120 grs. (Bud. pi. I, 2), extremely fine and rare 1

"%* From the Chetwynd and Brice collections.

412 Noble, 4th coinage, 1351-1360, same type as lot 410; obv. legend

ending FRTCNa. D. hYB., two ropes from stern and three from prow
of ship ;

and rev. reading + lha. AVTaco. trtcnciqn. s. cdsdivcd. (sic)

illorvcd. IB7CT., other varieties as in last piece, Roman n's in

legends, &c, wt. 119 grs., very fine and an unpublished variety with the

word PflR omitted in the rev. legend 1

413 Noble, 4th coinage, 1351-1360, same as last coin but obv. legend ending
FRffNa. D. B. (sic), three ropes from stern and one from prow ;

and

rev. reading +iha. SVTetCD. TRKNaietNS. p. coaDivco &c, other

varieties as on last coin, wt. 112 grs., fine and unpublished with this

obv. legend 1
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414 Noble, 4th coinage, 1351-1360, same type as lot 410
;
but obv. legend

with open e('s and a's and ending D. hYBet ;
and rev. reading lha.

TRSnsietns. par. cdqdivcd. illorvm. ibkt. {Ken. no. 16), closed e( in

centre of cross, lis behind lion in second quarter, and English n's

in legends, wt. 118 grs., fine and rare, this coin probably belongs to the

earlier issue of this period 1

415 Noble, 4th coinage, after the Treaty of Bretigny, 1360-1369, with title

of Aquitaine but without that of France
;
usual type, with three

ropes from stern and two from prow of ship ; reading obv. QDWftRD.

De(i. GRS. R€(X. ftnGL. Dns. hYB. z. SQT; and rev. lha. AVTetco.

TRjfasietns. pqr. cdqdiv. illorvcd. ibst
;
no lis over lion, annulet

before etDWJCRD., and English n's in legends, wt. 120 grs., extremely

fine and rare 1

*** From the Brice collection.

416 Noble, 4th coinage, 1360-1369, same type and varieties as the last

coin, but there are three ropes from the stern and one from the

prow of the vessel, wt. 120 grs., extremely fine and rare 1

417 Noble, 4th coinage, 1360-1369, same type as lot 415; obv. legend

ending SNGL. Dens. hYB. (Ken. no. 19), no Aquitaine title; rev.

reading +iha. avtqcd. TRRnaiems. p. cdgidivcd. illorr. ibet., lis

above lion in second quarter and annulet at each angle of central com-

partment in cross, wt. 118 grs. (Ken. pi. n, 11), very fine and a rare

variety 1

418 Noble, 4th coinage, 1360-1369, struck at Calais, usual type but with

a for Calais in centre of cross on rev. ; obv. legend ending 7CnGL.

Dns. hYB. z. 7CQT., three ropes from stern and two from prow of

ship ;
rev. reading cce(Div. illorvcd. &c. (Ken. no. 23, p. 26),

wt. 119 grs., extremely fine and rare 1

*** From G. R. Smith's collection.

419 Noble, 4th coinage, 1360-1369, struck at Calais, same as the preceding
coin in type and legends ;

but at the stern of the ship there is a flag,

wt. 119 grs., very fine and a rare type 1

420 Noble, 4th coinage, after the breaking of the Treaty of Bretigny,

1369-1377, with French and Aquitaine titles, usual type, with three

ropes from stern and one from prow; obv. legend qdwxrdvs di. grs.

rex. 7CnGL. z. frsno. Dns. hib. z. AQT. ; pellet after in centre of

cross on rev., one saltire after each word of legend on obv. and two

on rev.
,
wt. 119 grs. (Eud. pi. I, 3; Ken. no. 32), fine and scarce 1

421 Noble, 4th coinage, 1369-1377, same as the last coin, but with a flag at

the stern of the ship ;
obv. legend efDWXRD. di. grs &c, FRftna.

Dns. hib. z. aqvit. ; pellet after e in centre of cross on rev. and one

on either side of lis at top and bottom limbs
;

saltire after ibtct.

wt. 120 grs. (Eud. Suppl.pl. VI, 19 ; Ken. no. 29), very fine and rare 1

"%* From the Lake Price and Brice collections.
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422 Half Noble, 3rd coinage, 20th year, 1346
;

obv. ctDWftR. d. grx rqx.

SnGL. z. FRftna. Dns. hYB., King in ship holding sword and shield;

four ropes from stern, two to prow ;
rev. + DOCDina. ng. in. FVRORet.

tvo. SRGVSS. cdq., Cross flory with large (J in centre, lions and crowns

in angles, wt. 55 grs. (figured in Num. Chron. 1888, p. 310), fine,

slightly cracked, unique [PI. II] 1

Though this coin has the English n 's in the legends and weighs
only 55 grs., Mr. Montagu considered it to belong to the 3rd

coinage of Edward III
;
as such it is a unique piece. His reasons

for this attribution are given in the Numismatic Chronicle I. c.

423 Half Noble, 4th coinage, before the Treaty of Bretigny, 1351-1360,

similar type to the preceding coin; obv. legend ending angl. z.

FRS. D. h.YB, three ropes from stern and four from prow ; large (J

in centre of cross on rev.
;

lis over lion's head in second quarter ;

annulet after each word on obv. and two saltires on rev.
;
Roman

n's in obv. legend and English n's in that of rev., wt. 59| grs.

(Ken. no. 2), fine and very rare 1

424 Half Noble, 4th coinage, after Treaty of Bretigny, 1360-1369, usual

type without French title, Rax. TCnGL. D. hB; three ropes from

stern and two from prow ; rev. + DOCDine; (ne( omitted) in. FVRORef.

TVO. KRGVTVS. (sic) cdq. ; large (J in centre of quatrefoil with

annulets at angles; lis over lion's head in second quarter; and

English n's in legends, wt. 61| grs. (Ken. no. 4), fine and very rare 1

*** From the Foster, Shepherd (lot 134) and Brice collections. On
account of its weight Mr. Brice considered this coin to be of the
3rd issue. Mr. Montagu however classed it to the 4th issue (see
Num. Chron. 1888, pp. 312-313). The reverse type is similar to

those of lots 417, 425 and 433, which are all undoubtedly of the
4th coinage.

425 Half Noble, 4th coinage, 1360-1369, same type and varieties as on

the preceding coin
;
but obv. legend ending Rax. AnGL. D.' ; annulet

over king's head ; net omitted in rev. legend and xrgvts for JTRGVTCS,

wt. 59 grs., very fine, an unpublished variety 1

426 Half Noble, 4th coinage, 1360-1369, usual type, with Aquitaine title,

Retx. snGL. d. hiB. z. aqt, three ropes from stern, two from prow ;

rev. + DOGDinet. net. in FURORe;. &c.
;
letter e( in compartment with

trefoils at angles, wt. 60 grs. (Bud. pi. II, 6), of very fine work, scarce 1

*** From the Bergne (lot 376) and Brice collections.

427 Half Noble of Calais, 4th coinage, 1360-1369, same as the preceding
but flag at stern of ship and a (for Calais) in centre of cross on the

rev., wt. 59£ grs. (Bud. pi. I, 5), extremely fine and very rare 1

*** From the Cuff, Bergne (lot 378) and Brice collections.
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428 Quarter Noble, 2nd coinage, 1344, obv. +9DWSR. Retx. snGL. z.

FRSna. D. hYB., Shield within tressure of six arches ; trefoil in each

spandril ;
rev. + flxaXTRBiTVR. in. GL0RI5C, A floriated cross within

tressure of arches ;
the letter L (London) in centre

;
lion in each

angle, wt. 34£ grs. (Ken. pi. I, 5), very fine and of excessive rarity

[PL III] 1

*** From the Martin, Forster and Shepherd (lot 135) collections.

429 Quarter Noble, 3rd coinage, 20th year, 1346, similar to the preceding

coin but of different work, and e( instead of L in centre of cross on

the rev., weight 32 grs. (Ken. pi. I, 7), very fine and rare 1

*** From the Bergne (lot 373) and Brice collections.

430 Quarter Noble, 4th coinage, 1351-1360, usual type, shield within

tressure of six arches with trefoil at each angle ; legend ending

FRTCNa. D. hY. ;
rev. GhLORiX for GLORIA and pellet in centre of

cross
;
annulet after each word of legends, which have the Roman n's,

wt. 20 grs. (Ken. no. 3
; pi. n, 10), very fine and rare 1

431 Quarter Noble, 4th coinage, 1360-1369, similar to the preceding,

but the title of France omitted, rqx. ftnGL. d.
;

rev. glor'k for

GLORIA, large pellet in centre of cross and annulet in each angle,

pellet outside each spandril of arches and English n's in legends on

both sides, wt. 20 grs. (Bud. pi. I, 7), fine and scarce 1

432 Quarter Noble, 4th coinage, 1360-1369, same as last coin
;
but pellet

instead of annulet in each angle of cross on rev., and gloria for

glor's, wt. 29£ grs. (comp. Ken. pi. II, 13), fine and scarce 1

%* From the Brice collection.

433 Quarter Noble, 4th coinage, 1360-1369, similar to the preceding,

but in the centre of the cross on the rev. is a large pellet within a

compartment with annulet at each angle ;
trefoils outside arches of

tressure on rev.
;
usual legends, wt. 19 grs., fine 1

434 Quarter Noble, 4th coinage, 1369-1377, similar type to the pre-

ceding but plain cross above shield of arms on obv. and quatrefoil

in centre of cross on rev.
;
no ornaments outside tressures on either

side, wt. 20 grs. (Ken. pi. n, 15), fine and a scarce mint 1

435 Quarter Noble, 4th coinage, usual type but varying, cross within

circle over shield on obv. and annulet in centre of cross on rev.,

wt. 20 grs. ; another, similar, without cross over shield, and on

rev. lis in centre of quatrefoil on cross, trefoil at each angle,

wt. 20 grs., both fine 2

%* No. 2 from the Tyssen, Durrant, Bergne (379) and Brice collections.
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FOUETH DAY'S SALE.

EDWARD III—continued.

Silver.

LOT

436 Groat of London, 1st issue, (Eud.pl in, 8), usual type, Crowned bust
;

rev. Long cross pattee ;
annulet after each word of legends, and

Roman n's, Brice collection
; another, with annulet under king's bust

and in one quarter of rev.
; another, annulet in pellets of one

quarter, (Bud. pi. in, 11); and another with broken annulet after

each word of obv. legend, and cross between pellets in one quarter

of rev., all very fine and scarce 4

437 Groats of London, similar to the preceding with, (1) annulet in one

quarter of rev. (Bud. pi. ill, 11), (2) lis on king's breast
;
another of

York
;
and another of London, 2nd issue, reading Dns. hYB. z. ftQT.,

with annulet after each word in obv. legend and saltires on rev.,

all very fine and scarce 4

438 Groat, Half Groat, Penny and Halfpenny of the London mint,

with m. m. crown
;

the last unpublished ;
the Halfpenny reads

aDVSRDVS, all fine and a rare set 4

%* No. 1 from the Lake Price and Brice collections.

439 G roat of London, with obv. legend + sdwar. De(i. G. Rax. ftnGL. Dns.

hiB. z. sa., annulet on each side of crown; rev. usual type, with Roman
n's in LONDON

;
m. m. cross patt£e, wt. 69 grs., published by Hawkins

from this coin (see Num. Chron. 1882, p. 115), extremely rare and

interesting 1

\* From the Neck and Webb (lot 73) collections. This coin affords

important evidence that Edward III even on his Groats did not

always style himself edward or edwardvs.

440 Half Groat of London, same type as the preceding, but without

the Aquitaine title and with English n's in rev. as well as in obv.

legend, wt. 36 grs., well preserved and of the greatest rarity

[PI. Ill] 1
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441 Groat of London, with Aquitaine title, 1360, 1369, usual type, with

two annulets between words on obv.
; also Half Groat, Penny

and Halfpenny of same issue and mint; and Farthing reading

aiviTSS London, all very fine and from the Brice collection 5

442 Half Groat of York, ctfViTftS etBORSai, annulet after each word on

obv.
; Penny of same mint and issue, but with cross after XNgli. ;

and Halfpenny, reading aiviT5"s eBOR^ai, very fine and exceedingly

rare, especially the last which is of the highest rarity (see Hks., p. 212) 3

%* No. 2 from the Brice, and No. 3 from the Marsham collection.

443 Groat, Half Groat and Penny of Calais, of the usual English type,

the first two with annulet on king's breast, a fine set and rare 3

*** All from the Marsham collection (lot 301).

444 Half Groats (2) of London of 1st issue, with title of France, one

with annulet after each word on obv.
;
the other without stops ;

another, reading /fnGL. z. FRSna., and with saltires between words

on obv. and rev., exceedingly rare, unpublished; others (2) 1360-1369,

with two annulets after each word, all very fine and rare 5

445 Pennies of London (4) of various issues, one with English n's on rev.
;

others (3) of Durham with, (1) cross after sngli. and aiviTAS

DVnetLCDie, crozier to right; (2) aivrras DVnOLCD, crozier to left;

(3) aivrrss DVnetLCDis, m. m. cross
; another of York, reading

qdwsrdvs Re(X JfnGLi. z., one saltire after each word; rev. cross with

quatrefoil and pellet in centre, aiviras. etBORAai., all very rare,

especially the last which is exceedingly rare, mostly fine 8

446 Penny of Reading, obv. +qdwe. sngl. dns. hYB., Bust facing; rev.

Usual type but with scallop in one angle of cross instead of pellets,

villk radingy, wt. 19 grs., fine ;
and Halfpenny of same place and

of similar type but with star after AN and rev. VVLUR * RTCDINGY ;

and another of London of same style with star after ang. and

before London, wt. 10 grs., well preserved, all of the highest rarity 3

*x* No. 2 from the Marsham collection.

447 Pennies of Durham (3) with, (1) m. m. crown, aivrrxs DVRe(Me(, crozier

to right and annulet after each word, unpublished ; (2) same but with

cross after sngli
; (3) lis on breast, aiviTA'S DVnOLCD.

; Halfpenny
of Berwick, VILLA BetRQWiai, three pellets in angles of cross

;
and

Farthing of London, reading londoniqnsis., mostly fine and all

very rare 5

*** Mr. Montagu attributed this last coin to Edward III, but it may
be of Edward I.

448 Penny of Durham with broad cross on rev., aiviTJCS DvnetLCD, m. m.

cross ; Halfpennies of London (2) with Rax and Rex TCn., both

with English n's
;
another with Roman n's, aiviras LONDON, very

rare; and Farthings (2) of London, one with star after an and

aiviT^s., all very rare and fine 6
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Patterns, &c.

449 Half Groat of London, Piedfort, usual type with obv. legend

+ eDWKRDVS Rex° KNGL°. z. FR7CNCI., and Roman m in ADIVTOREM

on rev. (cf. Bud. pi. in, 9), wt. 13 dwts. 8£ grs., very fine and unique

[PL III] 1

\* From the Cuff, Chaffers, and Addington collections. This interesting

piece is evidently the Piedfort of the Half Groat of the first issue of

this reign. It corresponds in fabric and type to the very rare Groat

figured in Bud. pi. in, 9, which has the Eoman m's in the rev.

legend.

450 Penny of Canterbury, Piedfort, usual type, reading sdwkr. r. SNGL.

dns. h.YB., and arvrrss cantor, wt. 81 grs., somewhat rubbed, exceed-

ingly rare 1

%,* From the Neligan collection.

451 Halfpenny of London, Piedfort, obv. + qdcoSRDVS Rex ftN., Bust draped

and crowned
;

rev. usual type with aiviTSS LONDON., wt. 31 grs.,

fine and very rare ; probably from the Cuff collection 1

452 Penny of London, Pattern, obv. +eD. Rex. KNGLie. dns. hibn., Large

head facing, crowned, neither shoulders nor mantle
;

rev. Cross and

pellets, civittcs London, wt. 21 grs., extremely fine and exceedingly

rare, unpublished 1

\* From the Tutet, Tyssen, Durrant, Bergne (lot 363) and Brice

collections.

RICHARD II.

A.D. 1377-1399.

Gold.

453 Noble, with flag at stern of vessel, usual type as Nobles of Edward III,

with French and Aquitaine titles, RiaSRD. D. G. Re(X KnGL. z FRftna.

D. hiB. z. RQ., Ship with flag at stern and three ropes from stern and

one from prow; rev. Floriated cross, &c. as on Nobles of

Edward III but with R in centre, iha. SVTetoo. TRSnsians. pqr.

cdqdivod. illorv. IB2CT., wt. 120 grs. (Bud. pi. i, 10
; var. Ken. no. 2),

brilliant and very rare [PL III] 1

*** From the Lake Price and Brice collections.

454 Noble, without flag, similar to the preceding coin but RictRD for

RicCXRD, and cdqdiV. for cdqdivcd ;
one saltire only after king's name,

wt. 118 grs. (var. Ken. pi. ill, 16
;

no. 3), extremely fine 1

*#* From the Wylie collection.
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455 Noble, without flag, usual type, and similar to lot 453
;
but without

French title, RiaftRD. Dei. gr£. rqx. ffnGL. Dns. hYB. z. SQVIT ;

and rev. legend ending, coaDiv. illorvcd. mar., wt. 120 grs. an

unpublished variety, very fine and rare 1

*** From the Martin, Hastings, and Brice collections.

456 Half Noble, without flag, usual type as the Noble but from an altered

die of Edward III, with RiaftRD struck over QDWftRD and without

the Aquitaine title, RnGL. z. fr. d. h. z.
;
no ornaments on ship,

French arms semi de lys ;
rev. DOCDina. ne(, &c, Cross flory &c. with

e( in centre and pellet before it instead of R., wt. 58f grs. (Bud. pi. II,

5), fine and extremely rare 1

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 306).

457 Half Noble, without flag, similar to last, but with French and Aqui-

taine titles, RiaftRD. d. g. rqx. ftnGL. z. f. d. hiB. z. ft. ;
the rev. is

from an altered die of Edward III, the R. in centre being struck

over e( as on last coin, wt. 61 grs., in the finest preservation and very

rare 1

*** From the Cuff and Shepherd (lot 141) collections.

458 Half Noble, with flag, similar type but with flag at stern of vessel and

without Aquitaine title, FRftna. D. h., rosette after last letter ;
the

letter r. in centre of the cross on the rev. appears to have been

struck over €(., wt. 58^ grs. (Bud. pi. II, 5), fine, and a coin of the

greatest rarity [PI. Ill] 1

"%* From the Cuff, Bergne (lot 403) and Brice collections.

459 Quarter Noble, obv. +RiaftRD. d. grs. Retx. siigl. z. f., Shield

within tressure of arches
; above, cross ; rev. + QXftLTS'BiTVR. in.

GLORift., Cross flory, &c. with lis in centre, wt. 29£ grs. (Ken. no. 3),

fine and rare 1

*** From the Young and Brice collections.

460 Quarter Noble, similar to last, but obv. legend, z. FRAn., trefoil of

annulets above shield; and pellet in centre of cross on rev.,

wt. 29 £ grs. (Ken. no. 5, where this coin is described), fine and probably

a unique variety 1

461 Quarter Noble, similar but without French title, rqx ftnGL.
; scallop

above shield
; pellet in centre of cross on rev. (Ken. no. 6), fine and

a rare variety 1

Silver.

462 Groat, London mint, usual type, m.m. cross patt^e on both sides,

legend terminating ftnGL. z. FRftnaief ; rev. + posvi &c, aiviTTTS

London, contraction over last N (Bud. pi. iv, 1), fine and rare

[PL III] 1

%* From the J. Brown and Addington collections.
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463 Groat, London mint, same as last but obv. legend ending snGL. z

FRftNct. ;
mark of contraction over final N of LONDON and v of coqv.

(Hks. 316), very fine and rare 1

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 308).

464 Groat, London mint, similar to the preceding, but obv. legend ending

FR7Cnaie(x D. and saltire before LONDON., in fair condition, exceedingly

rare and unpublished with the obv. legend ending D. (Dominus

Hibernian)
1

465 Half Groat, London mint, usual type, m. m. cross pattee on both

sides
;
obv. legend RiaSRD. dqi. (sic) GKX. rqx. AnGLiQ ;

rev. oivitas

LONDON &c. (Bud. pi. IV, 3), very rare and unpublished with dqi on

obv., fine
1

"%* From the J. Brown and Addington collections.

466 Half Groat, London mint, similar to last; but Di. for dqi. in obv.

legend and marks of contraction over N in LONDON and V in cdqv.,

fine and very rare in this condition 1

467 Half Groat, London mint, similar to the preceding; two saltires

before aiviras and no crossbars to n's in LONDON., fine and rare 1

468 Penny, London mint, usual type, m. m. cross pattee, lis on king's

breast, riotcrd. rqx. snGL. z. frkq., and on rev. cross before

aiviTAS. LONDON, (described in Hks. no. 2), fine and extremely rare 1

*** From the Durrant, Wigan, Neck, and Webb (lot 98) collections.
" The best Penny of Richard II I have ever seen for sale. In Col.

Durrant's MS. catalogue it was stated to have been Bentham's."—
W. Brice.

469 Penny, London mint, as last coin, but no lis on king's breast; Half-

penny, reading rqx. ffnGL. and aiviTAS London. (Roman n's);

and Farthing, reading same as Halfpenny but LOnDOn, wt. 4| grs.,

all very rare especially the last two pieces 3

*
#
* No. 3 from the Martin, Shepherd (lot 147) and Brice collections.

470 Penny, York mint, m. m. cross pattee, cross on king's breast and pellet

over each shoulder
;

rev. quatrefoil in centre of cross (Hks. no. 2) ;

and saltire before aivrocs QBORKai; and Halfpenny and

Farthing of London, as in last lot, but the former with English

n's and the latter reading rqx ftnGLiQ., wt. 3£ grs., the first and last

pieces very rare 3

471 Penny of York, as in last lot; but no saltire before aivrrss; Half-

pennies (2) of London, one reading rqx. AnGL., two pellets after

rqx; the other rqx. ttnG., Brice collection; and Farthing, with

rqx AnGL and aivrocs LOnDOn., wt. 1\ grs., very rare as in previous

lot 4
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472 Penny, Durham mint, m. m. cross patt^e, obv. rioardvs Retx SnGLiet.,

Bust with lis on breast; rev. aiviTJCS. DvnoLCD, wt. 16£ grs. (Hks.

318), very fine for this coin and exceedingly rare 1

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 309).

473 Farthing, London mint, usual type, but with rose before snGL
;
and

also in angles of cross on rev. instead of pellets, m. m. cross patt6e,

wt. b\ grs. (Hks. 321), fine and extra rare 1

*** From the Neck and Webb (lot 107) collections.

HENRY IV.

A.D. 1399-1413.

Gold.

Heavy Coinage.

474 Noble, with flag, obv. hetnRict. di. grs. Retx. snGL. z. FRftna. Dns. hiB.

z. SQT., King in ship with flag at stern, French arms on shield

seme" de lys ;
three ropes from stern and one for prow ; small

open crown perpendicularly placed at stern
; rev. + iha. SVTetao.

TRSnsietns. &c, Cross flory, &c, as on nobles of previous reigns ;

but with h in centre, wt. 119£ grs. (Mud. pi. I, 13), very fine and of
excessive rarity, also an unpublished variety 1

"%* From the Shepherd collection (lot 148).

475 Noble, without flag, similar to the preceding; but no flag at stern,

broken annulet on rudder, three lis in French arms and obv. legend

terminating, d. hiB. z. sqt. ; rev. usual legend and type with h in

centre of cross, wt. 119£ grs. (Ken. pi. m, 19), very fine and of the

highest rarity [PI. Ill] 1

V* From the Marsham (lot 312), and Clarke (lot 37) collections.

476 Half Noble, with flag, obv. hetnRia. di. g. Retx. snGL. z. FRKn. d. hi.

z. 5CQ., King in ship, &c, flag at stern, two ropes from prow and

stern
; ornaments, lion, lis, lion, lis, lion, lis

;
three lis in French

arms but arranged .\ ; rev. Docoinet. net. in. fvrorq. tvo. 7CRGVSS.

cdq., Cross floriated, &c. with h in centre
;

m. m. open crown,
wt. 58£ grs., fine and unique [PI. Ill] 1

*** From the Shepherd collection (lot 150). Kenyon states p. 40, that
no heavy Half Nobles are known. The m. m. crown shows that
this coin belongs to the same issue as lot 474, which has the open
crown at the stern of the vessel.
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477 Quarter Noble, usual type, French arms semi de lys; crescent above

shield
; legend + hanRiavs. di. GRft. ftnGL. z. FRftn. (Rax omitted) j

rev. + ex^ltsbitvr. in. gloria, Cross floriated with pellet in

centre, &c, wt. 29| grs. (Ken.pl. in, 20), very fine and of the highest

rarity, Kenyon mentions only one other specimen [PI. Ill] 1

%* From the Young and Brice collections.

Light Coinage.

478 Noble, after 13th year, type similar to lot 474 and Ken. no. 1
; legend

terminating, SriGL. z. FR5Ca. Dns. hiB. z, 7CQ., three lis in French

arms
;
no flag at stern

;
and on rev. pellet before h in centre of

cross, and trefoil slipped at head of lion in second quarter, wt. 106|

grs. (cf. Bud. pi. n, 6), very fine and extremely rare 1

"%* From the Leckenby and Brice collections.

479 Noble, after 13th year, same as the preceding coin but varying slightly

in the ornaments on the ship, and on the rev. the trefoil slipped is at

the head of the lion in the first quarter, and reading illorv. for

illorvm., wt. 105| grs., very fine and extremely rare 1

"%* From the Young and Addington collections.

480 Quarter Noble, after 13th year, usual type, reading hanRia. di.

GR3". Rex. TEnGL, three lis in French arms, lis above shield, trefoil

slipped, with annulet below it, on each side; and on rev. two

saltires after each word of legend and lis in centre of cross,

wt. 26 grs. (var. Ken. no. 5), fine and extremely rare 1

*
* From the Homfray collection.

481 Quarter Noble, after 13th year, type as the preceding coin, obv.

legend hetNRia. Dai. GR2C. Rax snGL., four lis in first quarter of

shield and three in fourth quarter ; rev. h. after gloria, and lis in

centre of cross
; trefoil after each word of legend on both sides,

wt. 23£ grs. {described Ken. no. 3), fine, a unique variety 1

Silver.

Heavy Coinage.

482 Half Groat, London, obv. +hemRia. di. grk. Rax. ffnGL. z. f., Bust

as that of Richard II
; rev. POSVI. Davco. SDlVTORaco. coav.—alVlTSS.

LONDON., wt. 33 grs. (figured in Hks. 323), somewhat rubbed, and of

the highest rarity, only one other specimen noted, which 4s in the Rashleigh
collection 1

*** From the Willett, Martin, and Shepherd (lot 154) collections.
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483 Penny, York, Bust like that of Richard II, reading hanRia. Rex. 5C... z.

FRTCna. m. m. cross pattee ;
rev. Cross with quatrefoil in centre,

cflvrocs. QBORSai., wt. 17 grs. (Hks. 337) ;
and Halfpenny of Lon-

don, legend terminating Rax. TCnGL. ; and on rev. arviras. LOnDOn.,

the cross is pierced in the centre, large letters, wt. 10 grs., both fine

and very rare 2

*** No. 2 from the Highbury Find, and the Wakeford and Brice

collections.

484 Penny, York, like the preceding but obv. legend ends frsnoiq, well

preserved ;
and Halfpenny of London, hanRivas. Rax. JCnGL. (Hks.

324), rev. arvrras. LOnDOn., Cross not pierced, wt. 8| grs., both fine,

very rare 2

*** No. 2 from the Shepherd collection (lot 158).

485 Halfpenny, London, usual type, m.m. cross pattee, hanRia. Rax.

TCnGLi, large bust
;

rev. arvracs. LOnDOn., wt. 10| grs. ;
another

of quite a different style, smaller bust with annulet on either side,

wt. 11 grs., both very fine and very rare 2

*** From the Highbury Find and the Webb collection (lot 117).

486 Farthing, London, obv. + hetnRia. Rax. snGLi., Head crowned, facing,

m. m. cross ; rev. aivrrfts LOnDOn, Cross with pellets, wt. 4| grs.,

well preserved, unique 1

*
%
* From the Churchill-Babington collection (lot 522). Hawkins
makes no mention of Farthings of this series, nor were there any in

the Highbury Find.

Light Coinage.

487 Groat, London, obv. hetnRia. Dai. grs*. Rax. snGLia., Bust with

trefoil slipped on breast
; pellet to left of crown and annulet to

right; rev. posvi. Davco. SDivroRacD. coavco. arvrras. London.

(Roman n's), usual cross with pellets in angles, wt. 52-^ grs., fine

and extremely rare 1

* From the Bergne and Brice collections.

488 Groat, London, similar to last piece, but obv. legend ending snGL. z.

FRSna. ;
annulet to left and pellet to right of crown ; rev. saltire

after POSVI and trefoil slipped before LONDON, slightly rubbed, very

rare 1

489 Groat, London, reading hanRia. di. grtc. Rax. snGLia. s. FRftna.,

Bust with trefoil slipped on breast, annulet to left, and pellet to

right above crown ;
rev. quatrefoil after posvi, and reading ADiVTORa.

cdevcd., and cross after LOnDOn which has English n's, wt. 58 grs.,

very fine and of great rarity [PI. Ill] 1

*** From the Shepherd (lot 132) and Webb (lot 110) collections.
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490 Groat, London, similar to the last; but trefoil slipped after FRftna.,

pellet to right and not above crown, and m.m. on rev. cross pattee

pierced, wt. 57 grs., fine and very rare 1

*** This coin belongs to the transition period of Henry IV and V's

coinages.

491 Half Groat, London, Bust with trefoil slipped on breast and pellets

on either side of crown
; reading hetnRia. De(i. GRft. Rax. ffnGL.

z. f. ; rev. usual type, posvi. Detv. sdivtorq. gdg(.
—aivrras LOnDon.,

saltire after Detv., wt. 29 grs. (comp. Num. Chron. N S. xi, pi. m, 2),

fine and excessively rare 1

*** From the Webb collection (lot 124). Besides this and the next

piece only one other Half Groat of this coinage is known. The rev.

die resembles that used for the 1st coinage of Henry V.

492 Half Groat, London, same as the preceding ;
but the pellets on either

side of the crown are larger ;
and on the rev. there is a lis or slipped

trefoil upside down after 3DIVT. in TCDIVTORqco. cd., wt. 26| grs.,

somewhat rubbed, excessively rare, see preceding coin 1

From the Lindsay and Eobinson collections. This is the coin

described in Hawkins, p. 218, and figured in Num. Chron. N.S.,
vol. XI, pi. ill, 2.

* *
*

493 Penny, London, Bust with cross on breast; annulet to left and

mullet to right of crown
; legend ending rqx. KnGL. ; rev. aivracs

LOnDon, old English n's, wt. 14 grs. (figured in Hks. 326), fine and

exceedingly rare 1

*
#
* From the Shepherd collection (lot 155).

494 Penny, London, similar to the last
;
but annulet to left and pellet to

right of crown
; legend ending, rqx. TfnGLlfl ;

rev. trefoil slipped

before arrays. London., Roman n's, wt. 12| grs. (Hks. 327), in

fair condition, of equal rarity as the last 1

"%.* From the Shepherd collection (lot 156).

495 Halfpenny, London, obv. +h«nRia Rax flnGL., Bust with annulet

on either side of neck
;
m.m. plain cross pattee ;

rev. aivlTSS. LOn-

Don., usual type, but the cross has the centre pierced, wt. 5 grs.,

fine and exceedingly rare 1

496 Farthing, London, obv. hemRia. RQX ffnGL, Large head, no bust;
m.m. lis, and lis or trefoil slipped after Retx ; rev. aivi[T7fs] loidoi,
wt. 3f grs. (see Num. Chron. N.S., vol. xi, pi. in, 8), extremely fine

and unique 1

*** From the Webb collection (lot 120). Mr. Neck considers this

piece to be the gem of the Highbury find.

F
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HENRY V.

A.D. 1413-1422.

Gold.

497 Noble, obv. hetnRia. di. grs. Rax. ?cnGL. z. FRSna. Dns. iBe(., King in

ship as usual ;
three lis in French arms, lis at sword arm

;
three

ropes from stern and two from prow ; rev. ihe. "KVT. TRSnsietns.

Pe(R. cdqdivcd. illorvcd. ibst., m. m. lis, Floriated cross, &c, with h.

in centre ;
trefoil after each word of legend on both sides, wt. 104 grs.,

fine, unpublished and considered by the Rev. E. J. Shepherd and

Mr. Montagu to be unique [PL III] 1

*
He

* From the Shepherd collection (lot 160) in whose catalogue it was
classed under Henry VI

;
but attributed by Mr. Montagu to the

first issue of Henry V, the portrait of the king resembling that of

Henry IV.

498 Noble, similar to the preceding, but obv. legend ending Dns. hYB.,

mullet at sword arm, broken annulet on ship; rev. m.m. cross

pierced ;
small cross over lion in second quarter ; legend lha.

TCVTetM. TRSnsiems P0R cdqdiv. illorv. ibst., saltires between

words on both sides, wt. 107 grs. (Ken. pi. IV, 24), very fine and

extremely rare 1

%.* From the Bergne (lot 420) and Brice collections.

499 Noble, similar to last
;
but mullet below and annulet above sword

arm
;

trefoil to right of shield
;
annulet on ship, two ropes from

stern and one from prow; rev. large pellet above lion in first

quarter and cross above that in second quarter, m.m. cross pierced,

wt. 108 grs., extremely fine and very rare 1

*** From the Bergne (lot 422) and Brice collections.

500 Half Noble, usual type, reading hetnRia. Di. GRS. Re(X. JCnGL. z. F.

D. hY
;
mullet above shield, two ropes from stern and one from

prow; rev. legend, dominq, &c, ftRGVftS. CD, m.m. cross pierced,

pellet after h in centre of cross, trefoil above lion in first quarter
and annulet before that in second, wt. 53£ grs., very fine and ex-

tremely rare, an unpublished variety [PI. Ill] 1

%* From the Wyndham and Brice collections.

501 Quarter Noble, obv. hetnRia. di. grs. rqx. KnGL. z. f., m.m. cross,

Shield, French arms with three lis only ; above, lis
; on either side,

cross with annulet below; rev. exSLTTTBiTVR., &c, m.m. cross

pierced, Floriated cross with lis in centre, wt. 25£ grs. (cf. Ken.

pi. IV, 26), very fine and very rare, an unpublished variety 1

*** From the Leckenby collection.
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502 Quarter Noble, similar to the preceding, legend hetnRia. RQX.

ftnGL. z. FRftn., m.m. cross
;

lis between two broken annulets above

shield
; on left, two broken annulets

;
on right, mullet with broken

annulet above and below
; rev. 0X7CLT?cbitvr., &c, two saltires after

words of legend, m.m. pierced cross, lis in centre of floriated cross,

wt. 25f grs. (cf. Ken., no. 4), very fine and very rare 1

Silver.

503 Groat, early coinage, London, usual type, egg-shaped swelling on

king's neck; legend hetnRia. Dl. GRS. Re(X. z. ftnGLlet. FRKna., m.m.

cross
; rev. posvi. DetvciD. KDiVTORef. cdqvcd, English n's in LOnDOn.,

and m.m. cross pierced ; another, with mullet on king's left breast,

and on rev. JCDIVTORQcd. cdqvod., and Roman n's in LONDON., both

well preserved and very rare 2

*** No. 1 is from thePownall collection and is described in Hks., p. 221,
no. 1, and Num. Chron. N.S., vol. vm, p. 343. No. 2 forms a con-

necting link between the coinages of Henry IV and V, the obv. being
of Henry V, the rev. of Henry IV.

504 Groat, early coinage, London, usual type, m.m. cross pierced on both

sides
; egg-shaped swelling on neck, no mullet on breast, legend

hetnRia. dl grs. Rax. STiGLia. z. FRSTia. ;
rev. quatrefoil after

posvi and two saltires after Tfts., LOn. and Don., very fine ; Half
G roat, similar type, but one saltire after aivrras and LOnDOn, well

preserved ;
and Penny, also of London, with m.m. cross pierced, no

marks at sides of crown and on rev. saltire after aivuss and Lon-

DOn (Hks., no. 2
; Bud. Suppl. pi. II, 25), very fine, all rare 3

"%* Nos. 1 and 3 from the Brice collection.

505 Groat, London, usual type, m. m. cross pierced on both sides, mullet

on left breast, and quatrefoil after posvi
; Half-Groat, similar,

mullet on breast, broken annulet to left of crown, quatrefoil after

posvi
; Penny, with mullet to left and annulet to right of crown

j

and Halfpennies (2), one with broken annulet on each side of

neck, and the other with broken annulet on each side of crown, all

of the London Mint and m. m. cross pierced, fine and scarce 5

*** Nos. 1 and 2 from the Brice collection.

506 Groat, Half-Groat and Penny, similar to last lot; and Half-

pennies (2), one with broken annulet on each side of crown ; the

other with annulet to left and trefoil to right, fine and scarce 5

*** Nos. 1 and 4 from the Brice collection.

F 2
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507 Penny, of York, m. m. cross pierced, Bust with mullet to left and tre-

foil to right of crown, henRiavs. Retx., &c.
;

rev. aiviras. etBORftai.,

Cross with quatrefoil in centre enclosing pellet, well preserved ;
and

Penny, of Durham (Cardinal Langley), with mullet to left and

broken annulet to right of crown, legend hemRicvs, &c.
;
rev. aiviTSS

DVnOLOD., and annulet between pellets in one quarter of rev. (Hks.

no. 4), the second piece somewhat rubbed but exceedingly rare 2

%* No. 1 from the Brice collection.

HENRY VI.

a.d. 1422-1461 and 1470.

Gold.

508 Noble, with flag, Rosette Coinage, obv. hetnRia. di. grs. Retx. SnGL. z.

FRftna. Dns. "Iiyb., King in ship, with flag at stern, lis at wrist of

sword arm
;
two ropes from stern, one from prow ; rev. lha. "KVT.

TRKnsietns. pqr. cdqdivcd. illorv. ibst., m. m. lis, Floriated cross,

&c, with h in centre, lis at head of lion in second quarter ;
rosette

after every word, wt. 137 grs. (Ken. pi. iv, 27), very fine and very

rare [PL III] 1

*** From the Ferguson, Murchison, Lake Price, and Brice collections.

509 Noble, Pine-cone-Rosette Coinage, similar to the preceding, but no flag

at stern
; legend ending hlB., lis at king's wrist, mascle after Rex,

rosette after each other word
;

rev. lha. JCVT. TRKnaiems., &c, m. m.

lis, lis at lion's head in second quarter, mascle after pqr., and pine-

cone after every other word
; legend commences from bottom of

coin, wt. 109 grs. (cf. Ken. no. 4; Num. Chron. N. S. V, p. 175,

no. 4), very fine and rare 1

*.£* From the Brice collection.

510 Noble, Pine-cone-Mascle Coinage, same as the last but no lis at king's
wrist

;
on obv. pine-cones instead of rosettes after words of legend,

and on rev. the legend commences at top of coin, wt. 107 grs.,

very fine and rare 1

511 Noble, Trefoil Coinage, usual type, legend ending FRKna. Dns. hYB.,

annulet at king's wrist, lis after hetnRia. and at stern of vessel, tre-

foil between the other words
;

rev. m. m. lis, reading TRTCnsiens,
mullet after lha, and annulet after each other word of legend and

in one spandril of tressure, wt. 108 grs. (Rud. pi. II, 9), a rare variety

and very highly preserved 1

*** From the Cuff, Bergne (lot 426) and Brice collections.
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512 Noble, with flag, Trefoil Coinage, same as the preceding but with flag

at stern of vessel and no lis, wt. 105f grs. {Ken. no. 12), fine and

rare 1

513 Noble, with flag, of Calais, Trefoil Coinage, precisely the same as the

preceding coin, with annulet at king's wrist and flag at stern of

vessel, but on the rev. in centre of cross is the letter a (Calais),

enclosing a pellet ; m. m. lis on rev. only, wt. 107 grs. (Ken. no. 14),

extremely fine and very rare [PI. IV] 1

*** From the Brice collection.

514 Noble, Trefoil Coinage, Flemish imitation, usual type (Bud.pl. 1, 15), but

no annulet at king's wrist, trefoils between words on obv. ; annulet

outside tressure and after words on rev. ;
but trefoil after iha. ; large

pellets on ship, wt. 102 grs., well preserved, of coarse work 1

%* This and the next coin, which were struck in the Low Countries,
came from the Fischenich find, described by Mr. Montagu in Num.
Chron. 1893, jy. 26-35.

515 Noble, Trefoil Coinage, Flemish imitation, similar to the preceding ;
but

annulet at king's wrist and cinquefoil after iha. on rev., wt. 104 grs.,

well preserved 1

*
* Also from the Fischenich find

; see preceding coin.

516 Half Noble, Annulet Coinage, obv. he(nRia. di. grs. Rex. snGL. z. fr.

(mullet after hetnRia. and annulet after di. grs. and Rflx), King in

ship, &c, portrait of Henry V., two ropes from stern, one from prow ;

rev. DOCDinet. net, &c. (mullet after DOCDinet ;
annulet after other words),

Floriated cross, &c, with h in centre
;
m. m. on rev. cross pierced,

wt. 53 grs., fine and of the highest rarity, unique (?) [PI. IV] 1

*
#
* From the Brice collection. The Half-Noble of this issue was not
known to Kenyon. This coin shows that the "

great annulet coin-

age
"
should be classed rather to Henry VI than to his father, as

suggested by Mr. Neck.

517 Half Noble, with flag, Rosette Coinage, similar to the last coin, but lis

at king's wrist
; flag at stern of vessel, legend ending SnGL. z.

FRSna. ;
rosette after each word on both sides except odq on rev.

;
lis

m. m. on rev., and small lis in second quarter, wt. 54 grs. (Bud. pi. ill,

2), fine, very rare, unpublished with the flag 1

518 Half Noble, Bosette-Mascle Coinage, similar to the preceding coin, but

no flag at stern of vessel, mascle over rosette after GRS, ne( and

SRGVSS ; rosette after other words
; m. m. lis on rev., wt. 53 grs.,

fine and of the highest rarity, unique (1), not described by Kenyon 1
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519 Half Noble, Trefoil Coinage, usual type, legend ending ftnGL. z. FRftn.;

annulet at king's wrist, lis after henRia., and trefoils after other

words except FRSn. ;
rev. m. m. lis

;
mullet after DOCDinet, annulet

between other words and in one spandril of tressure, wt. 53 grs.

(Ken. no. 2), veryfine and scarce 1

520 Half Noble, with flag, Trefoil Coinage, same as the last but with a flag

at the stern of the vessel ; same varieties, wt 53 grs. (Ken. no. 3),

fine and rare 1

*
#
* From the Brice collection.

521 Half Noble of Calais, with flag, Trefoil coinage, same as last with flag

at stern of vessel, but with the letter a (Calais) enclosing pellet in

centre of floriated cross on rev., wt. 53 grs. (Ken. p. 51), fine and

extremely rare 1

* * From the Addington collection.

522 Quarter Noble, Annulet coinage, obv. hetnRio:. dqi. grs. Retx. sriGL

(mullet after henRia ; annulet after other words except snGL.)

Shield, &c.
; above which, lis

;
rev. mullet after exftLTftBlTVR and

annulet after in and gloris, lis in centre of cross
;
m. m. cross

pierced on both sides, wt. 26£ grs. (Ken, no. 1), fine and of the

highest rarity, only one other specimen known, which reads Di on obv.

[PL IV]
'

1

523 Quarter Noble, Pine-cone-Mascle coinage, usual type, with mascle

after rqx and on rev. after in
j pine-cone after efXTCLTXBiTVR ;

rosettes after other words on obv. ; m. m. lis on both sides, wt. 26 grs.,

well preserved, unique, unpublished, Kenyon, p.h\, says
" none known

"
1

524 Quarter Noble, Trefoil coinage, type as before, but with lis over

shield
j

lis after henRia, trefoil after other words
;

rev. mullet after

etxSLTSBiTVR
; annulet after other words

;
m. m. lis on both sides,

wt. 27 grs. (Rud. pi. in, 1
j
Ken. no. 3), very fine and scarce 1

*** From the Brice collection.

525 Quarter Noble, Trefoil coinage, same as last but two lis over shield

on obv., wt. 26£ grs., fine, an unpublished variety 1

526 Angel, obv. hetnRiavs. di. grs. rax. SnGL. z FRftnaiet. (trefoil after

each word), St. Michael piercing the dragon ;
rev. PQR. aRVSa. TVX.

salvtc. nos. XPa. RetDetTOR (trefoil after each word except aRVSet.),

Ship on sea, h and lis at sides of mast, m. m. plain cross pattee,
wt. 79| grs. (Rud.pl. m, 4), exceedingly fine and rare [PI. IV] 1

*** From the Bergne (lot 430) and Brice collections.
" A magnificent

coin."—W. B.
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527 Angel, similar to last, but reading hetnRia. and FRftna. and on rev. no

trefoil after pqr and xpo ;
m. m. on rev. cross pierced, wt. 79 grs.

(var. Ken. no. 1), very fine and rare 1

*** From the Wylie collection.

528 Angel, similar to last, but b's for r's on obv., hetnBicu &c, no trefoil

after dl
;
rev. trefoil after Pe(R and nos only, legend ending rqdqt.,

m. m. cross pierced, wt. 78| grs., very fine, an unpublished variety 1

"%* From the Fontaine, Walker, and Addington collections.

529 Angel, of Bristol, usual type, reading hanRiav. &c. FRAna. Dns.,

trefoil after each word; rev. pqr. aRVcta. &c. rqdq'.tor, trefoil

after aRVcta, TV'S, nos and rqd«. j
b (Bristol) in waves below

ship, wt. 78 grs. (var. Ken. no. 8), fine and very rare 1

* From the Shepherd collection (lot 162).

530 Half Angel, obv. hanRia. di. grtc. Rax. ftnGL. z. fr. (trefoil before

hetnRia. and after it and after Retx), nimbus around head of St.

Michael not radiate; rev. +0+ aRVXx arva+ SPetaet (sic) vniaS, Ship

with h and lis at sides of mast ; trefoil and annulet to right of shield,

m. m. cross pierced, wt. 39| grs. (Bud. pi in, 16), fine and of the

highest degree of rarity, an unpublished variety [PI. IV] 1

From the Martin, Murchison, and Shepherd (lot 164) collections.

Found at Haverfordwest.

* *
*

Silver.

Annulet Coinage.

531 Groat, London, usual type, m.m. cross pierced, obv. legend ending

SnGLiet. z, FRftna., egg-shaped swelling on throat of king, arch of

tressure on breast fleured
;

rev. annulet after posvi and between

pellets in two quarters ;
Half Groat, similar, KnGLief. z. F

;
arch

on breast not fleured
; another, similar, but from an altered die (?)

and with one saltire instead of two after aiViTSS and LonDon, all

very fine and scarce 3

*** No. 1 from the Wyndham and no. 3 from the Brice collection.

532 Penny, London, m. m. cross pierced, annulet between pellets in two

quarters on rev.; Halfpenny, similar, but with annulet after

hetnRia., m. m. cross pierced; and Penny of York, m. m. plain

cross, mullet to left and lis to right of crown, legend ending SriGLia ;

rev. aiviTSS aBORKai, quatrefoil with pellet in centre of cross and

annulet between pellets in one quarter and also after aiviTTCS,

wt. 12 grs., all fine and rare, especially the last 3
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533 Penny, London, and Halfpenny as in the preceding lot, butwi. m. on

both cross not pierced ; Penny of York, also as last but with m. m.

cross pierced, all fine and rare 3

*
i(

* All from the Brice collection.

534 Half Groat, York, m. m. cross pierced, hetrmia. di. grtc. Retx. ftnGL.

z. F., arch on breast not fieured, lis on either side of neck
;

rev.

annulet after posvi. and QBORftcfl and on pellets in two quarters of

cross, wt. 29| grs., very fine and of the highest rarity, apparently only

one other specimen known, which is in the Lawrence collection (Hks.

p. 238) [PI. IV] 1

*** From the Brice collection.

535 Halfpenny, York, dbv. hetnRia. RQX. snGL., Bust with lis on either

side of neck, m. m. cross pierced ; rev. aivrras. etBORXai, Cross with

annulet on pellets in two quarters, wt. 1\ grs. (Hks. 244), fine and

of excessive rarity 1

*V* From the Shepherd collection (lot 170).

536 Groat, Calais, usual type, m. m. cross pierced; annulet on either side

of neck, after posvi and on pellets in two quarters of rev.
;
Half

Groats (2) similar, one reading fr., the other F. on dbv.
; Penny

and Halfpenny of same issue and mint, all very fine 5

*** All from the Brice collection.

537 Groats (2), Calais, Half Groats (2), Penny and Halfpenny,
same as in last lot

;
but the last two have the m. m. cross not

pierced, mostly fine 6

538 G roat, Calais, Annulet-Trefoil coinage, usual type, but with trefoil to left

of crown and m. m. on rev. cross not pierced ;
trefoil pierced after

posvi, and annulet in one quarter only of cross; and Penny of

same issue, both very fine and very rare 2

*
#
* No. 2 from the Brice collection.

539 Groat, Calais, Annulet-Rosette coinage, usual type, but on rev. m. m. plain

cross, rosette pierced after posvi, rosette not pierced after aftLisis

and no annulets on pellets, very fine ;
and Penny of same mint with

no annulets on obv., but with annulet on pellets in two quarters on

rev., well preserved, both very rare, especially the second piece 2

540 Groat, Calais, Annulet-Rosette coinage, similar to preceding lot
;
another

of London, Rosette coinage, obv. hetnRia. di. grtc &c. Bust, no annulets
;

m. m. cross pierced ;
rev. m. m. plain cross, rosette after posvi and

LOnDOn, both very fine, the last unpublished 2

*** No. 2 from the Pownall collection. This piece is of great import-
ance as it is the connecting link between the annulet-rosette and
rosette-mascle coinages.
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Rosette-Mascle Coinage.

541 Groat, London, m. m. cross patonce on obv., plain cross on rev. ; mascle

after Retx and before LOrmon, rosette after each other word on

obv. and posvi and ctiviTOS on rev.
;
another similar, but with m. m.

on obv. cross pierced, unpublished; Half Groat, London, same but

with m.m. plain cross on both sides; and Halfpenny of same

mint and issue, with m. m. cross crosslet, all fine except the Half
Groat and all rare 4

*** Nos. 1 and 4 from the Brice collection.

542 Penny, Durham, m. m. plain cross, hetnRictvs. Retx. KnG. (mascle after

Retx), large mullet to left of crown
;

rev. aiviTSS DOnOLCDi (mascle

after last word), Cross with pellets (Hks. 332) ;
another of York,

m. m. cross patonce ;
cross on either side of head, mascle after Retx

and aivi. ; cross on rev. with quatrefoil enclosing pellet in centre,

both very rare, the second piece unpublished 2

%* No. 2 from the Brice collection.

543 Penny, York, similar to last lot, but with mullet each side of crown,

mascle after Retx and aivi., and rose before qbo. (Hks. 340), well

preserved and of the highest rarity 1

*** From the Brice collection.

544 Groat, Calais, usual type, m. m. cross pierced on obv., mascle after Retx

and vil.
; rosette after each other word on obv., posvi and ctKLisiet ;

another with m. m. cross patonce ;
Half Groat, same type, m. m,

cross patonce ; Penny and Halfpenny of same issue, all very fine 5

*** All from the Brice collection.

545 Groats (2), Half Groat, Penny and Halfpenny of Calais as in

last lot
; but the Half-Groat and Halfpenny have for m. m. a plain

cross, fine 5

Pine-cone-Mascle Coinage.

546 Groat, London, usual type, with pine-cones and mascles dividing

words on obv. and rev.
; another, similar; also Half Groat, Penny

and Halfpenny of same issue, all with m. m. cross patonce, all

fine 5

547 Farthing, London, m. m. plain cross, usual type, mascle after Retx.

rev. aiviTSS LOnDon, Cross with pellets; Penny of London with

rosette after hetnRiavs and mascle after Rax ;
and on rev. mascle

before and pine-cone after LOnDOn, both very rare and unpublished,

especially the second piece, which is the connecting link between the rosette'

mascle and pine-cone-mascle coinages 2
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548 Penny, Durham, m.m. cross patonce, usual type, pine-cone or leaf on

breast of king, mascle (?) after Re(X; rev. aivrras dvrolcd., Cross with

two interlaced rings in centre (badge of Bishop Nevill), (Num. Chron.

N. S. vol. VII, p. 37) ; another, similar but with cross to left and

B to right of neck, unpublished j
another of York, pine-cone on

king's breast and mascle after Retx; and on rev. pine-cone after

aivi. and mascle after qbo., and no quatrefoil in centre of cross

(Num. Chron. N. S. vol. VII, p. 36), the first and last well preserved

and all exceedingly rare 3

*** No. 2 from the Webb and no. 3 from the Pownall collection.

549 Groat, Calais, usual type, as lot 546, but reading vills aSLisia ;

also Half Groat, Penny (pine cone on breast) and Halfpenny
of same mint and issue; also Groat of Calais with rosettes in

legend on obv., mascle after Retx and on rev. pine-cone after posvi

and aSLisiE, and mascle after vil., all fine, the last rare 5

*** Nos. 1-4 from the Brice and no. 5 from the Pownall collection.

Pine-cone-Trefoil Coinage.

550 Groats, London, with pine-cone or leaf on arch of tressure on breast

and trefoil of pellets on either side of neck
; one has a pellet on

either side of cross, and another has a pellet in two quarters of rev.,

all varied types, extremely fine 5

551 Groats, London, same as the preceding lot, all varied, extremely fine 5

552 Half Groat, London, m. m. obv. cross patonce, rev. plain cross; pine-

cone on king's breast ; no pellets on either side of neck and trefoil

of pellets after LonDOn, well preserved; Penny, same issue, with

pine-cone or leaf on breast, and pine-cone before and trefoil after

LOnDOn., fine, both very rare, especially the first piece 2

%* No. 1 from the Thorburn and no. 2 from the Webb collection.

553 Halfpenny, London, m.m. plain cross, reading hetnRia. RQX. ftnGLi,

pine-cone on breast, trefoil of pellets either side of neck ;
rev.

diviTSS LOnDOn; another, similar, reading rqx. JCnGL., leaf on

breast and no trefoils of pellet at neck; and Farthing similar to

last piece, also with leaf on breast, all very fine and excessively

rare 3

Pine-cone-Pellet Coinage.

554 Groats, London, usual type, m. m. cross patonce on obv., pine-cone on

arch of tressure on breast or on neck
; pellet each side of crown

and in two quarters of rev., all varied, extremely fine 5
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555 Half Groat, London, same type as last, but m. m. plain cross on obv.

only, and reading snGL. z. r.
; Penny, similar, with pine-cone on

breast and pellet on each side of crown and none in quarters on rev.,

reading hetnma Retx* :xnxGLi£; rev. arvrras. LonDon, m.m. cross

patonce; and Halfpenny of precisely same type, all exceedingly

rare and fine, Hawkins says tJie penny of this class is not known 3

556 Groat, London, usual type, m. m. cross patonce, pine-cone on arch of

tressure on breast, ten arches to the tressure
j
no dots beside

crown and none in the quarters on the rev. ; another, similar, with

lis on neck, pellet each side of crown and in two quarters on rev.,

both fine and very rare varieties 2

%* No. 2 from the Pownall collection.

Cross and Pellet Coinage.

557 Groats, London, usual type, m. m. cross patonce, cross saltire on neck

of king j
with and without pellet in two quarters of rev. ; reading

snLie(. FRTCna, ftnGLiet FRftna. •$, JCnGLia. FRXna. &c.
;

arch on

breast sometimes not fleured, all very fine and scarce 4

558 Groats, London, similar to the last, all varied, very fine and scarce 4

559 Penny, London, m. m. cross patonce, reading hetnRiavs [rqx] snGL,
cross in saltire on breast, pellet at each side of crown and in two

quarters of rev., chipped; Halfpenny and Farthing of same issue,

with cross saltire on breast and pellet each side of crown
;
but not

on rev., the latter misstruck on the rev., both fine ;
and Penny of York,

with cross saltire each side of neck and pellet each side of crown
;

rev. aiviTTfS eCBORKai ;
in centre of cross, quatrefoil enclosing small

cross, all exceedingly rare 4

Light Coinage.

560 Groat, London, usual type, m. m. cross pierced on both sides, hemBiav.
di. GRft. Bex &c, arches over crown not fleured

;
small cross after

Dl. and bqx, and on rev. after Detvco, wt. 48 grs. ; another of York,
similar with & on breast, m. m. lis on both sides, arches over crown
fleured

; rev. arviTftS. etBOBffai., wt. 47 grs., slightly chipped, both very

fine and rare 2

*** No. 1 from the Shepherd and Brice collections.

561 Groats of London and York, similar to the preceding but on the

London coin the arches over the bust are fleured, wt. 48 grs., extra

fine ;
and on the York coin the arches are not fleured, m. m. lis on

obv., sun on rev., wt. 47 grs., fine, both rare, the second unpublished
m. m. on rev. 2
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562 Groat, London, similar to lot 560, m. m. cross pierced on obv., lis on

rev., reading hediBia. DL GRS &c. ;
arches above bust not fleured,

wt. 47£ grs., extremely fine and a very rare variety [PI. IV] 1

%* From the Neck and Webb (lot 159) collections.

563 Groat, Bristol, m. m. trefoil on obv., lis on rev., reading hemBiav. di.

GRS"., &c, below B. for Bristol on bust
;

rev. vills bbistow

(Hks. 34 1
), fine, exceedingly rare, an unpublished variety 1

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 333).

564 Half Groat, London, usual type, m.m. cross pierced on obv. only,

reading henRiav. DL grs, &c.
;

rev. cuvitss LonDon, wt. 22 grs.

(Hks. 343 engraved from this coin), fine and of the highest rarity

[Pi. rvj i

*** From the Shepherd (lot 168) and Brice collections.

565 Half Groat, York, similar to last, m. m. lis on both sides, & for

Eboracum on breast of king ;
rev. aiviTSS. QBORSai, &c, wt. 23^ grs.,

fine and of excessive rarity 1

*** From the Bergne (lot 416) and Brice collections. An indifferent

specimen in the Cuff collection sold for £9.

566 Penny, London, m. m. lis, usual type, reading hetnBiav. di. grs ; rev.

aiviTSS LOnDOn, wt. 10| grs., well preserved and unpublished 1

*** From the Shepherd collection (lot 171).

567 Halfpenny, London, obv. hetnBiav. di. grs. Retx, Bust, m. m. cross

pierced; rev. aiviTSS. LOnDOn. (Hks. Sib, probably engraved from this

coin), fine and probably unique 1

*** From the Shepherd collection (lot 172). Hawkins does not give

any light Halfpenny to this reign, but attributes this coin to

Henry V. The reading on the obv. and its weight show that it

must be a light Halfpenny of Henry VI.

568 Penny, York, obv. hanRict. di. grs. rax. snGL., Bust, with g to left

and key to right of neck, m. m. lis ; rev. aiviTSS. etBORSai, Cross

with quatrefoil in centre, wt. \0\ grs., well preserved and exceedingly

rare, unpublished 1

*** From the Brice collection.
" This must be a coin of Archbishop

Nevill struck between 1466-1477, probably in 1470, during the short

restoration of Henry VI. It is not described by Hawkins."—W.B.
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FIFTH DAY'S SALE

EDWARD IV.

a.d. 1461-1483.

Gold.

lot
569 Rose Noble, obv. qdwerd. di. gre. rgcx. sncL. z. FRffna. Dns. ib.

(trefoil after each word and between I and B
;
two after di. and

none after Dns), King holding sword and shield standing in ship j

three ropes from stern and one from prow ; flag marked with letter

q at stern; rose on side of ship; rev. ihe(. ftVT. TRSnsietns. pqr.

cdqdivcd. illorvod. IBST. (trefoil after each word and I in LBftT., two

after cdqdivcd, none after lha), m. m. rose, Floriated cross with

radiate rose in centre
;
lion and crown in each angle, wt. 118^ grs.

(var. Ken. no. 1), very fine 1

*** From the Addington collection.

570 Rose Noble, similar to last, m. m. on rev. sun
;

lis after FRSna. and

IB. and trefoil after Dns., and on rev. trefoil after lha and two after

Pe(R and I in IB3T., wt. 118£ grs. (var. Ken.pl. V, 36), extremely fine,

an unpublished variety 1

571 Rose Noble, similar to the preceding, m. m. sun on rev.; trefoil after 3D.,

none after Dns, and quatrefoil after IB
;
and on rev. one trefoil after

P9R and I in ibst and none after cdqdivcd ; legend ending illorv.

ibst., wt. 120 grs. (Bud. pi. Ill, 4), extremely fine and rare 1

"%* From the Leckenby and Brice collections.

572 Rose Noble, similar type, m. m. crown on rev. ; reading TRSnslQS. ;

no trefoil after di., Dns., IB, or illorvcd and two after ibst,

wt. 119 grs. (Ken. no. 10), extremely fine and scarce 1

573 Rose Noble of Bristol, usual type but with b. (Bristolium) under the

ship, m. m. sun on rev. ; reading illorv. ; two trefoils after di,

TRKnsietns, PetR and cdadivcd ; one after other words and I in ib.

and i in ibtct., wt. 119 grs. (Bud. Suppl. pi. vi, 22), extremely fine

and very rare [PI. IV] 1

574 Rose Noble of Bristol, similar to last with B under ship, m. m. crown

on rev., no trefoil after lha., PQR and illorvcd
; trefoil after each

other word, wt. 119 grs. extremely fine and rare 1

*** From the Willett, Durrant, Dymock, Bergne (lot 458) and Brice
collections.
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575 Rose Noble of Coventry, usual type, with a (Coventria) below ship,

m. m. sun on rev.
; reading FRna. and TRKnsians ; no trefoil after

Rax, quatrefoil and three trefoils after FRna. and one or two trefoils

after other words, wt. 119 grs. (Bud. pi. ill, 5), a very fine coin and

very rare of this mint 1

*** From the Shepherd (lot 174) and Brice collections.

576 Rose Noble of York, similar to last but with a (Eboracum) under

ship, m. m. lis on rev. ; reading, FRJCn. on obv., no trefoil after FRftn.,

Dns. and pqr, quatrefoil after IB., trefoil after each other word,

wt. 117 grs., fine and rare 1

"%* From the Brice collection.

577 Rose Noble of Norwich, similar type but with n (Nordovicum)
under ship, m. m. rose on rev.

; reading FRna. on obv., two trefoils

after di and P0R, one after every other word and after I in IB and

I in IB3T; quatrefoil after FRna., wt. 118 grs. (Bud. Suppl. pi. vi,

24), very fine and extremely rare 1

*** From the Cuff, Hastings (lot 262) and Brice collections.

578 Rose Noble of Flemish style, usual type, m. m. crown on rev., reading

FRftn. on obv. and lhD. TCVT. &c, illorv. ibst on rev. ; the king's face

is very broad, his sword very long, and the rose on the ship very

large ;
no dots on ship, wt. 117 grs., extremely fine 1

*** From the Howard (lot 137) and Brice collections.

579 Rose Noble of Flemish work, similar to last piece and same m. m.

crown on rev., but with dots on ship, and reading illorvcd,

wt. 116 grs., extremely fine 1

580 Rose Noble of Flemish work, similar to the preceding, m. m. crown

on rev., but varied in many small details, and reading illorv.,

wt. 117 grs., very fine 1

581 Half Rose Noble, usual type, as Nobles (see lot 569), m. m. on obv.

rose, on rev. crown, lis in waves below ship ; reading obv. e(DW7CRD.

di. grs. Rax. 5fnGL. z. FRixna. (trefoil after each word except

snGL.), and rev. DOCDina na. in. FVRORa. tvo. srgvks. coa,

trefoil after each word except DOCDina and in, and quatrefoil after

coa, 1^.59 grs. (comp. Ken. pi. v, 39), very fine, unpublished with these

mint marks [PI. IV] 1

*** This and the next coin may have been struck at York ; the usual

m. m. of which city was a lis.

582 Half Rose Noble, similar to last, no m.m. on obv.
;
sun followed by

crown on rev.
;

lis under ship, two trefoils after Di on obv. and

FVRORa, TVO, and XRGVftS on rev.
;
one after each other word

except FRffna, and coa, wt. 59 grs., fine, unpublished 1
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583 Half Rose Noble, usual type and legends ;
no m. m. on oh)., crown on

rev. ; trefoil after each word on obv. and rev., but none after FRSna,

very fine
1

%* From the Howard and Brice collections.

584 Half Rose Noble of Bristol, usual type, but with B (Bristolium) in

waves under ship, no m. m. on obv., sun on rev.
;

trefoil after each

word in legends, two after tvo and none after ftRGVSS., wt. 59 grs.

(Rud. pi. ill, 7), fine and rare 1

*** From the Jackson and Brice collections.

585 Half Rose Noble of York, similar to the preceding, but with g

(Eboracum) under ship ;
m. m. sun over crown on rev. only ;

trefoil

after each word of legends, but none after in and KRGVftS on rev.,

wt. 58| grs. (Rud. pi. in, 6), fine and rare, unpublished mint mark 1

586 Half Rose Noble of York, similar to last, m. m. rose followed by lis

on rev. only ; reading dqi for di, trefoil after each word
j
but not

after SnGL and Re( on rev., wt. 58^ grs., fine and very rare, an unpub-

lished mint mark 1

587 Half Rose Noble of York, similar to the preceding; m.m. on rev.

sun
;
usual legends, trefoil after e( in qdwsrd and each other word

;

but two after fvrorq and tvo, and none after SnGL. and SRGVISS,

wt. 59 grs. (Ken. no. 3), extremely fine and rare 1

*#* From the Young, Durrant, Dymock, and Shepherd (lot 175)
collections.

588 Half Rose Noble of Norwich, usual type but with n (Nordovicum)
under ship, m. m. rose on rev. only ;

trefoil after each word, none

after etDWKRD, r«x and KnGL on obv., and fvrorq and SRGVTCS on

rev.
;
two after Docoinet, tvo and coet, wt. 58 grs., fine and exceedingly

rare [PL IV] 1

"%* From the Bergne (lot 462) and Marsham (lot 341) collections.

589 Quarter Rose Noble, m. m. crown on both sides, obv. qdwtcrd. di.

GR7C. R€(X ftnGL. (lis after each word), Within quatrefoil, shield; above,

e( ; below, lis
; on right, rose

; on left, sun
;

rev. efXftLTTCBlTVR in

GLORIA (rose after first and last words
;

lis after in), Floriated cross

&c. with sun in centre, wt. 29^ grs. (Rud.pl. ill, 8) ; another, similar,

m. m. crown on both sides, and lis after each word on obv. and rev.,

wt. 30 grs., both very fine 2

*** No. 2 from the Young (lot 96) and Brice collections.

590 Quarter Rose Noble, as the preceding, m. m. sun over crown on

both sides
; reading' ftnGL. z. fr.

;
sun to right and rose to left of

shield, trefoil after each word on obv., and lis on rev., wt. 30 grs.,

very fine and unpublished with this mint mark PI. 1VJ 1

*** From the Shepherd and Brice collections.
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591 Quarter Rose Noble, as before, m. m. sun on obv. and crown on

rev., two trefoils after each word on obv. and rose on rev.
;
sun to

left and rose to right of shield, wt. 29 grs., well preserved ; another of

York 1 with m. m. lis on both sides, reading KnGL. z. fr.
;

trefoil

after first three words on obv. ; quatrefoil after GLORIA on rev. ; rose

to left and sun to right of shield; (Ken. no. 12), fine, scarce, both

unpublished varieties 2

592 Angel, 1st type, obv. adwerd. di. gr£. Retx. ftnGL. z. FRftna. dns. ib.

(trefoil after each word and I in ib:st.
;
but two after KnGL. and

none after z), St. Michael piercing the dragon ;
rev. pqr. anvo:e(.

TVS', saxvft. nos. XPa. rqdqcdptor. (rosette after stclvtc and

RQDetCDPTOR, &c), Ship on sea, three ropes at stern, one at prow ;

rose and large sun at sides of mast and above shield
;
sun above

mast
;

trefoil on either side of ropes, wt. 78 grs. (comp. Bud. Suppl.

pi. VI, 23), exceedingly fine, and a type of the highest rarity [PL IV] 1

*** From the Davis (1883) and Brice collections.

593 Angel, 2nd type, similar to the last, but m. m. on both sides, annulet

enclosing pellet ; no rays above the mast but topcastle surmounted

by cross crosslet
; e to left and sun to right of mast, two ropes from

stern and one from prow; reading obv. qdwsrd. dqi. GRS". Rgx.

snGL. z. FRftna ; rev. par. crvccicd tvx. sslvs. nos. xpg. RaDetcopr.,

trefoil after each word on obv. and cross on rev., wt. 76 grs.

(Ken. no. 3), well preserved and exceedingly rare 1

594 Angel, 3rd type, similar to the last, but e( to left and rose to right of

mast, m. m. annulet on both sides, and reading on rev. Pe(R. aRWSQ.

saxvs. nos. xpa. rqdst. ; trefoils after words of legends, wt. 29 grs.

(Bud. pi. in, 11), extremely fine and rare 1

595 Angel, similar type to the preceding, m. m. cross pierced with pellet in

one angle on both sides
; saltires after words of legend ; reading

on rev. pqr. aRvaeoo. TVS. sslvs. nos. XPa. R0Dqcdpt., wt. 79^ grs.,

exceedingly fine 1

*#* From the Bergne (lot 466) and Brice collections.

596 Angel, usual type, m. m. heraldic cinquefoil pierced on both sides ;

saltires between words on obv.
;
none on rev.

; reading pq. aRvaeco.

TVS. S7CLV5C. ns. RetDecDPT., wt. 79£ grs., very fine and rare, an unpub-

lished variety 1

"%* From the Marsham collection (lot 343).

597 Half Angel, type same as Angels of the 3rd type (see lot 594), m. m.

annulet on obv. only ; titles of king on both sides, obv. ending rqx.

ffnGL. z.
;

rev. Retx. TCnGL. z. FR, wt. 39^ grs. (Ken. no. 2), fine and

a very rare variety 1
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598 Half Angel, same type as last, m. m. cross pierced with pellet in one

angle on both sides
; reading obv. qbwkrd. di. grs. Re(X. ftnGL. ;

rose after di, saltire after other words; rev. 0. aRVX. :ava.

spqs. vniaft; rose pierced after sva, sun after vniaft, two

saltires after other words, wt. 40 grs. (Ken. no. 1), extremely fine and

rare [PI. IV] 1

*** From the Twisden, Durrant, Dymock, Murchison, Bergne (lot 467)
and Brice collections.

599 Half Angel, similar to last, m. m. cross not pierced over annulet on

both sides
; reading aDWSRD. Dai &c. xnGLa ;

on rev. rose after

3Va, wt. 38| grs. (cf. Rud.pl. in, 12
;
Ken. no. 5), very fine and rare 1

600 Half Angel, similar type and legends, m. m. heraldic cinquefoil pierced

on both sides
; reading aDW:£RD. di., &c, SnGL., no stops except

cross after STiGL.
;

rev. rose pierced after aRVX and spqs, two

saltires after other words, wt. 40 grs. (Ken. no. 7), extremely fine and

a very rare variety 1

*** From the Cuff and Shepherd (lot 177) collections.

Silver.

Heavy Coinage.

601 Groat, of London, m. m. obv. cross patonce, rev. lis
;
usual type, lis on

king's neck, pellet each side of crown, tressure on breast fleured, but

not that on right shoulder
;

rev. aivrras LOnDOn, &c, pellet in

two quarters of rev. (Hks. no. 3) \ another, similar, m. m. plain cross

on both sides, tressure on right shoulder fleured, but not that on

breast (Hks. no. 2), both extremely fine and rare 2

*** No. 1 from the Stamford find and the Sharp collection.

602 Groat, of London, m. m. obv. plain cross, rev. lis; arch on breast

fleured, lis on neck, pellet each side of crown and in two quarters
on rev. (Hks. no. 4) ; another, similar, m. m. cinquefoil pierced on

obv., not pierced on rev. ; crescent on breast, quatrefoil each side of

neck, no pellet in quarters of cross on rev. (Hks. no. 14), both

extremely fine and rare 2

"%* No. 1 from the Stamford find and the Sharp collection.

603 Groat, of London, m. m. cinquefoil pierced on both sides; arch on

breast fleured, quatrefoil on either side of neck
;
and on rev. cross

before LonDon and mascle after aivrras, unpublished; another,

similar, m. m. pierced rose on obv. and pierced cinquefoil on rev. ;

crescent on breast ; no marks on rev., unpublished, both extremely fine 2

*** No. 1 from the Stamford find and the Sharp collection
;
and no. 2

from the Brice collection.

G
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604 Groat, of London, m. m. cinquefoil pierced on obv., and rose on rev. ;

arch on breast fleured, quatrefoil each side of neck, two crosses before

LOnDon, and mascle after aiviTTCS, unpublished ; another, similar,

m. m. rose and cinquefoil on obv., rose on rev.
;
crescent on breast,

and quatrefoil each side of neck, unpublished, both extremely fine 2

*** No. 1 from the Brice collection.

605 Gr»oat, of London, m. m. rose on obv., cinquefoil pierced on rev.
j
cres-

cent on breast, quatrefoil each side of neck
; another, similar, same

m. m. on obv., none on rev.
;
arch on breast fleured. quatrefoil each

side of neck
;
and on rev. mascle after aiviTfts, and no stops after

words, both extremely fine and rare 2

"%* Both from the Brice collection.

606 Half Groat, of London, m. m. on obv. rose, crescent under chin ; arches

above crown and on breast not fleured, wt. 26 grs. (described in

Hits. no. 3), well preserved and exceedingly rare 1

From the Shepherd (lot 180) collection.

607 Half Groat, of London, m.m. rose on both sides; arch on breast

fleured and one over crown not fleured
; quatrefoil each side of

neck
;
on rev. mascle after aiviTSS and cross before Don., wt. 27i grs.,

fine and excessively rare, unpublished [PI. IV] 1

608 Pennies (4), of Durham, all reading aivrrss DVnOLi and with rose in

centre of cross on rev., but otherwise varied, (1) rose after rg(X ; (2)

pellet above crown
; (3) reversed a in Re(X &c.

;
others (2) of York,

one with quatrefoil each side of neck, pierced, the other m. m. rose,

all scarce and well preserved 6

609 Halfpenny, of London, m. m. cross; lis on neck, pellet each side of

crown
; reading qdwsrd. Re(X. RnG.

;
rev. aivrras LOnDon, pellet in

two quarters, wt. 1\ grs. (Hies. no. 1); another, m. m. rose; reading

sriGLlef ;
no pellets in quarters on rev., wt. 7f grs., unpublished, both

of the highest rarity 2

*** No. 1 from the Shepherd collection (lot 181).

610 Farthing, of London, m. m. cross; lis on neck, pellets on each side of

crown and in two quarters on rev.
; reading etDWKRD. rqx KnGLi.

;

rev. aiviTfts LOnDon, wt. 3| grs. (see Num. Chron. N.S. i,p. 22), fine

and of the highest rarity, probably a unique variety 1

*** From the Christmas (?) and Shepherd collections.

Light Coinage.

611 Groats, of London, usual type, with m. m. rose, Brice collection; sun

and rose
;
crown and sun

;
cross fitchee and sun ; annulet, Brice

collection ; cross pierced, Brice collection
; and cinquefoil pierced

(rose after Kdivtorq), all very fine 7
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61 3 Groats, of London, same type, with m. m. rose; sun, Brice collection
;

crown and sun
;
cross fitchee and sun

;
annulet

;
cross pierced (rose

after dqvcd, sun after 3DIVTORQ), rare ; and heraldic cinquefoil (rose

after dqvod), all very fine 7

613 G roats, of London, same type, with m. rn. rose (annulet each side of

neck, mascle after aivrras), rare
;
sun

;
crown

;
cross fitchee and

sun
j
annulet (reading aivi. LonDon. Don.); cross pierced with pellet

in one angle (rose after dqvcd), rare
;

heraldic cinquefoil (rose on

breast and after posvi and fflDiVTORei), rare, all fine 7

614 Groats, of London with m. m. annulet (stops, annulets on obv., trefoil

before posvi), fine and rare, Brice collection; cinquefoil (n's in

LOnDon upside down) ;
crown

;
and cross, well preserved 4

*** The last three pieces are of peculiar rude work and weigh only
36 grs. each. Mr. Montagu thought that these may be the three-

pences which historians say that Edward IV struck.

615 Groats, of London, with m. m. rose (rose on bust, quatrefoil each side

of neck, pellet in one quarter of rev.) ;
rose and crown on obv. and

sun on rev. (quatrefoil on breast and on each side of neck), Wakeford

collection
;
annulet enclosing pellet (rose each side of neck), Brice

collection
; another, similar, but with cross after POSVI, Brice

collection
;
and heraldic cinquefoil (rose on breast and after dqvod

and cdqvcd, and arches fleured above crown), all fine and rare varieties

of tlie usual types 5

616 Groat, of Bristol, with m.m. rose and sun, b on breast, Wakeford
collection ; another of same mint, m. m. sun

;
others of Coventry,

m. m. sun on obv. and rose on rev., a on breast
;
of Norwich, m. m.

sun, n on breast
;
of York, m. m. lis, e; on breast ; another, m. m. lis

on obv. and crown on rev., also with a on breast, all very fine and

rare 6

617 Groat, of Bristol, with m. m. sun, b on breast; another of same mint,

m. m. crown
;

others of Coventry, m. m. sun, a on breast ; of

Norwich, m. m. sun on obv. and rose on rev., n on breast ; of York,

m. m. lis, h on breast
;
and another of same mint with m. m. lis but

no letter on breast and arch on breast not fleured, all very fine and

rare 6

*** All from the Brice collection.

618 Half Groat, of London, with m. m. crown, trefoil on either side of

neck, coarse work
;
another with m. m. annulet on obv. and rose on

rev., Brice collection ; another with m. m. cross pierced, with pellet in

one angle on both sides, all rare and well preserved, the last

unpublished

G 2
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619 Half Groat, of London, m. m. cross fitchee on obv., sun on rev.,

wt. 22 grs., unpublished and fine
1

*** From the Wigan, Neck, and Webb (lot 182) collections.

620 Half Groat, of Bristol, m. m. sun on obv. only, quatrefoil each side of

neck, no b on breast, and reading viLLft bristow, wt. 23 grs.

(engraved Num. Chron., N.S. vol X, pi. Vin, 5), well preserved and

extremely rare 1

*** From the Neck and Webb (lot 183) collections.

621 Half Groat, of Canterbury, with m. m. rose, and a on breast of king

and in centre of cross on rev.
;
arches of tressure on obv., not fleured ;

another, with same m. m. but with rose (?) in centre of cross on rev. ;

another, of same mint, with m. m. crown (?) on obv., and rose on rev.
;

no a in centre of cross on rev., and arches on obv. fleured, all fine

and rare 3

*** No. 1 from the Wakeford and no. 2 from the Brice collection.

622 Half Groat, of Canterbury, m. m. the archiepiscopal pall, Bouchier's

knot on neck
; reading qdw:xb.d, &c, TCnGL. z. FR3* ; another, of

York, with m. m. lis on obv. only, e( on breast of king and quatrefoil

each side of neck, lis after posvi, and trefoil after dqtcd (Hks.

no. 4, published from this coin), both good specimens and very

rare 2

*
+
* No. 2 from the Webb collection (lot 187).

623 Half Groat, of York, m. m. lis on both sides, quatrefoil each side of

neck, and arch on breast fleured (Hks. 350) ; another, of same mint

and m. m., but with trefoil at each side of neck; lis after

POSVI and trefoil after dqvcd, both fine and very rare 2

*** No. 1 from the Webb collection (lot 187).

624 Penny, of Bristol, m. m. crown on obv. only, quatrefoil each side of

neck
; reading VILLS bristow., wt. llf grs. (cf. Hks. 351), unpub-

lished with this rev. reading; and Halfpenny, of same mint, m. m.

crown, trefoil each side of neck
; reading gdwtcrd. di. GR7C. Re(X. ;

rev. vills bristov., wt. 5 grs. (Hks. 353), both well preserved and of

the highest rarity 2

*** Both from the Marsham collection.

625 Penny, of Canterbury, m. m. archiepiscopal pall, cross each side of

neck, Bouchier knot on breast
; reading etDWTCRD. di GR7C. Re(X S".

;

rev. aiviTSS aSNTOR, wt. 11^ grs., unpublished; Halfpenny, of

Canterbury, m. m. crown, cross each side of neck
; reading etDWSRD.

Di. gr3l. R€(X ;
rev. aiviTTCS affnTOR., wt. 5f grs., both well preserved

and exceedingly rare 2

*** No. 1 from the Webb collection (lot 190).
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626 Penny, of London, m. m. cross fitchee, trefoil each side of neck and

after Retx. ; reading rqx JCnGL., wt. 10 grs. (described Hks. no. 8) ;

Halfpenny, of same mint, m. m. crown, trefoil each side of neck
;

reading on obv. qdwkkd. di. GRS Rqx, wt. 5f grs. (Bud. Suppl. pi. hi,

17), both very fine and in this state extra rare 2

%* Both from the Wakeford and Brice collections.

627 Penny, of London, m. m. crown, cross on either side of neck,

wt. 10^ grs. ; another, with m. m. cross over annulet and reading

SDWSRD. De(i GRS. Retx SNGLet, wt. 9| grs., unpublished; and Half-

penny, also of London, with same m. m. cross over annulet,

wt. 5 grs., all fine and extra rare 3

*** Nos. 2 & 3 from the Wakeford collection.

628 Pennies (2), of Durham, with (1) m. m. rose, quatrefoil and b (Booth),

at sides of neck, and cross after DV. in DVnOLCD, Gibbs' collection ;

(2) m. m. cinquefoil, v to right of neck, and D in centre of cross on

rev. ; others (2), of York, with (1) m. m. rose, B (Booth),

to left and key to right of neck, quatrefoil in centre of cross on rev.;

(2) similar but with T. (Thomas Rotheram) to left of neck, Mar-

sham collection
;
and Halfpennies (2), of London, with (1) m. m.

crown, trefoil each side of neck, Brice collection
; (2) m. m. heraldic

cinquefoil, no marks in field, well preserved, the last two fine, all rare 6

629 Pennies (3), of London, with (1) m.m. crown, quatrefoil at sides of

neck
; (2) m. m. cross pierced and reading De(l. GRS ; (3) m. m. cross

pierced, pellet in one angle ; another, of Durham, m. m. uncertain,

lis on neck, two saltires above crown, and D in centre of cross,

aivrras DvnOLCDiet ; another, of York, m. m. lis, G (George Nevill) to

left and key to right of neck, quatrefoil in centre of cross
;
and Half-

penny, of London, m. m. cross pierced, and reading De(i. GRS., &c,
all fine and rare 6

*** Nos. 1 and 5 from the Brice and nos. 3 and 4 from the Marsham
collection.

630 Penny, of York, m.m. rose, g to left and key to right of neck
;
no

quatrefoil in centre of rev., wt. 11 grs., (Bud. Suppl.pl. in, 21), rubbed;

and Halfpenny, of same mint, m. m. lis, trefoils at sides of neck;

reading qdwsrd. di. grs. rqx s.
;
rev. aiviTSS etBORftar, wt. 5| grs.,

fine, both extra rare, the second unpublished and not mentioned by

Hawkins 2

*** No. 1 from the Marsham and no. 2 from the Wakeford collection.
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EDWARD V.

a.d. 1483.

Gold.

631 Angel, type as last issue of Edward IV, with St. Michael and the

dragon on obv., and top castle above mast of ship on rev.
; a to left

and rose to right of mast ;
m. m. rose and sun united on both sides

;

reading etDWSRD x De(i
* grs x R0X x SnGL. z. FRSn ; rev. pqr

ORvaetcD TVS sslvs nos xpo RSDetcoPT (no stops), wt. 79 grs. (cf.

Ken. pi. VI, 42), very fine and extra rare [PI. V] 1

*** From the Brice collection.

632 HalfAngel, similar type to last; m. m. rose and sun united on both sides;

reading obv. qdwsrd xdix GRS rqx SnG. ;
ret>.

* o £ aRVX *

sva x spas x vmas *, «tf. 39| ^rs., wry fine and exceedingly rare

[PI. V] 1

%* From the Brice collection.

Silver.

633 Groat, of London, usual type, m. m. boar's head on obv., and rose and

sun united on rev., arch on breast fleured, but not those above crown
;

reading snGL. z. FRSna ; rev. arviTSS LOnDOn (Num. Chron. N S.

vol. xiv, p. 26), fine and exceedingly rare 1

*** From the Pownall collection.

634 Groat, of London, similar to the last, but m. m. on both sides rose and

sun united, arch on breast, not fleured, very fine and extremely rare

[PI. V] 1

*** From the Bergne (lot 469), and Brice collections.

635 Groat, of London, similar to lot 633 ; m. m. on both sides, rose and

sun united
; arch on breast fleured and below it pellet (Num.

Chron., N. S., vol. x, pi. vm, 8
; Eks. no. 81, Ed. IV), very fine, and

an extremely rare variety 1

RICHARD III.

A.D. 1483-1485.

Gold.

636 Angel, but with name of Edward V; m.m. boar's head on obv.,

and rose and sun united on rev. ; obv. qdwsrd. di. grs. rqx.
SnGL. z. FRSna., St. Michael and the Dragon ; rev. pqr aRvaaro.

TVS. sslvs. nos. xpa. rqdqcdpt., Ship on sea, &c. ; r and rose on
either side of mast, wt. 78| grs. (engraved Num. Chron., in Ser.,

vol. xv, p. 117), very fine, unique [PI. V] 1

*** Mr. Montagu I. c. has published a full description of this remarkable
coin. It is the connecting link between the coinage of Richard III
and that of his nephew Edward V. It is clear that on the reverse
the letter r on the left of the mast has been substituted for an &.
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637 Angel, similar to the preceding, m.m. boar's head on both sides
; reading

obv. RiaKRD. di. GR7C. Rex. SnGL. z FRftna, and on rev. aRVSetcc

for afivaetco, wt. 79| grs. {Ken. no. 3; Bud.pl. Ill, 17), very fine and

extra rare 1

*** From the Brice collection. The R on the reverse shows that in this

instance also it has been altered from an q.

638 Angel, similar to the last coin, but m.m. rose and sun united on both

sides, two crosses after FRTfna, and on rev. aRVaa for aRVSetoo, wt.

79 grs. (Bud. pi. iv, 1), extremely fine and very rare [PL V] 1

"%* From the Currer, Bergne (lot 476) and Brice collections. This is
" a beautiful specimen

"
;

it was believed by Mr. Bergne to be the

finest known.

639 Angel, same as the last and same m.m., but reading RiaftD. for RiaSRD.,

wt. 79£ grs. (Ken., no. 2), extremely fine and very rare 1

640 Half Angel, type as the Angel, m.m. boar's head on both sides ;

reading obv. RiaKRD. di. gra. rsx ftnGL. ; rev. o. aRVX. "KV&.

spqs. vniaa1

., wt. 40£ grs. (Ken. pl.vi, 44),fine,and of the highest rarity 1

V F™m ^e Hugh Howard (lot 140, £55) and Shepherd (lot 186,
£26 10s.) collections. Mr. Brice in his note in the Shepherd catalogue

says :

" I have never seen another of these pieces offered for sale."

Silver.

641 Groat, of London, m.m. rose and sun united on both sides, usual type,

six arches of tressure fleured, reading obv. RiaJCRD. di. grs. rqx.

ftnGL. z. FRjcna. ; rev. posvi &c, aiviras LonDon, wt. 47 grs.

(Bud. pi. v, 15), extremely fine and rare 1

*** From the Pembroke, Parker, and Brice collections.

642 Groat, of London, same as last, but m.m. boar's head on obv., rose and

sun united on rev., wt. 47 grs., extremely fine and rare 1

*** From the Bergne (lot 472) and Brice collections.

643 Groat, of London, of same type, but m.m. boar's head on both sides,

wt. 47 grs., extremelyfine and rare [PI. V] 1

* From the Bergne (lot 470) and Brice collections.

644 Groat, of York, similar type as before, but m.m. rose and sun united

on obv. only, reading on rev. oivitks etBORSai (comp. Bud. pi. v, 16),

fine, and of the highest rarity 1

645 Half Groat, of London, m.m. rose and sun united on obv. only, usual

type, reading on obv. RiaKRD. di. grs. Rax. ftnGL. z. fr.
;

rev.

POSVI &c, aiViTSS LonDOn, wt. 23J grs. (Hies. 357), fine and

exceedingly rare 1

\* From the Bergne (lot 473) and Brice collections. In the Bergne
catalogue it is stated to be one of the rarest coins in the English

collection, and Mr. Brice adds "
probably the best known ;

I believe

only 4 or 5 pieces are extant." Mr. Montagu possessed three

specimens.
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sun united on both sides, and pellet outside tressure below the

king's bust, well preserved and extra rare 1

*** From the Rhodes, Shepherd, and Webb (lot 208) collections.

647 Half Groat, of London, of same type at last, but m.m. boar's head on

obv. only, pellet in spandril below bust, and legend on obv. ending

ftnGL. z. frk, wt. 20f grs. (see Hks., p. 263 ; Snelling pi. n, 42, and

Bud. pi. v, 18), in good state, and of the highest rarity 1

*** From the Sainthill and Addington collections. Hks. I.e. doubts the

accuracy of the figure in Ruding ;
but this coin shows that it is

correct. Mr. Montagu states that only four specimens are known.

648 Penny, of Durham, obv. m.m. lis, reading obv. RiaftRD. di. grs. RQX.

SnGL, s for Bp. Sherwood on breast of king ;
rev. aiViTSS DiRhftOD,

D in centre of cross, wt. 11 grs. (Bud. Suppl., 2, pi. in, 1), wellpreserved

and very rare
1

*** From the Dimsdale, Martin, Shepherd (lot 190) and Brice collections.

649 Penny, of York, similar to last coin, m.m. boar's head on obv. only,

T to left and key to right of king's neck
; reading RiaSRD., &c,

KnG., and on rev. quatrefoil in centre of cross, legend somewhat

effaced, wt. lOf grs., exceedingly rare and in fair condition 1

650 Halfpenny, of London, obv. RicffRD. di. GRS. rqx., Bust facing, m.m.

rose and sun united
;

rev. aiviTSS LOnDOn, usual cross with pellets,

wt. 6| grs. (Hks. 360), a fine and round coin, extremely rare 1

*** From the Cuff, Dymock, and Marsham (lot 362) collections.

651 Halfpenny, of London, same type and m.m. as the preceding coin, fine

and a more spread coin, but slightly clipped, extremely rare 1

*** From the Dimsdale, Martin, and Shepherd (lot 191) collections.

HENRY VII.

a.d. 1485-1509.

Gold.

652 Sovereign, obv. m. m. lis, hsnRiavs. dqi. grs. Retx. snGL. at. frsH.

Dns. hlBn., King holding sceptre and orb, seated facing on wide

throne with three arches ; four lis in field on either side ; rev., m.m.

dragon, iheisvs. avre(M. TRSnsietns. Pe(R. mqdivm. illorvm. IB3T.,

Small shield on double rose within tressure, with two saltires in each

spandril of arches, wt. 239 grs. (Bud. pi. IV, 4; Ken. no. 3), very fine

and very rare [PL V] 1

* *
* From the Addington collection.

653 Sovereign, m.m. dragon on both sides
;

obv. heNRicvs Dei. grscis.,

&c, King seated on throne similar to the preceding ;
but no arch

over king's head, and greyhound and dragon to right and left on

pillar of throne ; rev. ihesvs. arvreM., &c, Shield on rose as on last,

but no saltires in spandrils of arches ; open e's in legends, wt. 233 grs.

(Bud.pl. iv, 5 ; Ken. no. 4), fine and very rare 1
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654 Angel, 1st coinage, m. m. rose and sun united on both sides, obv.

hanRia. di. GRS. Rax. snGL. z. FRftna., St. Michael and the Dragon,
he places only one foot on the monster ; rev. Pe(R. aRVSa. TVS.

SftLva". nos. xpo. RaDaaoPT., Ship on sea
;
two ropes from

stern and one from prow, h and rose at sides of mast
;

sal-

tires after words on both sides, except Rax on obv. and Pe(R and nOS

on rev., wt. 79 grs. (var. Ken. no. 2), an unpublished variety and mint

mark, fine and rare [PI. V] 1

*** From the Addington collection.

655 Angel, 1st coinage, similar to the preceding, but m.m. lis upon rose on

both sides, reading on rev. Pe(R aRVaaco tvkcd sslvs nos XPa.

rqdqt., no saltires after words on rev., wt. 79 grs. (var. Ken. no. 3),

fine, an unpublished variety, rare 1

*** From the Addington collection.

656 Angel, 1st coinage, similar to lot 654, but no m.m.
; reading obv.

hanRia. di. grs, &c, z. FRSna Dns. i.
j
and rev. pqr. aRVsa. tvjt.

&c, rqdqtor ;
shield and rose on rev. smaller than usual, wt. 78 grs.

(comp. Ken. no. \),fine, exceedingly rare, an unpublished variety with

this obv. legend 1

657 Angel, 1st coinage, similar to the last and same obv. legend, but m. m.

small cross on obv., and legend on rev. as on the sovereigns, lha.

SVTef. TRKnsiems. PetR. cdqdiv. ilorv., trefoil after each word except
P0R and cdqdiv., wt. 79£ grs. (Ken.pl. vn, 50), very fine and extremely
rare \

*** From the Cuff, Lord Hastings, and Brice collections.

658 Angel, 2nd coinage, m. m. escallop on both sides, usual type, but the

Archangel rests both feet on the dragon ; reading obv. hetnRia. di.

grs. Rax. KnGLia. z. FRna ;
rev. legend as on Sovereigns, lha. ftVT.

TRSnsies. pe. mgdiv. illor. ib.
;

rosette between words on both

sides
;
on rev. open e's in legend, wt. 79 grs. (Ken. no. 9), very fine

and exceedingly rare 1

*** From the Curtis, Murchison, Lake Price, and Brice collections.

659 Angel, 2nd coinage, similar type to the last coin, m. m. escallop on
both sides

; reading obv. FRftn for FRna., and on rev. pbr. aavae
TVS. &c, R6D6.

j
rosette between each word and open e's on both

sides, wt. 80 grs. (Ken.pl. VII, 51), very fine, a rare variety 1

660 Angel, 2nd coinage, usual type, m. m. cinquefoil of peculiar form

(cinquefoil and rose united
?) on both sides, reading ftnGL. z. FRft.

\

rev. PaR. aRVa. &c, RaDaco ;
saltires between words

; inner circle on
obv. not broken by head of angel, wt. 11\ grs. (var. Ken. no. 13), well

preserved and an exceedingly rare variety 1
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661 Angel, 2nd coinage, usual type, m. m. on both sides cinquefoil of

peculiar form as on last coin, saltires between words ; reading obv.

hanRia &c. snGLia. z. fr.
;

rev. PaR. aRva. &c, nets (nos) Pet.

RAD. (sic), wt. 11\ grs., fine and scarce 1

662 Angel, 2nd coinage, usual type as before, m. m. upright anchor on obv.,

and cinquefoil on rev., reading obv. hanRia. &c. SnGL. z. frs.
;

rev.

par. aRva. TVS &a, R0D., saltires between words, wt. 78| grs.,

unpublished m. m. on rev., very fine and very rare 1

663 Angel, 2nd coinage, same type as last, m. m. upright anchor on both

sides, saltire after each word, and rev. legend ending rqdq., wt. 79 grs.

(var. Ken. no. 21), extremely fine 1

*** From Lord Hastings (lot 275) and the Brice collections.

664 Angel, 2nd coinage, type as before, m. m. greyhound's head on both

sides
; reading obv. hetnRia. Dai. GRS. &c, SnGL. z. fr. ; rev. Pe(R.

aRvae(. TVS. sslvs. nos. xr.
;
saltires between words, none at ends

of legends, wt. 79J grs. (var. Ken. no. 17), very fine, a rare mint

mark 1

*** From the St. Albans find.

665 Angel, 2nd coinage, usual type but of finer work, m. m. cross crosslet

on both sides ; reading obv. hemRia. Dl. GRS. Rax. SnGLL z. FRS.
;

rev. PaR. aRVa. TVS. &c. rod, ;
saltires between words, wt. 78 grs.

(Ken. no. 33), very fine and scarce 1

666 Angel, 2nd coinage, usual type, but of finer work, m. m. pheon on

both sides ; reading obv. hetnRia. &c, snGL. z frs
;

rev. par. aRVaa.

TVS. &c, xpq. ReDa. ;
saltires between words, wt. 80 grs. (as Ken.

no. 27 ; Bud. pi. iv, 7), extra fine and rare [PL V] 1

%* From Lord Hastings and the Brice collections.

667 Angel, 2nd coinage, Pattern (1), usual type, with the Archangel with

both feet on dragon, and rev. ship, m. m. rose on both sides
; reading

obv. hanRia. vn. dl grs. rqx. sgl. z. fr.
j

rev. paR. aRvaa. tvs.

SSLVS. nos. xpa. Ra., saltire after each word of legends, wt. 74
grs.^

slightly rubbed, otherwise fine, unpublished, UNIQUE (?) [PL V] 1

*+* This interesting coin belongs to the 3rd or last coinage of this

reign. The m. m. rose occurs on the Half Groats of that issue.

The letters of the inscriptions have a less Gothic appearance
than those on the usual angels of this reign.

668 Half Angel, 2nd coinage, m. m. rose on obv., cross crosslet on rev. ;

obv, hanRi. dl grs. Rax. sl. (rosette after each word), St. Michael

with both feet on the dragon; rev. o. aRVX. sva. SPas, vnicS

(saltires after words
; rosette after vniaS), Ship with h and rose

at sides of mast, wt. 40 grs. (comp. Ken. pi. vn, 53), fine, unpublished

with this m. m. 1

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 365).
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669 Half Angel, 2nd coinage, similar to last coin, m. m. pheon on both

sides, obv. legend ending Retx. 7CGL. z., saltires between words,

wt. 39£ grs. (as Ken. no. 4), fine and rare [PI. V] 1

*** From the Shepherd collection (lot 196).

670 Half Angel, 2nd coinage, similar to the preceding, m. m. portcullis on

both sides, reads as last, saltire after each word of legends, wt. 39^

grs. (Ken. no. 6
;
Bud. pi. IV, 9), fine and rare 1

*** From the Bergne (lot 491) and Brice collections. This coin on

account of the m. m. may belong to the first issue of Henry VIII.

Silver.

First Coinage, with open crown.

671 Groat, of London, m. m. lis and rose united on both sides, usual type

with bust of king wearing open crown, arch on breast not fleured
;

cross after posvi and no crosses at side of neck, wt. 49 grs. (Hks.

362), fine and very rare 1

672 Groat, of London, m. m. lis and rose united on both sides
;
same type

as last but rose on breast, wt. 46| grs. (Hks. no. 15), very fine and

very rare [PI. V] 1

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 366).

673 Groat, of London, m. m. rose on obv. only, type as last, cross on each

side of king's neck, arch on breast fleured ; rev. cross after POSVI

and LOn. in LOnDON, trefoils after other words on obv. and rev.,

id. 48^ grs. (Hks. no. 3
; Bud. pi. iv, 21) ; another, similar, m.m. cross

fitchee
;

lis after posvi
j

obv. legend reading hemRiavs. dqi. gkx.

Retx. TCnGL. z. frs., wt. 47| grs. (Hks. 361), both fine and very rare 2

*** Both from the Brice collection.

674 Half Groat, of London, m. m. lis and rose united on obv., bust with

open crown, arches of tressure not fleured
; reading obv. hanRia. &c.,.

SnGL. z. f.
;

rev. posvi &c, arvrors LOnDOn, pellets in angles of

cross joined together, wt. 23 grs. (Hks. 364), very fine and very rare 1

*** From the Shepherd collection (lot 198).

675 Half Groat, of London, m. m. lis, rosette after each word of legend

on obv., which reads hemRia. &a, SnGL. z. fr. ; on rev. the cross is

fourchee and voided in centre
; arvrors LOnDOn ; another of York,

of same type and m. m., aivrrfts QBORSai ;
and another of Canter-

bury, m. m. tun, cross on each side of neck
;

CD for Morton in centre

of cross on rev.
; aiviTSS aftnTOR. (Hks. no. 1), all very rare and

fine 3

\* Nos. 1 and 2 from the Marsham and no. 3 from the Shepherd col

lection. Nos. 1 and 2 may belong to the second issue, see Hks.

p. 267. The arches of the tressure are not continued over the

crown.
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676 Penny, of London, usual type, to. to. lis and rose united, reading

hemitia. Deti. grs. rax sg.
;

rev. oivitss LOnDOn, wt. llf grs.,

unique (1), unpublished; and Halfpenny of same mint, m. to. lis and

rose united, reading hemRia. Dl. GRS. rqx, io£. 5f grs. (Hks. 368,

engraved from this coin), well preserved, extra rare 2

*** Both from the Shepherd collection (lot 199).

677 Penny, of Canterbury, usual type, to. to. tun, saltire on each side of

neck, reading hanRia. Dl. GRS. rqx &c.
j

rev. CD for Morton in

centre of cross, arviTSS aSnTOR, wt. 10| grs. (Hks. 366), of the highest

rarity, well preserved ; Halfpenny of same type and mint, wt. 4| grs.,

unpublished, in fair condition 2

*** No. 1 from the Maynard and no. 2 from the Naish collection.

678 Penny, of York, to. to. rose, trefoil to left and T (Thomas Eotheram) to

right of neck, rev. otvitss etBORSar, quatrefoil in centre of cross

and pellet in two quarters, wt. 11£ grs. (Hks. 370); and Halfpenny
of London, to. to. lis and rose united, reading henRia. De(i. GRS.

Retx ;
rev. arviTSS LOnDOn, wt. 6£ grs. (Hks. 368), both extremely

rare and fine 2

*** No. 1 from the Addington and no. 2 from the Maynard collection.

Second Coinage, with arched crown.

679 Groats, of London, Bust of king with arched crown on obv. and cross

fourchee on rev. (Hks. 371), (1) m. m. trefoil on rev.
; (2) same

m. m., saltire each side of neck, high double arched crown
;

(3) m. m. cinquefoil on both sides, large trefoils to arches of tressure
;

saltires after words on rev., rosettes on obv.
; (4) m. m. greyhound's

head, annulet (?) each side of neck ; (5) m. m. cross crosslet, crown

with single arch, of fine work (Hks. 373), all very fine and scarce 5

*** All from the Brice collection
;
nos. 1, 2 and 5 from the Shepherd

collection.

680 Groats, of London, type as last, (1) m.m. trefoil on rev., very high

arched crown
; (2) m. m. heraldic cinquefoil, trefoil after each word

on obv., three pellets after Detvco
; (3) m. m. leopard's head crowned ;

(4) m. m. greyhound's head, saltires after words
; (5) m. m. cross

crosslet, crown with single arch, all very fine and scarce 5

*** No. 3 from the Shepherd and Brice collections; no. 5 from the

Neville Eolfe collection.

681 Groats, of London, usual type, (1) m.m. trefoil on obv. only, pierced

cross each side of neck, reading hetnRa. Dl. GRS &c, rare ; (2) m. m.

escallop, roses between words on obv. and rev.
; (3) m. m. cinquefoil

pierced on obv., leopard's head crowned on rev., saltires after words
;

(4) m. to. leopard's head crowned on both sides, reading SDiVTOef ;

(5) to. to. anchor upright on obv., downwards on rev., saltires after

words, very fine and scarce 5
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682 Groats, of London, type as before, (1) no m. m., cross each side of

neck, stops trefoils
; (2) m. m. escallop, seven arches to tressure on

obv., two trefoils before and after arviras and LOnDOn (comp. Hks.

372), rare; (3) m.m. heraldic cinquefoil, stops trefoils; (4) m.m.

anchor upright on both sides, reading SDiVTOet ; (5) m. m. cross

crosslet, crown with single arch, saltires after words
; reading on

obv. sgli. z. FRSn., very fine and scarce 5

*** No. 1 from the Brice and nos. 4 and 5 from the Neville Eolfe

collection.

683 Groats, of London, usual type, (1) m. m. escallop, arch on breast not

fleured, rosettes between words of legends, two after LOnDOn,

open e's in legends (Hks. 372) ; (2) m. m. lis above rose, saltires

between words {Hks. 381) ; (3) m. m. lis above rose on obv., anchor

upright on rev., saltires between words
;
and R and €( in 3DiVT0Re(

superimposed, unpublished, all very rare and fine 3

*** No. 2 from the Bergne and Brice collections.

684 G roat, of London, differing from any published type, m. m. obv. escallop,

rev. heraldic cinquefoil ;
the hair of the bust is brushed straight

away from the face, the arches are not fleured, open e's in legend and

rosette after each word; rev. trefoils after words except posvi,

two after oivitss and LOnDOn, well preserved, unique (?) and un-

published [PI. V] 1

*** From the Webb collection (lot 224).

685 Half Groats, of London, usual type, m. m. lis, cross to left of neck

only, rosettes after words, lozenge enclosing pellet in centre of

cross on rev.
;
of Canterbury, m. m. tun on both sides

; another of

Canterbury, m. m. cross, saltire each side of neck, and CD for Morton
in centre of cross on rev. ; Halfpenny of London, m. m. heraldic

cinquefoil, king with double arched crown
; another of same mint,

with single arched crown, all fine and rare, especially the last two 5

*** Nos. 1-3 from the Brice, no. 4 from the Bergne and no. 5 from the
Webb collection.

686 Half G roats, of Canterbury, m. m. tun on both sides, arches of tressure

not fleured
;

another of same mint, no m. m., cross each side of

neck, cd in centre of rev.
; another of York, m. m. martlet, key

each side of king's neck, no tressure on obv.
; aiviras efBORSai

(Bud. Suppl. pi. iv, 3) ; Halfpenny of London, saltire each side of

neck, king with double arched crown
; another of same mint, m. m.

lis, with single arched crown, all fine and rare 5

687 Half Groats, of London, m.m. lis, lis on breast, lozenge enclosing

pellet in centre of cross on rev. (Hks. no. 2) ; of Canterbury, com-

posed of two reverses, m. m. ton ; of York, m. m. lis, rosette after

each word on obv., lozenge m centre of cross, oivittcs. efBORSai.,

unpublished, all fine and exceedingly rare 3
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688 Pen ny, of Canterbury, m. m. tun, reading obv. hetnRia. Di. grs. rqx. sn,

rosette after each word
;

rev. arvrrss aSriTOR (comp. Hks. 376) ;

Halfpenny of same mint, no m. m.
; king wears single-arched

crown, unpublished, both of the highest rarity 2

*** No. 1 from the Barclay, Durrant and Shepherd collections
;

no. 2

from the Brice collection.

689 Halfpenny, of York, m. m. uncertain, king with single-arched crown

and key under bust, arviTSS qborSoi (Hks. 377) ; and Halfpenny
of London, m.m. cross (?), arvrrss LOnDOn, both exceedingly rare,

especially the second piece, two other specimens only of which are known,

those are in the British Museum and are almost "
illegible

"
2

*** No. 1 from the Wigan and Webb collections
;
no. 2 from the Wake-

ford collection.

690 Groat of Perkin Warbeck, 1494, m. m. lion passant on both sides,

obv. DOCDine(. SSLWCD. FSa. RQgqcd, Within a double tressure of five

curves a shield surmounted by double arched crown and between a

lis and a rose both crowned
;

rev. CDSni. tqqkql. PhSRa 1494, Within

double quatrefoil, lis and lion
; above, crown

; below, rose, wt.

58| grs. (Bud. Suppl. pi. ill, 33), extremely rare and fine [PI. V] 1

*** From the Bolland, Liscombe, Murchison, and Addington collections.

Third Coinage, with bust in profile.

691 Shilling, m. m. lis on both sides
;

obv. hgnRiavs. di. grs. Rax. ffnGLiQ.

z. fr. (saltire after each word), Bust of king to right in profile,

wearing arched crown, within double circle; rev. POSVI. dqv.

KDiVTOtf. (dqv (saltire after each word), Shield, arms of England, on

cross fourch^e, lis in each fork, wt. 142 grs. (Bud.pl. VI, 18), extremely

fine and very rare [PI. V] 1

*** From the Hollis, Durrant, Bergne (lot 484) and Brice collections.
" With the exception of a specimen bequeathed by Col. Durrant to

the British Museum this is believed to be the best known." It is,

however, far finer than the Durrant specimen.

692 Shilling, similar to the last, but reading obv. hgnRia' di' grs' rqx

Sugliq z FRSn' ; rev. posvi dqv'x SDIVTO'qvx cdqv., wt. 142 grs., very

fine and extremely rare 1

*** From the Addington collection.

693 "Septim" Shilling, m.m. lis on both sides, similar type to lot 691, but

reading obv. hemRia. sqpticd. di. grs. rqx. snGL. z. frs. ; rev.

posvi. dqvcd. sdivtorq. cdq,vcd, saltires after words, wt. 142 grs.

(Bud. pi. vi, 19), fine, slightly cracked, and of the highest rarity 1
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694 G roat, type as the shilling (lot 691), m. m. lis on both sides, reading obv.

hanRiavs. Dai. grk, Rax. KnGLi. z. frs.
;

rev. posvi. Davco.

SDiVTORa. ccefVCD ; saltires between words (comp. HJcs. no. 1), fine

and probably unique 1

*£* From the Murchison, Bergne (lot 485) and Brice collections.

695 Groat, similar to last, but one circle only around bust; to. m. lis on

obv., greyhound's head on rev.
; reading obv. hanRia. Dl. GKS. Re(X.

ftnGL. z. frs.
;

rev. posvi. Dav. JCDivtorq. coav. ; saltires between

words, fine and probably unique, unpublished 1

*#* This coin shows that the greyhound to. to. is probably the earliest

one of the coins with the numerals after the king's name.

696 " Septim
"
Groat, same type as the preceding ;

to. to. lis on rev. only ;

reading obv. hetnRia' sqpticd' di^ grtc^ Raxx ftnGi/ z fr'; rev.

as the preceding (Hks. 354), in fair condition, extremely rare 1

*** From the Wigan, Halliburton Young, and Marsham collections.
"
Only one other specimen known, which is in the British Museum."

697 HalfG roat, type similar to lot 695
;

to. to. lis on rev. only ; reading obv.

hetnRia. DL GRK. RaX. SnGLI. Z. FR.
;

rev. POSVI. DaV. KDIVTORa.

coav., saltires between words (Hks. no. 1), fine and of the highest

rarity 1

698 Groat, similar type but with numerals after king's name, hanRia. VII.

di. GR . &c, Rax. a"GL. z. f.
;

to. to. cross crosslet
; another, similar,

with same to. to., but reading ftGL. z. fr.
;
and another, with to. to.

pheon, all extremely fine and scarce 3

*** Nos. 1 and 3 from the Brice collection.

699 Groat, similar to last lot, m.m. lis on obv. only, slightly rubbed
;

another, to. m. greyhound's head on both sides, reading sgli. z. f.

(var. Hks. no. 8); and Penny of London, sovereign type, m.m.

cinquefoil pierced, aiviTSS LOnDOn, the last two very fine, all very

rare, especially the last coin, the m. m. of which is unpublished 3

*** Nos. 1 and 2 from the Webb and no. 3 from the Brice

collection.

700 Half Groats, of London, same type as the groats in the preceding-

lot, with to. to. lis, reading JCGL. z. and SDivroa (Sn.pl. in, 6) ;
to. to.

martlet (Hks. 385) ;
to. to. pheon, reading SL. z. and SDlVToa.

(Hks. no. 6) ; and of York, m. to. martlet, two keys under shield on

rev., reading kgl. z. and SDivroa ;
and Pennies (2) of York,

sovereign type, no to. to., rosettes between words on obv., keys

on rev., aiviras aBORftai, unpublished ; the second piece without

rosettes on obv. and to. to. lis, all fine and scarce 6

*** No. 1 from the Webb and no. 3 from the Shepherd collection.
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701 Half Groats, of London, same type, (1) m.m. pheon on obv., lis on

rev., reading 2CGL. z. and 3DiVT0e( ; (2) m. m. martlet on obv.,

rosette on rev.
; (3) m. m. rose on both sides, reading XGL. z. and

3DIVTOR0 ;
others (2) of York, m. m. martlet on both sides and keys

under shield ; and m. m. rose on obv., martlet on rev., all unpublished

combinations of m. m., very fine 5

*** Nos. 1-3 from the Webb and no. 5 from the Brice collection.

702 Pennies, sovereign type, of London, no m.m., aivrras LOnDOn; of

Durham (2), with D. s. (Dunelmensis Sherwood) at sides of shield,

arvrras dirrsgd; and d. r. (Dunelmensis Ruthall) at sides of

shield and crown above, unpublished ;
another of York, m. m. trefoil

;

trefoil after each word on obv., and on rev. keys under shield,

aiviTffS eCBORjeaL, all very fine and scarce 4

*** Nos. 2 and 4 from the Brice and no. 3 from the Neville Rolfe

collection.
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SIXTH DAY'S SALE.

HENRY VIII.

A.D. 1509-1546.

Gold,
lot
703 Sovereign, 1st coinage, m. m. portcullis crowned on both sides, obv.

hemRiavs. dqi. GRftaift. rgix. snGLiet. gt. FRftna. Dns. hiB., King
enthroned with portcullis at his feet, within a fleured circle ; rev.

ihetsvs. aVTQM. TRSnsietns. psr. mqdivm. illorvm ibst., Shield of

arms on double rose, surrounded by double tressure with lions and

lis in the arches (similar type to Henry VII's), wt. 235 grs. {Ken.pl.

Vin, 54), extremelyfine and very rare 1

"%* From the Brice collection.

704 Sovereign, 1st coinage, rn. m. lis on obv., cross crosslet on rev., same

type and legends as on the preceding, but on the rev. there are no

lions and lis in the arches of the tressure, which is single and

ornamented with flowers, etc., wt. 238 grs. (Ken. no. 1), extremely

fine and very rare [PI. VI] 1

*** From the Gott and Addington collections (see lot 742 for Double

Sovereign of this issue).

705 Sovereign, 2nd coinage, m.m. lis on obv., arrow on rev., same type

and legends as the last coin, no saltires after R0X, one only after

IB3T, wt. 238 grs. (Ken. no. 2), very fine and very rare 1

*** From the Hall collection.

706 Sovereign, 2nd coinage, m. m. lis on obv., pheon on rev., same type and

legends as lot 704, but four saltires after IBST (Rud. pi. V, 2),

same as the Double Sovereign of this issue (Ken. p. 89), wt. 238| grs.,

very fine and unpublished 1

%* From the Howard and Brice collections.

707 Sovereign, 3rd coinage, m. m. lis on both sides, obv. hemRia. 8. DL

GR3\ TEnGLie;. FRSNaia. ex hiBe:. Retx., King wearing short beard

and ruff, enthroned, with rose at his feet; circle fleured; rev.

ihesvs. svTQM. TRanaiems. par. medivm. illorv. ibst, Shield of

arms with supporters, a lion and a dragon; below HR (mon.) on

tablet, wt. 198^ grs. (Bud.pl. vi, 1), very fine and extremely rare of this

issue 1

*** From the British Museum (1811), Durrant, Bergne (lot 522) and
Brice collections.

H
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708 Sovereign, 4th coinage, m. m. annulet enclosing pellet on dbv., lis on

rev.
;

obv. hEnRia. 8. di. GR2C. sgl. FRanaiE. z. hiber. rex, King
enthroned as on the preceding, but there is no fleured circle

; rev.

ihs. 7CVTEM. TRAnaiEns. per. mediv. illorv. ibtct. (letters chiefly

Eoman), Shield with supporters as on the preceding ; trefoils after

words on both sides, wt. -191 grs. (Ken. no. 1), fine and extra rare 1

709 Sovereign, 4th or 5th coinage, of Bristol, m. m. w. s. in monogram

(William Sharington) on both sides, similar type to the preceding,

but reading dbv. henric. 8. del gra. agl. fran. z. hib. rex.
;

rev. IHS. AVTEM. TRANSIENS. PER. MEDIVM. ILLOR. IBAT. (Roman

letters), rose after each word, wt. 185 grs. (comp. Ken. no. 4, p. 94),

very fine and extra rare 1

%* The only piece of this type described by Kenyon I.e. is given to the

third coinage on account of its weight 199*5 grs.

710 Half Sovereign, 4th coinage, m. m. lis on both sides, dbv. henric. 8.

DI. GRA. AGL. francie. et. hiber. rex., King with short beard

enthroned, rose at his feet; rev. ihs. avtem. transiens. per.

medivm. illorvm. ibat., Shield with supporters ; below H. R.

(mon.) on tablet
;
Roman letters in legends, wt. 99| grs. (comp.

Bud. pi. VI, 11), extremely fine and exceedingly rare, unpublished with

this mint mark [PI. VI] 1

711 Half Sovereign, 4th or 5th coinage, m. m. annulet enclosing pellet

on both sides, same type as the preceding, but reading z. hiberni.

rex., and iba., wt. 95 grs. (Bud. pi. vi, 11), very fine and rare, an un-

published variety

*+* From the Dimsdale, Martin, Forster, and Addington collections.

712 Half Sovereign, 4th or 5th coinage, m.m. annulet enclosing pellet

on both sides, same type as lot 710, but reading z. hibern. rex,

tranoiens and illor., wt. 96 grs., very fine, an unpublished variety 1

713 Half Sovereign, 4th or 5th coinage, m. m. annulet enclosing pellet

on both sides, same type as lot 710, but with annulet above king's

head and below his feet, and another above crown on rev.
; reading

dbv. HENRIO. 8. D. G. AGL. FRANaT. Z. HIB. REX
J

rev. IHS. AVTE.

transiensi (sic) per. medi. illor. ibat, wt. 90 grs., fine, unpub-

lished 1

714 Half Sovereign, 5th coinage, m.m. s on both sides, same as the pre-

ceding, but no annulets on dbv. and rev., and reading transie.,

wt. 95 grs., very fine, an unpublished variety 1

715 Half Sovereign, 5th coinage, m. m. s on obv., on rev., similar type,

but with under shield (Ken. no. 17); reading obv. hemRia. 8. D. G.

TfGL. FR^naiQ. z. hiB. Re(X ;
rev. ihs. AVT0. TRAnsiens. p«r. m^di.

illor. ibat, transition type, wt. 92 grs. (Num. Chron. N. S. xii,

p. 158), fine and rare 1
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716 Half Sovereign, 5th coinage, same as the preceding coin, but m. m. e(

on obv., s on rev.
;
also €( under shield and letters of legends of

Lombardic character, wt. 94 grs., very fine and very rare with this

mint mark 1

*
#
* From the Bergne and James collections. The Half Sovereigns with

Henry's name and the young portrait are described under Edward VI.

717 George Noble, m. m. rose on both sides, obv. hetnRia. d. g. r. SGLiet.

z. FRft. DnS. hiBe(Rie(., Ship with double rose on mast and h. K

(Henry and Katherine of Aragon) at sides
;

rev. tsli. DiaftTft.

sig°- coets. FLVaTVSRi. netQT., St. George on horseback, piercing the

Dragon with a spear ;
saltires after words, wt. 71 grs. (Ken. no. 2

;

Rud. pi. V, 3), very fine and extremely rare [PI. VI] 1

*** From the Tyssen, Dimsdale, Thomas, Wigan, Young, and Brice

collections.

718 George Noble, same type as the preceding, but m. m. cinquefoil

on both sides
; reading obv. hetnRia. D. G. R. SGL. z. FRftna. DnS.

hiBetRi ;
rev. TSLL Dioff. sig. cdqs. flvotvsri. netQViT, stops be-

tween words imperfect quatrefoils, wt. 69 grs., fine, extremely rare,

an unpublished variety 1

*%* From the Addington collection.

719 HALF GEORGE NOBLE, m. m. rose on both sides, obv. Iienric'x d'x

g'x r'x agl' Zx fra'x dns'x Iiybe'., Ship with rose on mast and

h. K at sides, similar to lot 717, but the gallery of the vessel is orna-

mented with circles and not with a trellis pattern; rev. TALI x dica'*

sig° mes'x flvctvari x neqt., St. George on horseback piercing the

Dragon as on lot 717, wt. 36 grs., in the highest state of preservation,

UNIQUE [PI. VI] 1

"%* From the Shepherd collection (lot 211). This very interesting and

unique coin was brought from Paris many years ago by Mr. Curt,
the dealer, who sold it to the Eev. E. J. Shepherd for £70

j
at the

latter's sale it was purchased by Mr. Montagu for £255. It is

evident from the style of lettering of the inscriptions, which are in

Eoman characters, that this coin belongs to a later date than the

George Nobles. The letter K on the reverse is therefore probably
the initial of Katherine Howard or Katherine Parr, and not of

Katherine of Aragon as on the Nobles. This would partly account

for the great rarity of this coin, which may be a pattern.

720 Angel, 1st coinage, m. m. portcullis crowned on both sides, obv. hemRia.

vui. di. GRS. RQX. 5CGL. z. fr., St. Michael piercing the Dragon, on

which both his feet stand ;
rev. Pe(R. aRVaet. TVS'. SftLVS. nos. XPe(.

RQDet., Shield on ship, usual type, with h and rose at sides of mast;
one saltire after each word of legends on both sides, except R0D0,

wt. 80 grs., (Rud. pi. v, 6), extremely fine and rare [PI. VI] 1

*** From the Bergne (lot 512) and Brice collections.

H 2
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721 Angel, 1st coinage, same type and legends as the preceding coin, but

m. m. castle on both sides ;
two saltires after each word on rev.,

except rqdq., wt. 80 grs., extremely fine and rare
;

the m. m. on the

obv. is in the form of a castle above H 1

"%* From the Leckenby collection.

722 Angel, 1st coinage, same type and m. m. as the last coin, but without

the h and rose at sides of mast
;
the obv. legend ends SGL. z. F.,

and on rev. Re(D. for rsds., wt. 79 grs. , very fine and a variety of

extreme rarity
1

*** From the Bergne (lot 513) and Brice collections.

723 Angel, 2nd coinage, m. m. lis on both sides, usual type, reading obv.

hemRia. viii. d. g. r. sgl. z. frs
;

rev. par. aRvaet. tvjc. sslvs.

nos. XP0. rqd., one saltire after each word on obv. except FRft. and

two on rev. except rqd., wt. 80 grs., fine, an unpublished variety and

rare of this coinage 1

724 Angel, 3rd coinage, m. m. lis on both sides, usual type, but with

annulet above the angel's head and on ship ; reading obv. hemRia. 8.

D. G. 7CGL. FR3\ Z. hlB. RQX
;

rev. as on last but ending RQDa.,

saltire after each word on both sides, wt. 50 grs. (Rud. pi. vi, 6), fine

and scarce of this coinage 1

*** From the Young collection.

725 Half Angel, 1st coinage, m. m. castle on both sides, type of Angel

(lot 720), but no numerals after king's name reading obv. hemRia.

di. grs. rqx. sgl. z.
;

rev. o. aRVX. jcva. spqs. vnias ;
one saltire

after each word on obv., two on rev., wt. 38 grs. (Ken. pi. viii, 56), fine

and a rare variety 1

726 Half Angel, 1st coinage, m. m. castle on both sides, same as last, but

reading on obv. hanRia. viii. di. GRS. Rax. sgl. z.
;
no saltire after

vniaft, wt. 39 grs., very fine, and a very fully spread coin, extremely

rare in this condition [PI. VI] 1

*** From the Bergne (lot 514) and Brice collections.

727 Half Angel, 3rd coinage, m. m. lis on both sides, usual type, but with

annulet on ship and after each word on rev. ; reading obv. hemRia.

8. d. G. 2CGL. fr. z. hlB. rqx ; rev. usual legend, wt. 39 grs. (Ken.

no. 1
;
Rud. pi. vi, 7), fine and rare 1

*** From the Brice collection.

728 Half Angel, 3rd coinage, same type and m. m. as last, and same

legends ; but there are three annulets on the ship, wt. 39£ grs., fine

and a variety of extreme rarity 1

%* From the Brice collection.
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729 Quarter Angel, 3rd coinage, m, m. lis on both sides, usual type,

St. Michael and the Dragon, and Ship on rev.; reading obv.

hemmavs. vin. Dai. grs. SGLia. ;
rev. FRSnaia. aT. hiBaRnia. Rax ;

one saltire after each word on obv. ;
two on rev., wt. 19| grs., (var.

(Ken. pi. ix, 63), fine and extremely rare [PI. VI] 1

* From the Cuff, Bergne, and Brice collections.

730 Quarter Angel, 3rd coinage, m. m. lis on both sides, same type as the

preceding and same legends, but reading di. GRS. SGLa ;
and Roman

n's in hetNRiavs and FRSNaie., wt. 19 grs. (var. Bud. pi. vi, 9),

fine and extremely rare 1

*** From the Hastings and Nash collections.

731 Crown, 2nd coinage, m. m. rose on both sides, obv. hanRia. viii.

RVTiLSns. ROSS. sine;, spis., A double rose crowned between h. k.,

both crowned; rev. Dai. G. R. SGLia. z. FRSna. Dns. hiBaRnia.,

Shield with arms crowned
;
no letters in field, wt. 57 grs. (Rud.pl. V,

11), very fine and very rare without the initials on the rev. 1

*** From the Bergne (lot 518), Young, and Brice collections.

732 Crown, 2nd coinage, m. m. arrow, same as the preceding, but with

h. K. crowned in field on both sides, and reading sia. and hiBQRnl.,

wt. 56 grs. ; another, similar, m. m. rose on both sides and h. K.

crowned in field on obv. only ; reading obv. hENRiCVS viii. RVTILSNS.

ROSS. SINE. SPINS
;

rev. DEI. G. R. SGLIE. Z. FRSNC. DNS. hlBERn.

(Roman characters), wt. 57 grs., both extremely fine and scarce 2

*
#
* No. 2 from the Hastings and Brice collections. On account of the

Roman letters in the inscriptions the second piece must be given
to Katherine Howard (see also the Half George Noble, lot 719).

733 Crown, 2nd coinage, m. m. rose on both sides, usual type and legends

as lot 731, with h. k on obv. only, but reading SGL. z. FRSna.,

wt. 57 grs. ; and Half Crown, m. m. rose on both sides, obv.

hetnRia. 8. di. G. r. SGL. z. frs, Shield of arms crowned
;

rev.

RVTiLSns. ROSS. sina. SPinS., A rose crowned between h. K.
;
two

saltires between each word on both sides, wt. 28£ grs. (Ken. no. 2),

both very fine, the first rare 2

%* No. 1 from the Addington and no. 2 from the Brice collection.

734 Crown, 2nd coinage, m. m. lis on both sides, usual type, with h. k.

crowned on both sides, reading obv. hetnRia. Vin, &c, SPINA (Roman
N); rev. Dei. g. r. sgl. z. FRSna. Dns. hiBeRnia, wt. 57 grs.,

extremely fine ; and Half Crown, m. m. lis on both sides, similar

to last lot, but with h. K. on both sides, and reading SGL. z. FRSnae,
wt. 28 grs. (Ken. no. 6), fine, both scarce 2
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735 Crown, 2nd coinage, m. m. arrow on both sides, usual type, but with

h. a. (Henry and Anne Boleyn), crowned on both sides
; reading obv.

hetnRia. vm. rvtilsus rosx sia. spina ; rev. Dai. g. r. jcgliq. z.

FRftna Dns. hiBaRnia, wt. 57 grs. (Ken. no. 11 and pi. vm, 59),

fine and a very rare coin [PI. VI] 1

*** From the Peace collection.

736 Crown, 2nd coinage, m. m. arrow on both sides, usual type, but with

h. i. (Henry and Jane Seymour), crowned on both sides
; legends as

on last coin but spia1

, wt. 57^ grs. (var. Ken. no. 13
;
Bud. pi. V, 10) ;

and Half Crown, m. m. arrow on both sides, type as in lot 733,

but with h. I. not crowned on both sides
; reading obv. hanRia. DL

grs. rg(X. jtgl. z. f.
j

rev. RVTiLSns. rosx sina. spins., wt. 28 grs.

(var. Ken. no. 7, and pi. vm, 60), both fine and unpublished varieties,

rare 2

*#* No. 1 from the Shepherd and Brice collections.

737 Crown, 4th coinage, m. m. annulet with pellet on both sides, usual

type ;
with h. r. crowned on both sides

; reading obv. hanRia. 8.

Rosa. sina. spina ;
rev. Dai. grs. Sgl. frs. z. hiB. Retx, wt. 44 grs.

(Ken. no. I); and Half Crown, 4th coinage, m. m. annulet with

pellet on both sides, usual type with king's name on shield side, and

h. R. not crowned on obv. and rev.
; reading obv. hetnRia. 8. D. G.

RGL. fr. z. hB. Retx j
rev. RVTiLftns. Rosa, sinet. SPinS., wt. 24 grs.

(Ken. pi. ix, 67), both fine 2

%.* No. 1 from the Chesham find and no. 2 from the Bergne and Brice

collections.

738 Crown, 4th coinage, m. m. annulet with pellet on both sides, type as

in previous lot, but h. k. crowned on obv. and H. R. crowned on rev.;

reading obv. hetnRia. 8. rvtils. ROSS". Sina. spi.
;

rev. di. GRS. SGLl.

FRSnai. z. hiB. Rax., wt. 47 grs. ;
and Half Crown, 5th coinage,

m. m. martlet on both sides, type as in previous lot, with H. R. on

obv. and rev.; reading obv. henric. 8. D. G. AG. FR. z. Hi. rex
; rev.

RVTILANS. ROSA. sine. sp. (all Roman letters), wt. 24 grs., both

unpublished varieties, m. m. of second piece also unpublished, both rare 2

739 Crown, 5th coinage, m. m. arrow on both sides, usual type, but with

H. R. crowned on obv. and rev. ; reading obv. henric. 8. rvtilans.

ros. sin. spi.
; rev. del gra. agl. fra. z. hib. rex (Roman letters

throughout), stops diamonds, wt. 48 grs., well preserved, very rare,

unpublished, of the latest issue of this reign 1

740 Crown, 5th coinage, m. m. e on obv. only, type and legends as on last

coin, but rvtils for rvtilans, letters throughout Roman, wt.

48g- grs., somewhat rubbed, of rough work, exceedingly rare, unpublished 1

*** This coin may be of Edward VI.
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741 Crown of Bristol, 4th coinage, m. m. trefoil slipped and pierced on

obv.
;
w. S in monogram (William Sharington) on rev., usual type,

with h. R. crowned on both sides
; reading obv. hediRia. 8. Ross,

sinet. spins (quatrefoil after ROSS and sine) ;
rev. D. G. KnGLie.

FRS. z. hiB. rqx (quatrefoil after JCnGLiet), wt. 47 grs. (var. Ken. no.

3), very fine; and Half Crown of same mint, m. m. w. s. (mon.) on

rev. only, usual type, with h. R. not crowned on both sides
;

legends reading obv. hetnRia. 8. D. G. ANG. fr. z. hiB. Re(X; rev.

RVTiLSns. ROSS., &c, precisely as Ken. no. 10 (Eud.pl. vi, 3), fine,

both very rare 2

*** No. 1 from the Shepherd (lot 216) and Brice collections.

Patterns.

742 DOUBLE SOVEREIGN, 1st coinage, m. m. lis on obv., cross

crosslet on rev.; obv. hemRiavs x Ded* GRftaiKx Re<x KnGLiQ* QTx

FRSna'x Dns'x hlB'x , King enthroned, holding orb and sceptre,

within a fleured border ; portcullis at his feet
;

rev. ihasvsj

£VTe(M
x

TRSnsietns^ pqrx
mqdivmI illorvmx

ib:st
x

,
Shield in

centre of double, rose, surrounded by an ornamented tressure of ten

arches, wt. 476 grs. (Ken. no. 2
;
Bud. pi. V, 1), very fine and of the

highest rarity, only one other specimen known, not so well preserved,

which is in tJie British Museum 1

* *
* From the Dimsdale (lot 500) £40, Thomas (lot 216) £30, Wigan

and Marsham (lot 391) £116, collections. The excessive rarity of

this coin is shown by the fact that no specimen occurred in either

the Trattle, Devonshire, Cuff, Dymock, Martin, Murchison, Bergne,
or Shepherd collections. It is from the same die as lot 704.

743 ANGEL, m.m. lis on both sides, obv. heNRicC vm'x d x gx rx sglj

FRSae(
x

,
usual type, but the head of the Archangel is larger and

seems older than usual and is surrounded by a large glory ; the

arms are covered with armour, the breastplate on the body is dis-

tinctly shown and the legs, which are generally armed, are bare
;
the

cross at the end of the spear is varied; rev. Pe(R
x
aRvae(

x tvsx

SSLVS
X
nos x XPex

Re(D., Ship on sea as usual with h and rose above

shield
;
the gallery around the ship is ornamented with a dot in

each section of the trellis pattern and the portholes are shown by
pellets, wt. 75% grs., extremely fine, unique? [PI. VI] 1

*** From the Brice collection. " This coin is unpublished and perhaps
a unique pattern. Although extremely fine the weight is only
75| grs. The workmanship is very neat and much better than is

usual at the period."
— William Brice.
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Silver.

First Coinage.

744 G roats, of London, type with bust in profile crowned but with portrait

of Henry VII and reading obv. hemRia. vin. di GRft. &c, rev. posvi.

Detvco &a, Shield, on cross, (1) m. m. portcullis crowned; (2) m.m.

castle, reading ftGL. z. F.
; (3) same m. m., reading ftGL. z. fr

;

(4) same m. m., reading ftGL. z. FRft (Bud. pi. vn, 2 and 3), nos. 1

and 2 very fine, 3 and 4 fine 4

*** No 1 from the Brice collection.

745 Half Groats, same type, of London, m. m. portcullis crowned ; Canter-

bury, m. m. cross and w. A. (Wareham) at sides of shield, unpublished ;

York, m. m. star, keys under shield and cardinal's hat below,

Brice collection
;
another of same mint and type, m. m. wavy star

;

Pennies, Sovereign type, of London, m. m. pheon, reading rqx.

ftV, Webb collection
;

and Durham, m. m. lis and T. D. (Thomas

Ruthall) above shield
;
and Halfpenny of London, m. m. portcullis,

all fine and an interesting series 7

746 Half Groats, same type, of London, m. m. portcullis crowned, Webb

collection
; Canterbury, m. m. martlet, w. ft. above shield

; York,

m. m. sun above clouds, keys under shield and cardinal's hat

below
;
another of same mint and type and T. w. (Wolsey) at sides

of shield, m. m. cross, Webb collection; Pennies, Sovereign type, of

London, m. m. portcullis crowned
;
and York, no m. m., keys only

under shield
; and Halfpenny of Canterbury with w. ft. at sides of

head, all fine and interesting coins, the last scarce 7

747 Farthing, m. m. portcullis, obv. hetnRia. di . . . Portcullis
;

rev. Cross

with rose in centre, chipped, this excessively rare piece is engraved in

Bud. Suppl. pi. II, 17, and Hks. 395 1

*** From the Shepherd collection.

748 Toumay Groat, m. m. t. crowned on both sides, obv. hemRia. di GRft.

R«x. FRftna. z. ftGLL, Bust in profile crowned, features of HenryVII ;

rev. aiviTfts. TORnftaan., Shield, arms of France and England quar-

terly, on cross fourchee (Bud. pi. vn, 13), very rare, and probably the

finest specimen known [PI. VI] 1

*** From the Bergne (lot 492) and Brice collections.

749 Tournay Groat, 1513, obv. henric. 8. di. gra. francie. et. anglie.

rex., Shield crowned between lis and lion passant; rev. CIVITAS

tornacensis 1513, Cross voided, fourchee, with three bars across

each limb, in centre h within quatrefoil ;
lis and lion alternately

in angles (Bud. Suppl. 2, pi. xn), of extreme rarity and the finest of

the only three specimens known 1

*** From the Shepherd collection (lot 219).
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Second Coinage.

750 Groats, of London, type with Henry VIII's own portrait in profile ;

reading obv. hemRia. VIII. Dl. G. &c.
;

rev. posvi. Detv. &c, (l)m. m.

rose, reading FRfta. ; (2) same m. m. but reading FRKna., both from

the Brice collection
; (3) m. m. arrow, reading SGLie( ; (4) m. m. lis,

reading FRftnaa (sic),
Brice collection ;

and (5) m. m. sun and clouds,

mostly very fine, the last a rare mint mark 5

751 Groats, of London, type as in last lot, (1) m. m. rose, with larger and

different bust and drapery, reading FRfta, Bieber collection ; (2) same

m. m., but reading FRftnaet ; (3) same m. m., but reading FRTCa and

3DiVT0e(, unpublished; (4) m.m. pheon obv., rev. lis, unpublished',

(5) m. m. lis on both sides (Ehs. 396), all very fine specimens 5

752 Groat, of London, m. m. rose on both sides, usual type, but the letters

on the obv. legend are mostly Roman, hENRic. viii. DL GRA. REX.

7CGL. z. fr.
;

rev. posvi. De(V. adivtorq. COEV., slightly rubbed
;
and

Halfpenny of same issue, same m. m. and type, but reading Dl. G. R.

KGL. z. frr. and on rev. KDiVTOa. fine, both unpublished and extremely

rare 2

753 Groat, of York, type as before, m. m. cross, with T. w. (Wolsey) at

sides of shield and cardinal's hat below cross, reading aiviTftS

flBORSai ;
another of same mint, same m. m., no initials of Wolsey

on rev., cardinal's hat below cross; Half Groat of York, m.m.

cross, T. w. at sides of shield and cardinal's hat below cross, Shepherd

and Brice collections
;
and Durham Penny, Sovereign type, also with

T. w. at sides of shield and cardinal's hat below, all fine and rare, an

interesting series of Wolsey''s coins 4

754 Groat, of York, usual type, m. m. acorn, t. w. at sides of shield, car-

dinal's hat below, a very rare mint mark
;
Half Groat of York, m. m.

key on obv. and E. L. (Edward Lee) at sides of shield, Brice collection
;

another of same mint and same m. m., but with L. E. on rev.
;
and

Halfpennies of York, m. m. key and «. l. at sides of head ;
and of

Canterbury with t. a (Thomas Cranmer) at sides of head, all fine,

rare and interesting pieces 5

755 Half Groats, of London, usual type ;
m. m. lis on obv., none on rev. :

of Canterbury, m. m. cross fleury on obv., T. on rev., w. JC. at sides of

shield, Brice collection, rare
;

another of same mint, with m. m.

Catherine wheel on obv., and T. C (Thomas Cranmer) at sides of

shield on rev., Brice collection
; Pennies, Sovereign type, of London,

m. m. arrow, Bergne and Brice collections
;
of Canterbury, m. m. cross

fleury on obv. only, w. ft at sides of shield, unpublished, Shepherd and

Brice collections
;
and Halfpennies of London, with m.m. lis and

arrow, all fine, rare and interesting coins 7
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756 Half Groats, of London, m. m. lis, reading 3DiVT0e(. ;
of Canterbury,

m. m. T. on both sides, w. % at sides of shield; another, m.m. Catherine

wheel on both sides and T. c at sides of shield
;
of York, m. m. key,

no letters at sides of shield
; Pennies, Sovereign type, of London,

m. m. rose
;
of Durham, m. m. crescent or c on obv., T. w. at sides of

shield and cardinal's cap below cross
;
and Halfpenny of London,

m. m. lis, all fine and scarce coins 7

757 Farthing, obv. rvtilsns ROSS, Portcullis; rev. h. d. GRflars", Cross

with one pellet in each angle, vol. 3 grs. (Bud. Suppl. n, pi. XVI, 18),

fine and of the highest rarity, possibly only one other specimen known 1

*** From the Wigan and Brice collections.

Third Coinage, with Bust facing (of Fine Silver).

758 Testoon, m. m. lis on obv., two lis on rev.
; obv. hartRiu. viii. di. grs.

SGL. FR7C. z. hiB. Rax, Bust facing, crowned, with mantle and fur

collar
;

rev. POSVI. DavM. 7CDIVTORQVM. mevm., Double rose crowned

between h. R. crowned (Bud. pi. viii, 2), extremely fine and very rare 1

"%* From the Dymock, Bergne (lot 498) and Brice collections.

759 Testoon, same as the preceding, but m. m. one lis onobv. and rev. and

reading adivtoqrivm, fine and very rare 1

*** From the Brice collection.

760 Groat, m. m. lis, obv. henRia. 8. d. g. &c, Bust slightly turned to right,

fur mantle; rev. posvi. dqv. SDiVTORet. cdqv. (two saltires after

Detv. and SDiVTORet), Shield on cross fourchee with annulet in each

fork (Bud. pi. viii, 3), extremely fine; Half Groat, m.m. lis, same

type as the Groat, but reading fr. z. hB. Rax and jtdivtoq. (Bud.pl.

Viii, 13) ;
and Penny of London, with full face, m. m. lis (?) on obv.,

and reading H. D. G. ROSA. Slna. SPI. and rev. civracs LONDON, both

very fine, all very rare 3

*** No. 1 from the Brice collection ; no. 2 from the Henderson, Dims-

dale, Durrant, Bergne (lot 500) and Brice collections
; no. 3 from

the Bergne and Brice collections.

761 Groat and Half Groat, same type and m. m. as in the preceding

lot, but slightly varied in the king's portrait, fine and very rare 2

762 Groat, m. m. lis, similar to lot 760 (Bud.pl. viii, 3) ; another, of Lon-

don, of later issue but of fine silver, Roman letters chiefly in legends,

reading henrio. 8. d. g. agi &c. and civrrxs London., s in each

fork of cross (Snelling, pi. Ill, 42), both very fine and rare, especially

the second piece 2

*** No. 2 from the Brice collection.
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Third and later Coinages, with Bust facing (of baser Silver).

763 Testoon, m. m. lis on obv., annulet on rev.
;

obv. hetnRia. 8. d. g. &c,
Bust of king crowned, full face; rev. posvi devm 3:divtor[em]

mevm, Eose crowned between h. R. crowned (comp. Bud. pi. viii, 6),

slightly chipped, an extremely fine portrait, scarce 1

764 Testoon, m. m. annulet enclosing pellet on both sides, type same as

last, reading sdivtorivcd cdsvcd, English m's, very fine and one of the

best known specimens, rare 1

* #

lections.
* From the Dimsdale, Hall, Durrant, Brown, Bergne, and Brice col-

765 Testoon, same m. m., type and legends as last, two trefoils between

each word on obv. and rev., one only after cdqvod., small crown above

rose, very fine and scarce 1

766 Testoon, m. m. annulet and lis on both sides, same type as the pre-

ceding, but Eoman letters entirely on rev., some in obv. legend, fine,

unpublished with this m. m. 1

767 Testoon, of London, m. m. s (Suffolk or Southwark) on both sides ;
bust

full face, reading obv. liEnRia. 8. di. GRft. 2CGL. FR3\ z. hiB. REX
;
rev.

aiviTfts LonDon, three florets at the beginning, middle and end of

rev. legend (comp. Bud. pi. viii and Hks. 409), extremely fine and very

rare, slightly cracked 1

*** From the Brice collection.

768 Testoon, of London, same m. m. and type as the preceding coin, but

reading d. g. instead of di. GRft, and florets on rev. larger (comp.

Hks. 409), well preserved, very rare 1

769 Testoon, of London, m. m. s on obv. and e on rev., same type and

legends as last, reading oivitss LonDon, florets as on lot 767,

extremely fine and very rare 1

*** From the Brice collection.

770 Testoon, of Bristol, m. m. on rev. w. s. in monogram (W. Sharington),

usual type, Bust facing, crowned, rev. Kose crowned between h. R.;

reading obv. hetnRia. D. G. SnGL &c. ; rev. arviTfts BRISTOL, rose

between two crosses flory after arvrras., fine and extremely rare 1

771 Groat, Half Groat (m. m. arrow), Penny and Halfpenny (m. m. lis)

of London, with three-quarter face and rev. legend civitas LONDON,
Roman letters

;
the Groat has s in each fork of cross on rev. ;

also

Groat, Half Groat and Penny of Bristol of same type, reading

aiviras BRiSTOLiet, m. m. w. s. (in mon.) on first two, all fine 7
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772 Groat (m.m. lis),
Half Groat (m.m. e), Penny and Halfpenny of

London, with three-quarter face, the first reading rev. posvi. dqv.

&c, and the others oivitas London.; also Groat, Half Groat and

Penny of Bristol of same type, reading arvrocs bristoliq ;
m. m.

w. s. (in mon.) on Groat and Half Groat, all fine 7

*
#
* Nos. 1-4 from the Bergne and Brice collections.

773 Groat, Half Groat, Penny and Halfpenny of Canterbury, with

three-quarter face, no m. m., and reading civitas CANTOR; also

Groat, Half Groat, Penny and Halfpenny of York, of same

type, reading oivitxs etBORSar, the Groat with Koman letters, all

fine 8

*
¥r

* All from the Brice collection, and nos. 5-7 from the Bergne col-

lection.

774 Groat, Haif Groat and Penny of London, all with m.m. e and

three-quarter face, and reading civitas LONDON
;

also G roat of

Canterbury, reading civitas cantor, and Half Groat of same

mint and type, reading aiviras aSnTOR, all fine for these coins 5

775 Groat and Half Groat of London, both with m. m. arrow, three-

quarter face, and reading posvi dqvcd &c, unpublished ;
and Penny

of same mint, civitas London.; also Groat, Half Groat and

Penny of York of same type, reading oivitss aBORSai, but the last

with Eoman letters, mostly fine 6

776 Groat, of Bristol, m. m. T. L (?)
in monogram on rev., three-quarter face

type, reading aiviTRS bristoliq, rose and quatrefoil after aivrras,

lis in each fork of cross
;
and Half Groat of same mint and type,

and with same m. m., but cross and lis after aiviras, both fine and

exceedingly rare, the second piece unpublished 2

*
#
* No. 1 from the Brice and no. 2 from the Gibbs collection.

777 Groat, of London, m. m. bow, on both sides, obv. henric. d. g. AG. fra.

z. hib. rex., three-quarter bust; rev. redde cviqve qvod swm
est, Shield on cross (Bud. pi. viii, 12), well preserved and very rare 1

*
*
* From the Shepherd collection (lot 225).

778 Groat, of London, same m. m., type and legends as the preceding, but

reading agl. for AG., and letters throughout smaller, fine for this

coin and very rare 1

*** From the Bergne (lot 504) and Brice collections.

779 Half Groats of London, of same m.m. and type as the last, but

reading, henric 8. d. g. ang. fr. z. hi. rex
;

rev. redd. cviq. qd.

swm. est (Rks. 410), of great rarity and fine for this coin 1

*
+
* From the Martin, Murchison, and Addington collections.
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780 Groat of London with m. m. lis on rev.
;
another with same m. m. on

both sides ; others, m. m. K, and picklock, all with rev. legend posvi

devm
;
others (2) of Bristol, both with m. m. w. s (in mon.), one

with annulet, the other with lis in each fork of cross, reading

aiviTSS bristoliq j
and another of Canterbury, no m. m., reading

CIVITAS CANTOR., and broken annulet in each fork of cross on rev., all

fine for these coins 7

EDWARD VI.

a.d. 1546-1553.

Gold.

First Coinage.

781 Half Sovereign, with his father's name, but his own portrait, m. m.

E on both sides
;

obv. henric. 8. D. G. agl. franc, z. hib. rex.,

King enthroned, rose at his feet
; rev. ihs. Avtem. transiens. per.

medi. illor. IBAT., Shield crowned and with supporters ; below E

and tablet with H. R. (mon.) ; diamond-shaped stops between words

on both sides
j
Roman letters throughout, wt. 94^ grs. (Ken. no. 22,

p. 99
;
Bud. pi. vi, 2), fine and very rare 1

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 381).

782 Half Sovereign, same as the preceding, but no m. m. on either side,

and K. below shield on rev.
;
and reading henric. 8. DEI. gra. agl.

fra. z. hib. rex
;

rev. legend as last, wt. 93 grs. (Ken. no. 26, p. 99
;

Num. Chron., N.S. xn, p. 189, no. 9), very fine and rare 1

783 Half Sovereign, same type and legends as lot 781
;
m. m. arrow on

both sides, no letter under shield on rev. ; stops diamonds, two after,

D. g. agl. and hib., none after per and one after every other

word, wt. 94 grs. (var. Ken. no. 29, p. 100), fine and very rare 1

784 Half Sovereign, same type as lot 781, m. m. lis on both sides, reading
HENRIC. 8. D. G. AGL. FRA. Z. HIB. REX

J
rev. IHS. AVTE. TRANSIE.

per. medi. illor. ibat.
; plain stops after words on both sides

;

three after rex
; no letter under shield, wt. 93 grs. (var. Ken. no. 36

p. 100), fine and rare 1

785 Half Sovereign, with Edward's name and portrait, m.m. arrow on
both sides

;
obv. edward. 6. d. g. agl. fran. z. hib. rex., King

enthroned, rose at his feet; rev. ihs. avte. transie. per. medi.
illor. ibat., Crowned shield with supporters ; below H. R. (mon.) on
tablet

; stops, mascles on both sides, wt. 93 grs. (comp. Rud.pl vii, 3),

fine and very rare \

*** From the Bergne (lot 543) and Brice collections.
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786 Half Sovereign, m. m. L on both sides, same type as the preceding,

but reading his. avtl. &c.
;
L under shield on rev.

; throughout the

e's are L's, wt. 94 grs., well preserved and a rare and unpublished

variety
1

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 397).

787 Crown, m. m. arrow on both sides, obv. edward. 6. d. g. ag. fr. z.

hib. rex., Royal- shield crowned between E. r., both crowned
;

rev.

rvtilans. ROSA, sine spine., Crown above double rose dividing

E. R., both crowned ; stops, mascles, one after D., hib and rex, two

after other words and six after spine., wt. 48 grs. (engraved in Num.

Chron. XX, p. 187), extremely fine and unique [PI. VI] 1

*x* This most interesting and valuable coin is from the Murchison

(lot 158) £83, and Addington collections. This and the specimen
in the National Collection are the only two crowns of this issue

known (see Ken. p. 107).

788 Half Crown, m. m. arrow on both sides, same type as the preceding

coin, but the E. R. in field on obv. and rev. are not crowned
; reading

Obv. EDWARD. 6. D. G. AG. FR. Z. HI. REX
;

rev. RVTILANS : ROSA :

sine: spina.; stops, mascles, wt. 24 grs. (Bud. vii, 13), fine but

slightly chipped, and of the highest rarity, only two other specimens

known, one of which is in the British Museum 1

*** From the Hoare and Shepherd (lot 238) £22, collections.

Second Coinage.

789 Sovereign, m. m. arrow on rev. only, obv. edward. vi. del gra. agl.

franci. et. hib. rex., King enthroned holding sword and orb
;

rev. IHS. AVTEM. TRANSIENS. PER. MEDIV. ILLORV. IBAT., Crowned
shield with supporters ;

below on tablet with scroll ornaments E. R.,

wt. 168 grs. (Ken. pi. x, 70), very fine and extremely rare [PI. VI] 1

*** From Col. Long's collection.

790 Sovereign of the Southwark mint, same type as the preceding, m. m.

Y (Sir John Yorke) on both sides, reading obv. edward. vi. d. g.

AGL. FRAN. ET. HIB. REX (cinquefoil after REX) ;
rev. IHS. AVTEM

TRANSIENS. PER MEDI. ILLOR. IBAT., wt. 169 grs. (Bud. pi. VII, 2),

very fine and very rare 1

*** From the Bank of England (1877) and Brice collections.

791 Half Sovereign, m. m. arrow on both sides, obv. scvtvm. fidei.

PROTEGET. EVM., Bust to right, in armour, head bare ; rev. EDWARD,
vi. D. G. agl. fra. z. hib. rex, Oval garnished shield, crowned,
between E. R.

; stops rosettes on obv., diamonds on rev., wt. 83£ grs.

(Bud. pi vn, 8), very fine and rare [PI. VI] 1

*** From the Bergne (lot 546) and Brice collections.
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792 Half Sovereign, same type and legends as the preceding coin, but

m. m. 6 on both sides, wt. 71 grs., fine and excessively rare 1

793 Half Sovereign, m. m. arrow on both sides, same type and legends

as lot 791, but the king's head is crowned and the legends are

transposed, wt. 83| grs. (Bud. pi. VII, 4), fine and rare 1

*** From the Dimsdale, Durrant, Bergne (lot 549) and Brice collections.

794 Half Sovereign, same type and legends as last, but m. m. swan on

both sides (crest of Sir M. Bowes), wt. 84 grs. (Ken. no. 5), very fine

and rare [PI. VI] 1

795 Half Sovereign, m. m. grapnel on both sides, same type and legends

as lot 793, but rose after each word on obv. and rev., but two after

EVM., wt. 82 1 grs. (Ken. no. 6), fine and a rare m. m. 1

*** From the Murchison and Addington collections.

796 Crown, with uncrowned head, same type and legends as Half-

Sovereign (lot 791), but m. m. arrow on obv. only, fr. for fra., and

diamond-shaped stops on both sides
;
no roses, wt. 41 1 grs. (comp.

Bud. pi. VII, 9), extremely fine and very rare [PI. VII] 1

%* The Crown is much rarer than the Half Sovereign of same type.

797 Crown, with uncrowned bust, same as the preceding coin, but m. m.

6 on obv. only, and AG. for agl., wt. 41 1 grs., well preserved and

unpublished with this m. m., exceedingly rare 1

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 402).

798 Crown, with crowned bust, same type and legends as the Half Sovereign

(lot 793), m. m. arrow on both sides, and reading AG. for AGL.,

diamond shaped stops after words on both sides, wt. 41 grs. (var.

Ken. pi. x, 72), very fine, exceedingly rare, an unpublished variety 1

*** From the Brice collection.

799 Crown, of Southwark, with crowned bust, as the preceding ;
but m. m.

Y on both sides, and reading agl. hi. and proteg., stops also as

last, wt. 43 grs. (Bud. pi. vii, 5), in good state, exceedingly rare 1

* From the Hastings collection.

800 Half Crown, m. m. arrow on obv. only, same type as the Half Sovereign,
lot 791, with bust uncrowned, but no letters at sides of shield on

rev.
; reading obv. scvtvm. fidei. proteget evm

; rev. edwar, vi.

D. G. agl. fr. z. H. r
; diamond-shaped stops on both sides,

wt. 21 grs. (Bud. pi. vii, 10), very fine and extremely rare, one of the

rarest of this king's coins [PI. VII] 1

*** From the Bergne (lot 548), and Brice collections.

801 Half Crown, m.m. grapnel on obv. only, same type as the preceding

coin, but the bust is crowned and the legends are not transposed as

is usual with this type ; reading obv. scvtvm. fidei. proteg. evm. ;

rev. edward. vi. d. g. AG. fr. z, h. rex., wt. 21 grs. (Ken. no. 3),

extra rare and extra fine [PI. VII] 1
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802 Half Crown, with crowned bust, same as the preceding, but m. m.

arrow on both sides, and the legends are transposed ; reading HI.

for hib. and proteget for proteg., wt. 21 grs. (Bud. pi. vn, 6), very

fine and extremely rare 1

*** From the Russell, Brice, Murchison, Bergne (lot 551) and Brice

collections.

803 Half Crown, of Southwark, m. m. Y on both sides, same type, &c,

as the last; but reading ev. for evm., slightly chipped, exceedingly rare 1

"%* From the Hall collection.

Third Coinage.

804 DOUBLE SOVEREIGN, m.ra. ostrich head on both sides, oZw. e(DWffRD.

vi. d. G. snGLifl. FRXnaieu z. hiBeiRniQ. Rax, King enthroned

holding sceptre and orb
; portcullis at his feet ; around, tressure

with trefoil at each angle and a dot in each arch
;

rev. ihetsv.

KVT0M. TRflnsiens. par. mqdivm. illorvm. ibjct., Shield on double

rose within floriated tressure, two crosses in each spandril ; stops

saltires as Ken. no. 1, p. 112, wt. 476 grs. {engraved in Bud. pi. viii, 1),

very fine condition, and one of the rarest coins in the English series

[PI. VII] 1

*** This magnificent specimen was sold in the Hollis collection (lot 336)
to Mr. Willett for £99, and when his cabinet was dispersed it

was bought privately by Mr. Christopher Edmonds, at whose sale

Mr. Bergne purchased it for £45. 10s. At the Bergne sale it was

purchased by Mr. Addington for £165. It is believed that there is

only one other specimen in any private collection, viz. that pur-
chased for the late Lord Hastings at Mr. Cuff's sale, which came
from the cabinet of the Duke of Devonshire, and which was sold in

1880 for £175. The above specimen was engraved for Ruding,
when in the Hollis collection. Like the Double Sovereign of

Henry VIII (lot 742) it may also be a pattern.

805 Sovereign, precisely the same as the preceding coin and apparently

from the same die, tut. 236 grs. (Ken. pi. x, 74 ;
Bud. pi. viii, 2), very

fine and exceedingly rare 1

%* From the Murchison (lot 171) £90, and Addington collections. In

the former sale catalogue it is described as " the finest specimen
known."

806 Angel, m. m. ostrich head on both sides, type similar to the Angels of

Henry VIII
; reading obv. qdwsrd. VI. D. G. SGL. FRft. z. hib. Rex.;

rev. pqr. crRVaet. tvxm. stclvjt. xpq. rgid. ;
on rev. e. to left of

cross, rose to right, stops saltires as Ken. no. 1, wt. 77 grs. (Ken. pi.

X, 75
;
Bud. pi. viii, 4), fine and extremely rare, a small hole at the

top has been neatly filled up [PI. VII] 1

*** From the Wigan and Brice collections. The extreme rarity of this

coin is shown by the fact that no specimen occurred in the Dims-

dale, Trattle, Thomas, Durrant, Pembroke, Cuff, Devonshire,

Dymock, and Bergne cabinets.
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Fourth Coinage.

807 Sovereign, m. m. tun on both sides, obv. qdwisrd. vi. d. G. sgl. FR5C.

z. hiBQR. rex, Three-quarter length figure of the king to right in

armour, crowned, holding sword and orb
;

rev. ihs. 3VT0. TRRnai.

pqr. ccqdiv. illor. IB3T., Crowned shield with supporters ;
below

on ornamented tablet e. R, wt. 173 grs. (Bud. pi. vin, 6), extremely

fine and rare 1

*** From the Lake Price and Nash collections.

808 Sovereign, of Southwark, m. m. y on both sides, same type as last

coin, but reading FRKn. z. hiB. Rax, and rev. ihs. svtqcd. TRKnai.

PetRCDetDi. illor. ibtct, wt. 173| grs. (Ken. pi. xi, 76), in brilliant

condition and rare [PI. VII] 1

%.* From the Brice collection.

809 Half Sovereign, m. m. tun on both sides, obv. etDWffRD. vi. d. g. sgl.

FRjf. z. hiB. Re(X, Three-quarter length figure of the king, &c, as

in lot 807 ; rev. ihs. RVTetoo. TRftnsiet. PetRCDSDi. illo. IB3T., Square
shield crowned between e R., letters of legend small and inside of

crown frosted, wt. 85^ grs. (Bud. pi. vin, 7), very fine and rare 1

*** From the Bergne (lot 555) and Brice collections.

810 Half Sovereign, of Southwark, m. m. y on both sides, same type as

the preceding, but letters of legends larger and inside of crown not

frosted
; reading TCVTet. TRKnai. PflRCDQD. &c, wt. 88£ grs., very highly

preserved, one of the finest specimens known [PI. VII] 1

*** From the Young, Durrant, Bergne (lot 554) and Brice collections.

811 Crown, m.m. tun on both sides, same type and obv. legend as the

Half Sovereign (lot 809), but rev. legend sovtvcd. fidqi. PROTetGQT.

e:vcD, wt. 44 grs. (Bud. pi. vii, 8
;
Ken. pi. xi, 77), veryfine and very rare 1

*** From the Wigan and Brice collections.

812 Crown of Southwark, m.m. Y on both sides, same type and legends
as the preceding coin, wt. 44 grs., very fine and unpublished, p-obably

unique \

*** From the Nash collection.

813 Half Crown, m. m. tun on both sides, same type as the Half

Sovereign (lot 809), but reading obv. qdwsrd. vi. d. G. 7£. fr. z. hiB.

Rex; rev. sovtvcd. fidsi. protcig. avcc., wt. 21| grs., (Bud. pi. vin,

9), extremely rare and fine 1

*** From the Murchison (lot 172) and Shepherd (lot 235) £20 5s.

collections.

814 Half Crown, of Southwark, m. m. y on both sides, same type as the

last, but reading 5fG. FR. z. h., wt. 22 grs., very fine and extremely

rare, unpublished by Kenyon 1

From the Martin, Bergne (lot 557) and Brice collections.

I
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Patterns.

815 Half Sovereign, 2nd coinage, m.m. rose on obv. only; obv. scvtvm.

fidei. proteget. evm. (stops diamonds; rose after fidei), Bust

uncrowned to right, in armour; rev. edward'. vi. rex. angl.

franc, hiber. zc. (stops diamonds), Double rose on branch, crowned,

and between E R., wt. 117 grs. (comp. Smiling, Pattern Pieces, pi. V, 6),

very fine and of the highest degree of rarity [PI. VII] 1

* * From the Murchison (lot 168) £30 10s. and Addington collections.

816 Half Sovereign, Silver, same m. m. and type as the preceding, but

stops annulets, and legend on rev. edward. vi. d. g. rex. agl. fra.

hi. &c.,fine and of the highest rarity 1

*** & piftce of the same description occurred in the Cuff sale (lot 1013) ;

this is probably the same piece as the one above described.

817 Crown, Gold, 2nd coinage, m. m. rose on obv. only, same type as lot

815, but legends transposed and reading obv. fran. hibe. zc., and

rose after scvtvm, not after fidei
; stops crosses, wt. 47| grs.

(Bud. pi. VII, 12
; Snelling, pi. in, 3), fine and extremely rare [PI.

VII] 1

*** From the Hugh Howard and Brice collections.

Silver.

First Coinage (of debased Silver).

818 Shilling, m. m. bow on both sides, obv. inimicos. eivs. indvam. con-

fvsione, Bust to right crowned
;

rev. edward. vi. d. g. angl. fr.

e. hib. rex, Oval garnished shield between E. R. (Rud. pi. ix, 8), fine

for this coin, excessively rare 1

*** This is by far the rarest of the Shillings of this reign. It is an

unpublished variety, having E. for z. in the rev. legend.

819 Shilling, 1549, m. m. arrow on rev., same type as last, but legends
Obv. TIMOR. DOMINI. FONS. VITJE. MDXLIX

;
rev. EDWARD. VI. D. G.

agl. fra. z. hib. rex. (Bud. pi. ix, 9), very fine and a very rare type,

and of much finer silver than usual 1

*** From the Shepherd collection (lot 247), £13.

820 Shilling, 1549, m. m. arrow on both sides, same type as the preceding but

the legends, which are also the same except vite for vit^e, are trans-

posed (Bud. pi. ix, 10), very rare and seldom met with in this fine state 1

*** From the Martin, Shepherd (lot 245), £11. 5s., and Brice collections.

821 Shilling, 1549, m. m. grapnel on both sides, same type and legends as

the last coin, extremely fine and a very rare mint mark [PI. VII] 1

*** From the Dimsdale, Durrant, Russell, Bergne (lot 527), and Brice

collections.
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822 Shilling, of Southwark, 1549, m.m. Y on both sides, same type and

legends as lot 820, extremely fine and of fine silver, very rare in this

state 1

\* From the Brice collection.

823 Shilling, of Bristol, 1549, m. m. t (Thomas Chamberlain), same type
and legends as lot 820, fine and very rare of this mint 1

824 Shilling, 1550, m. m. swan on both sides, same type and legends as

last coin, but date on rev. M. D. h.,fine; another, 1551, m. m. rose

on both sides, same but date mdli, well preserved, both rare in this

condition 2

825 Shilling, 1549, of Southwark, m.m. y over g, type as before (see

lot 820), but countermarked on obv. with portcullis (Bud. pi. IX,

14) ;
another with m. m. rose on both sides, same type but dated mdl.

and countermarked with greyhound behind king's head (Rud.pl. ix,

15), both well preservedfor these coins, the first one an unpublished m. m.
;

the second, date not in Hks. 2

*#* No. 1 from the Marsham collection.

826 Groat, m. m. arrow on both sides, obv. edward. 6. d.g. ag. fr. z.

hib. rex. (three diamonds after rex.), Bust to right crowned
;

rev.

posvi. DEV. ADIVTORE. mev., Square shield on cross fourchee, cres-

cent in each fork (Bud. pi. ix, 1), very fine, probably the best known

specimen, and extremely rare [PI. VII] 1

V From the Cuff (£14. 10*.), Dymock (£25. 10s.), Murchison (£19.),
and Addington collections.

827 Groat, same m. m., type and legends as the preceding coin, but Hi. for

HIB. and no diamonds after rex, very fine and extremely rare 1

%* From the Addington collection.

828 Groat, of London, m. m. E on rev., same type as lot 826, but legend

on rev. civitas London, and reading on obv. agl. fra. z. hib. rex.

(Bud. pi. ix, 3), well preserved, but slightly chipped at edge, exceedingly

rare 1

%.* From the Marsham collection (lot 420).

829 Half Groat, of London, m. m. E on rev., same type as the last coin,

but no crescents in forks of cross on rev., reading civitas London
on rev., and obv. legend edward. 6. D. G. AG. fr. z. hi. rex

(Hks. 416), very fine and an extremely rare coin 1

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 420). Hks. p. 290 queries the

m. m.
,
but this coin leaves no doubt that it is the letter E.

830 Half Groat, of Canterbury, no m. m., same as the preceding coin, but

legend on rev. civitas cantor (Bud. pi. ix, 4), fine and very rare 1

*** From the Tyssen, Durrant, and Shepherd (lot 250) collections.
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831 Half Groat, of Canterbury, same as last coin, but reading EDOARD 6.

D. G. agl. fra. z. hi. rex., extremely fine and very rare 1

\* From the Gibbs collection.

832 Penny, of London, m. m. arrow on both sides, obv. E. d. g. rosa. sine.

spl, Bust to right crowned ;
rev. civitas London., Shield on cross

fourchee {Bud. pi. ix, 5), very fine, exceedingly rare, fine silver 1

*** From the Gibbs collection.

833 Penny, of Bristol, m. m. trefoil on either side, type as last, but trefoil

in each fork of cross on rev., and reading obv. eD. 6. D.G. ROSS. sine,

spins., and rev. aivrras BRiSTOLie., quatrefoil after ROS7C and

trefoil after oivitas (Hks. 415), a beautiful specimen and exceedingly

rare 1

%* From the Tutet, Tyssen, Durrant and Shepherd (lot 251) £22.

collections.

834 Halfpenny, of Bristol, no m. m., obv. e. 6. d. g. ross sine, spin.

(quatrefoil after sine), Bust to right, crowned ; rev. aivlTSS bris-

TOLie, Long cross fourchee with trefoil in each fork
;
three pellets

in each angle of cross, slightly chipped, but otherwise a beautiful speci-

men, of the highest rarity, unpublished [PI. VII] 1

*** From the Christmas and Shepherd (lot 252), £19. 10s., collections.

835 Halfpenny, of London, obv. e. 6. d. g., &c, Bust to right, crowned ;

rev. civitas London, Long cross pattee, with three pellets in each

angle (see Num. Chron. vn, p. 136; and N. S. I, p. 24), very fine,

slightly chipped but legend on rev. legible, UNIQUE (?) 1

*** This coin was in the Marsham collection, where under lot 421 it

was described as of Bristol. It is however the much rarer Half-

penny of London, and may be the specimen from the Bergne
collection.

836 Groat, Trial Piece (?), m. m. picklock, the obv. and rev. are of the same

types, posvi. dev. adivtore. mev., Square shield on cross fourchee

with rose in each fork, well preserved, unpublished, unique (?) 1

*** From the Wakeford collection.

Second Coinage (of fine Silver).

837 Crown, 1551, m. m. y on both sides, obv. eDWftRD. vi. d. g, egl. frs.

z. hibqr. Rex., King on horse cantering to right; below, 1551
;
rev.

posvi Devro. SDiVTORe. coev., Square shield on cross fourchee (Bud.

pi. X, 1), in brilliant condition [PL VII] 1

*
#
* " This coin has been considered to be the finest specimen known. It

has been successively in the Tyssen, A. Edmonds (£11. 15s.), Dur-
rant (£16. 10s.), G. Sparkes, and Brice collections."
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838 Crown, 1552, m. m. tun on both sides, same type as the preceding

coin, but below horse 1552
j reading FRSnai. z. hiB. Re(X (Hks.

420), extremely fine 1

" This beautiful coin is stated by Mr. Bergne to have been ' stolen
'

at Trattle's sale, and a very inferior one substituted for it. It

afterwards appeared in Col. Durrant's sale, lot 412, where it was

bought by Cureton for Mr. Shepherd for <£11. I bought it at the

Shepherd sale, lot 240, for £27. 10s. It is believed that this and
the preceding coin are matchless in any collection."—W. Brice.

839 Crown, 1551, m. m. tun on both sides, same as the last coin in type

and legends, but date below horse 1551, fine and an exceedingly rare

date of this mint mark 1

*** From the Stewart Thorburn collection.

840 Crown, 1553, m. m. tun, same type as before, but under horse 1553 ;

reading fra. z. hiBQR. rqx, fine and a very rare date 1

841 Half Crown, 1551, m. m. y on both sides, same type and legends as

the crown (lot 837), except that the horse is walking and has

plumes on its head {Bud. pi. x, 2), extremely fine [PI. VII] 1

%* From the Trattle, Durrant, Bergne and Brice collections. "This
coin is also considered to be the finest known."—W. Brice.

842 Half Crown, 1551, m. m. tun on both sides, same type and date as

the last coin, but the horse is cantering and has no plumes on its

head, and varies in obv. legend having hiBe( for hiBQR. (Bud. pi. x,

3), extremely fine 1

*** From the Dymock, Murchison,
" a Lady in the North "

(£5. 5s.) and
Brice collections.

843 Half Crown, 1552, m. m. tun on both sides, same type as the pre-

ceding coin, but date 1552, and reading hiB. for hlBQ ;
and odqvco

for roetv., well preserved, an unpublished variety, exceedingly rare 1

844 Half Crown, 1553, same m. m. and type as the last coin, but the

horse is walking, and below 1553
; reading CDetvoo for coev (var.

Hks. 421 and Bud. pi. x, 4), well preserved, an unpublished variety,

extremely ra,re 1

845 Shilling, m.m. tun on both sides, obv. eDWftRD. vi. D. G. SGL. frr. z.

hiB. Rex., Bust facing crowned between rose and XII; rev. posvi.

Detv. sdivtorq. CDfltv., Shield on cross fourchee (Hks. 422
;
Bud. pi. x,

5); and Sixpence, same type, but m. m. y, vi to right of head, and

reading roevra (Bud. pi. x, 7), both extremely fine 2

*** No. 1 from the Bergne and Brice collections.

846 Shilling and Sixpence, as in the preceding lot, but on the former

the king's crown is varied and on the latter the shield is of very
neat work and the lions are smaller, both extremely fine 2

*** Both from the Brice collections.
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847 Shilling, m, to. tun, same as in lot 845, but the bust of the king is

smaller
;
and Threepence of same type and to. to., but in to right

of bust on obv. ;
and reading £G. fr. for A'gl. FR7C (Bud. pi. x, 9),

both extremely fine 2

*** No. 2 from the Bergne and Brice collections.

848 Sixpence, to. to. tun on both sides, same type and legends as on the

Shilling (see lot 845), but with crowned bust between rose and vi

(Bud. pi. x, 7),
"
extraordinarily fine and most rare in such condition,"

[PI. VII] 1

849 Shillings (2), to. m. y and tun, the latter countermarked with the lion

of Zealand on obv.
;
and Sixpence, with to. to. y on rev. only,

usual types, all fine, the last an unpublished variety, with to. to. on rev.

only 3

850 Sixpence, of York, to. to. pierced mullet on obv., plain mullet on rev.
;

usual type, with legends qdwkrd. vi. d. g. 5CGL. FR3\ z. hiBSR.

mx. ;
and rev. aivrrxs. etBORftai. (Hks. 423

;
Bud. pi. x, 10), very

fine and very rare 1

*
*
* From the Bergne and Brice collections.

851 Threepence, of York, similar to the preceding, but to. to. pierced

mullet on both sides, mark of value ill on obv., and reading SG. fr. ;

two pellets either side of m. to. on obv. (var. Bud.pl. x, 11), fine and

very rare 1

* From the Bergne and Brice collections.

852 Penny, of London, Sovereign type, to. to. tun on obv. only ;
obv. a. d. g.

ROSS. sie(. SPIS., King seated on throne
;

rev. aiviras LonDon,
Shield on cross fourch6e, wt. 10£ grs. (var. Hks. 425), fine but

pierced, of the first rarity 1

# From the Murchison and Addington collections.

853 Penny, of London, Sovereign type, same as the preceding coin; but

the figure of the king is smaller and it reads sine, spl, wt. 7| grs.

(comp. Bud. pi. X, 12), fine and of the first rarity 1

%* From the Cuff, Shepherd and Brice collections. "These are

amongst the rarest coins in the English Silver series."— W. B.

854 Penny, of London, base silver, to. to. scallop; obv. e. d. g. rosa. sine.

spina, Double rose
;

rev. civitas London, Shield on cross fourchee

(Hks. 426) ; another of York, to. to. mullet pierced, same type but

reading civitas eboraci (Bud.pl. x, 13), both very fine and scarce 2

*** No. 1 from the Brice and no. 2 from the Shepherd collection.

855 Halfpenny, of London, same to. to. and type as the preceding coin of

London, but rose on obv. single and not double ; it also reads spi.

for spina
;

rev. civitas LONDON. (Hks. 427), very fine and of extreme

rarity, probably only the third known specimen 1

*** From the Shepherd collection (lot 253).
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Patterns.

856 Testoon, 1547, m. m. rose on obv. and rev.
;

obv. edward. vi. rex.

angl. franc, hiber. zc. Bust to right, crowned, in armour
;

rev.

timor. domini. fons. vit^e. M.D.XLVii., Oval garnished shield

between E R
; stops diamonds on both sides

;
wt. 87 grs. (comp.

Snelling, Patterns, pi. v, 4), well preserved and extremely rare 1

*** From the Murdoch collection.

857 Testoon, 1548, m.m. bow on both sides, similar type to the last, but the

bust is robed and not in armour, and the shield on the rev. is varied
;

legends obv. edwardvs. vi. rex. angli. franc, hibqrni^e ;
rev.

TIMOR domini. fons. vit^e M.D.XLVin. ; stops stars of four points,

wt. 68£ grs., exceedingly rare and well preserved 1

*** From the Wrighton and Marsham (£1 2) collections.

END of sale.

Dryden Press : J. Davy & Sons, 137, Long Acre, London.
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